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"Hariy I" cried the girl, reaching out her arm toward the newcomer. "MabelJ" shouted the young
man ; then he bounded across the room and threw his arm around the girl's
waist, at the same time turning his face toward the captain.
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rhe Liberty Boys' Lightning Work
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TOO FAST FOR THE BRITISH
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I .
LOSr IN THE TIMBER,

"Well. I helieve I am lost."
A youth of perhaps nineteen years stood almost knee-deep
Jn snow in the midst of a heavy forest. The youth was a
!handsome fellow, but just now there was a worried look on
his face.
He was dressed in rough clothing such as was worn by the
peasantR of PPnnsylvanla in thoRe days-for the region In
which this forest lay was eastern Pennsylvania, and the time
of which "le write was January of tbe year 1778.
The BritiRh army occupied Philadelphia, under General
William Howe, and the patriot army was at Valley Forge.
The former army was revellng In plenty, "in luxury almost,
and was warm and comfortable, while the latter was sutrering from hunger and cold. 'The patriot soldiers were only
half clothed. and many of them were actually barefooted,
and their suITerings dnring the cold winter weather may be
better irnaii:ined than described.
The youth of whom we write was Dick Slater, a famous
patriot scout and spy, and he was, also, the captain of a
company of brave youths of his own age known as the
Liberty Boys of '76.
.
Dick had left Valley Forge that morning. and had ridden
eastward till he was across the Schuylkill, and onward to
Germantown.
At that town he bad paused to get a bite to eat, and let
his horse rest and have some feed, but In the tavern where
be bad stopped were a score of British soldiers. They were
having a bigh time, drinking and carousing, but they were
not so drunk but what they took note of Dick's appearance
and began bothering him at once. He bad borne it as long
as he could, but at last their Insults became unbearable, and
Dick knocked one of his insulters down.
This was all the excuse the redcoats wanted. They bad
really been trying to get the youtll to resent their language
and actions so as to give them an opening to attack him, but
they had not expected that he would go so far as to knock
one of their number down.
This made them wild with anger, and tlley at once rushed
upon the youth, intending to pound him half to death. Indeed, had they been able to do what they expected to do,
doubtless they would have pounded Dick until life was extinct.
But the brave Liberty Boy did not Intend to be a victim
just to please the redcoats.
He knew a trick worth two of that, and he fought the
Britsh soldiers oil', knocking six or seven down, and got out
of the room and tavern wltllout having been so much as hit
a single time.
The redcoats rushed after him, however, wild to get revenge. and Ile had no time to i.ret his horse; the result was
that he was forced to rurr for his life.

There was heavy timber half a mile distant, and Dick
made straight for it.
The redcoats came after him, whooping and yelling like
Indians, and they ,fired a number of shots a.t the fugitive, but
the pistols did not carry the distance, and Dick was not
injured.
The Liberty Boy reached the edge of the timber several
hundred yards in advance of his pursuers, and plunging In,
ran onward at a swift pace.
A heavy cloud-bank bad hung In the western sky all day,
and now as if by magic the snow began falling. Faster
and faster the flakes fell, thicker and thicker grew the sheet
of falling snow, and soon such a snowstorm as Dick had
seldom seen was in progress.
"The redcoats can never overtake me now," thought Dick,
"so I'll just take it easy."
He continued to advance, but at a moderate gait, and presently he paused.
He listPned intently for a few minutes.
He could not hear a sound.
The stillness was like that of midnight.
· "I believe they have given up the chase and gone back to
the tavern," thought Dick. "Well, I might as well begin
working my way hark there, for I must have my horse."
He turned and started back.
·
He trudged steadily onward for several minutes.
He leaned far forward, and held his head low, his hat pulled
over his forehead for be was facing the storm.
"Phew! ,vhat a imowstorm!" he exclaimed. "It beats anything we have had this winter, and is as bad as anything I
have ever seen."
Then he thought of what the heavy snowfall meant to the
patriot soldiers at Yalley Forge, and shuddered.
.
"Poor fellows!" he murmured. "This means more suffering for them. .Tust to think that one-third of the men are
barefooted. It Is terrible!"
Onward the youth trudged, and presently he paused and
looked around him us well as he could, the falling snow beIng so thick as to make it impossible to see more than a
short dbtrwre.
Everywhere as far as be could see in every direction was
the heavy forest, however.
"I should have been back to the edge of the timber by this
time," he murmured. "I don't understand it at all."
He struck out again, and walked two or three minutes.
Then he paused once more, and gazed all around him.
As before there was nothin~ to be Reen but the snow and
the bea vv trees of the forest.
The youth hardly knew wh::it to think. He knew that he
bad penetrated into the forest less than half a mile, when
pursued by the rellr·oats, and he was sure Urnt be hacl walked
more than a mile . ince turning back. Why, then, bad Ile not
~eached the edge of the forest?
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This was a puzzling question, and without trying to answer
it hP again set out, and walked onward for ten minutes at
least.
Then he stopped and again looked around him.
All that could be seen in any direction was the falling snow
and the trees of the forest.
The Liberty Boy began to suspect that he had got turned
around in some manner, and had not been walking straight
back in thP rtirection from which he had come when pursued by the redcoats.
"That must be it," he decided. "Well, I will keep on trying, till I do find my way out of the woods."
HP struck · out once m01:e, and walkerl onward for ten or
fifte<'n minutes. Then he paused and loolrnd alf arouna.
Still only the snow and the trees of tl.Je forest could be
seen.
Not a sound broke the stillness.
For a few minutes Dick stood there, looking around him,
ancl pondering, anrl then he uttered the words with which
we op·Pned thP story:
"1Vell, I believe I am lost!"
Thero coulcl be little doubt regarding the matter.
The Liberty Boy was lost.
"I think I understand how it happened," be murmured.
"DoubtlfJSS the wind shifted, and as I was facing the snow,
and kep't on going against it. I turned aside from a direct
line, ancl went in the wrong direction."
The :routh sto·oc1 there and pondered.
What ~hould he clo?
E~·idently the only thing to do was to continue walking,
to kee11 on tr:ring to get out of the timber.
Bnt which way should he go?
"That is the qu estion," he murmurecl, "and it is a bard
one, too."
He Rtoocl th ere, irresolute, for a few moments longer, a.nd
then, tnrnlng almost at right angles to the course he had been
pursnlng. he struek out.
"I'll k<•C'p on going. anyway," he thought. "In fact, I have
got to keep on going. I must get out of here before night,
or I will he in danger of perishing in the snowstorm."
Onward he strode.
'The snow wa.s halfway to his boot-tops already, and was
still falling as thickly as e-ver.
".Tove, if it keeps this up for a few hours, the snow will
be thrPc feet deep," the J'OUth thought.
Onward he trudged.
It wa growing to be hard work ,miking.
The snow was light, and this made it harder, for be sank
almost to the Parth beneath 1hc snow wiih each step.
"I'd like to get out of the woods," thought the youth. "I
am not so likely to find the home of a settler deep in the
timber. If it were near the eclge of the forest I might run
across a settler's house, hut I believe I must be in the depths
or· the for·e st, with miles of it all around me."
'l'his thought was disquieting, indeed.
Still the youtb trudged onwarrl.
He w:rn a gritty and determined young fellow, and was
barely and strong, and used to exposure, so if any one could
go through with an experience of this kind be could.
Half an hour the youth walked along, and now the snow
was to his boot-tops.
Hf' did not like this at all.
"i.\Iy boots will fill with snow, anrl soon my feet will be
wPt. ·· he pondered; "and ~that means that I may be made sick
by expo~ure. I mnRt do something."
H t• looked all around, but could see no break in the solid
line of the surrounding forest.
'l'he snow, too, was falling ju st as briskly as ever.
·'LookR as if it has set in for all the rest of the day, and
all night." tlic youth thought. "Likely that is the case, too,
anrl I might as well hunt ·11p a sh eltered spot and camp, and
try to make myself c_omfortable."
Ht< moved slowly forward, watching on every side for some
place that would offer him shelter.
"There doesn't seem to be anything for it but to just keep
on walking," thought the youth.
So he kept on going.
he- walking was very laborious now, however; Dick was
growing very tired.
·• .Tove, l can hardly drag 011e foot after the other," he murmnl'::-d presently,
Still be trudged onward. and Rtill the snow came down in
what looked at a little distance like a thick, white sheet.
"There Is no · use talking, I ha ,·e got to find a stoppingplace, and rest a while," thought Dick. ·'This is tiresome
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work, and I am not gaining- ai1ything by it, eifher. The
chances arc that I arr1 getting deeper and deeper into the
forPst. instead of getting out of it."
He looked all around h!ln, and r;;eein;:i; notlling that ofrered
decent shelter, he walked slowly onwatd.
He harl gone perhaps a Jm'n dred ·yaTtls further when -of a
1
sucMen- an exclamation escnpecl his lips:
''The -very'•thing·! I think that will J:ie as comfortab)e a
1
place as I could find in a day's search."
·
,vhat had attracted Dick's attention was a huge hollow
tree, which st-0od amid some higl.J, dens'e bushes. 'l'he opening in tllf' side was - large enow~h to permit the pas age of
Dick's body, and he lost no time in crawling through the
opening.
Here he was at least safe from the fury of the raging
snowstorm.
CHAPTER II.
A PAIR OF VILLAINS.

'rbe Liberty Boy made bimself as comfortable as was po:;sible under tbe circumstances.
Hp was not ver) ' cold, as he was well sheltered, and the
wind dirt not blow into th hollow tree at all.
HP watched the falling snow eagerly. in the l:\dpe that it
would cN1sP, but there was no let-up as the hours dragged
awa~-. and at last night came, and darkness settled over all.
"'\VPII, I guess I -am in for making a night of it, here in
this hollow tree, " said Dick. "I would not dare venture out,
for I have no idea where I arn. I hope 'tbnt it will stop
snowing soon, however, for I don't want to have to wade in
snow to my waist 1.o-morrow, in getting out of the wilderness."
An hour pa~sccl. and then Dick was suddenly electrified
by bearing voices.
It was, more properly speaking, the murmur of voices, for
Dick could not make out the worcls, but he knew two people
were near at band, talking.
This was. indeed intereating.
·who could the persons be?
And where were they?
This was an unanswerable question, at least inst at pre-sent.
The youth in tl1e hollow tree made up bis mind that he
would find out who the talkers were and where they were,
however,
'l'o this end he stuck bis head out through the opening,
and listened.
To his surprise he could / not bear the murmur of the
voices at all.
"That is strange," he told himself. "Where can the mtn
be?"
The youth could feel the snmv striking him in the face,
ancl dl·a,ving his head hack into the tree, he listened.
He could hear the murmur of th~ voices again.
"'Vell, that is strange." thought Dick. ''I don't understand why I can. bear the voices plainer when I am inside
the tree than when I had my head outside."
He began experimenting by placing his ear against the inside of the trunk of tile tree, and listening at first one place, .
then another.
Presently be found a spot where be could distingui.sh words.
"I begin to understand,,. thought Dick. "The side of the
tree at this point is very thin, and tile sound comes through
it almost ::is plaiuly as If it were paper."
He felt of the inside of the tree, and found that there was
but little more than the bark rPmaining, and this was porous.
"That accounts for it."' he 1,ald to himself. '·But the ne:x;t
question is. '11·here are the talkers, and who are they?"
He made up his mind that he would be able to find this
out by listening again.
Placing his ear tightly agnlnst the side of the tree, he
llstened intently.
*
j
*
*
•
*
*
*
On the same evening when we introduced Dick Slater to
the readl)r's notice, in a cabin standing deep In the timber, at
a point four miles from Germantown, two men wel'e seated
at 11 table in front of a huge fireplace, iu whieh was a blazing
fire of logs.
One of the men was a hunter nud trapper, judging by h!.s
looks anrl dress, and the other was a British oflker, a <'Uptain. so his uniform indica tPd.
,.ls it snowing still, Shepp?" asked tho British officer, after
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having t:ike,n a drinfr from a flaf!k, which be returned to its
place in tbe pocket of his sc:trl(!t coat without giving the
other man n c~rnnce to sample the contents.
"Ye kin bet et's snowJ.n" yit. Cap'n Hardy," was the reply.
"I tole ye this lwer he ,set in fur all night."
,
"I wish it woul,1 stop.,.
"Et·s all ther lwtter ·fur us, Cap'n Haruy," was the reply,
with (l Clllllling leer. '
·
"\Yby so~"
"Becos u{('r snow im kiver up our tracks, don' ye see?"
"I belie,e I <10, Sl1epp. Th;tt's right, and I hope it will
conti_nue- snowing."
" \Yaal. ,-e·n git yer hope, all right. er I mi ss my gnes ·."
"How fnr is it from h<>re to the home of Mabel Morgan,
·
Shepp?" the <"aptain asked.
•· Er mill' an' er half.•·
"Quite a long trudge- three miles, through deep snow, ugh!"
renrn riced the officer with a shiver.
"Bnh. t!Jet don' ermount ter nothin'," was the reply, with
a look of sc-orn. --Tiler snow won' hurt ye."
"I don't know about that; I am not used to exposure,
Sbepp, and you are. You. of course, could tramp all night
through the Rnow. and it would not hurt you, but I could not
do it."
"Xo. I ,;'po,:<? not: . but how air we goin' ter git tiler gal
herr? Shi! w()11°t be ablt' t<'r walk so fur. through ther snow."
takt' my horse and sl1e will ride back."
",Ye
"Et'll be bnrd work gittin' ter :\!organ's house frum beer,
wl th ther hoss," said Shepp. ·· '.But I guess ez how't mebbe
we kin do et, l.Jy goin' slow an' keerful."
"\Ye> will have to do it. for. ns you say. the girl could not
\Ynlk her(', tln·o.ngh the ,mow, and Y,e could not carry her."
·· r ruther guess not. She's er i-ight smart chunk uv er gal,
is :\Iabel :\forg-an."
"She iR a !Jl'autiful girl.'' said Captain Hardy, a baleful
Jio-ht in h<?r eres
~'Oh. shc'.s idndcr purry, I'll allow; but I never yit seen
ther gnl -er womnn whut'd make me wade three miles through
thet· snow fur ter git 'em."
·'\Yell, you Ree. you and I are two diff<?rent persons, Shepp."
"Ya.s. so we nir: but, say. cap'n, w'y air ye usin' force ter
git thPr gal? I slJ'd think thet all ye'd hev tel" do would be
for ,,-alk up ter her nn· say, 'I wnnt ye, my gal,' an' she'd be
glad ennff ter hev ye."
The British officer shook his head.
"It didn't work with .: \1abrl l\Iorgan," be said.
"Ye tried thet plan, then?''
"Yes.''
•~An' she -woulc1n' l[sten ter ye?"

wm

u·xo."

'l'he huut<?r shook his head.
"\Vn al. thet's funny,•· he said. "I don' unnerstan' et."
"You do not?" with a cold smile.
"~o. \T'y , _rer er British officer, an' . her dad is er Tory,
an' thinks eYe ry man ez w·ars a red coat is all right. Then,
too. ga1s likes m<?n whut w'ars unyforms. ez er rule, an' I
don· unnerstan' -w'y tiler gal ,vouldn' listen ter ye."
·· I kno,Y the reason, Shepp."
--1..~e do, bey?''

"Y'es':''
"'\'i'but wuz t!Jpr reason, then?"
"Do yon know a family by the name of :\liller, Shepp'/"
"Yas: they live erbout er ha'{ er mile this side uv Morgan·,. hqusr."
•· And do you know a young fellow by the name of Harry
Miller'/"
"Yns, I know Harry Miller mighty well," said Shepp, a
frown coming over his face.
The other noted the frown, and being a keen. shrewd fel1011·. he at once jumped to the conclusion that Shepp did not
like Hnrry :\Iiller. for some reason or other.
"I don·t believe yon Joye young l\Iiller, Shepp," said Captain Hard~·. Insinuatingly.
"Lnv 'im?•· hissecl Shepp. "Waal, I ruther guess ez how I
don· ltn- im! 1 bate 'im!"
".',.b. ba; so do I! But what bas he done to you, Shepp?"
'Tl! tell -ye. LnR' Chri~mus they heel er big shootin'-match
over tPr nermantown. 11·<' wuz ~hootin' fur turkit'S, an' I
beat eYer'budcly thnr but Harry :\liller."
'·I see.'· nodded the cn]Jtain. a grim smile on his face.
"Yas; I didn"t like>ter be beat by er boy. an' ezz I had be'n
drinkin· er llit morP'u wnz good fur me, I. wuz ki'nder quarrc>lsome, rnmYay. an· w'en young Miller kep' a-beatin' me, I
got so rill'tl thct I slapped his face."
"Exactly,'' purrc<.l the captain.
0
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"\Ya<ul, ye wouldn' berleeve et, I expect,, but thet boy IS
jes' obain-li1-thtnin' in a fight, an' he went in an' giv' me ther
fust lickin' I ever got in all my life!"
·' He dicl 7" exclaimed the captain in surprise.
"Ye bet be did."
"11'ell, I wonlLl never have belie,ed it possible.'' and the
officer surveyed the stalwart form of bis companion with a
puzzled look on his face.
'·Neether would I hev berlee,ed et possf'l'ble. but he done
et, all right. UY course, I wuz in tiler ,Yrong-, an' ever'buddy
said so. an' Raid I got on'y whut I de,;ened, but ye unnerstan' thet cUdn' make et enny ther easier fur me ter stan' et,
an' I he, long be'n wantin' ter git er chance ter git squar'
with thet young villain."
"I umlerstancl just how you feel in tbe matter, Shepp, and
do you know I am glad you bave told me tbis."
~•,·vhy'?"
"For the reason that I intend to make it ,,orth your while
to get even ,viih young :Hiller."
"Ye air?"
"Yes."
"But wbut fur?"
"You are snrpl'ised that I should have any interest ~n the
matter?"
"Yas:"
"iVell. yon won't be when I tell you that Harry :\Iiller is
:\Ia bel Hardy's sweetheart an<.! promised husband."
"Oho, thet's et, hey?" exclaimed the hunter.
"Yes; ancl that is'nt all."
"Et haint?"
"No; the girl told me that young :\filler was to be her husband when ~he got read? to marry, and I at once hunted the
young scounc1rel up and picked a quarrel with him.•·
"011. ye did, hey ·1 ·• cried Shepp, a look of interest on his
face."
"I did."
"An' how did ye •come out?"
"At the little end of the horn."
"He licked ye?"
"With his fists .• yes; and then, when I said tbat only his
life or mine should be sacrificed, as both of us could not live
on earth at the same time, he told me to nnme the weapons
ancl place, and we would settle which one 8hould live."
" . .AJ1!"

"I named swords, as the weapon of gentlemen, and" said
we would ettle it at once, on the spot.''
"An' <.lid J'e do et?"
"Yes; and he proved himself, my master with the sword,
by playing with me as a cat plays with a mouse, and finally
disarming me. Oh, he is a regular young demon, that Harry
Miller!"
"Thet's whut he ls," the hunter agreed.
"And now I'll tell you what I'll do. In addition to the
five pounds that you are to receive for helping )Jle kidnap
the girl, I will give you another five pounds if you will kill
that young scoundrel."
"I'll do et, ye bet!" was the prompt reply. "We'll git tiler
gal furst. an' then I'll git ter work. an' ye kin bet I'll soon
put an end ter ther life uv Harry Miller."
"When you do it you shall have your money· promptly."
"All right."
"See if it is still snowin'. Shepp."
The bunter went to the door, opened it, and looked out.
"Yas, et's st111 snowin'," be said, ''but not so hard as et

wuz."
'"Well, let's have something to eat, and then start for the
Morgan home."
"All right."
The two ate a meal which consisted 9f cornbread and
venison steak, and as they ate they talked on indifferent topics. The table was placed against the wall, and they sat
with their sides to the wall. At the end of the table, and a
little ways above it the mud had fallen out from between two
of the logs, but as the cabin had been built right up against
some dense bushes and a large tree, and the tree was at the
spot where the chinking had dropped out, neither the wind
nor the snow came in through the opening.
The tree in question was the hollow one that Dick Slater
was in, and his ear was against the side of the tree at a
spot exactly opposite where the chinking had fallen out.
The heavy fall of snow had pre,ented bim from obsen•ing
the hut behind the bushes wh011 he got Into the tree trunk.
It was the voice of Shepp and Captain Hardy that Dick
had heard. as already detailed, but as he had not heard them
talking until after they had got through discussing their
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pl:Jns re:rnrding the kidnaping of Mabel i\Iorgnn and tl.e murder of Harry i\Iiller, be of co urse knew nothing r ega rding
said plans.
As Shepp and Captain Hardy did not discuRs the matter
while catiug supper, Dick dirl not learn what the two intend ecl to tlo. enn \Yhen th"Y left the cabin to Rtnrt on their
villainou s expedltion. All llC' lmew ,yas that tbey bad gone,
and as be now Ruspeetecl there 11·as a cabin beyond the
buslles. with a roarin;: fire i!l the firep la ce-for bf' coul(I llen r
it roariug-lle decided to SC'P if tl:erP was a cabin. enter it
aud make llimself comfortable.
'l'be reason Ile bad not made hi:1rn lf Ruown was because
he bad lea rned that one of the two ruen was a British captain, and he knew that he would get himself into trouble if
he, showed h irn~elf to the officer.
.
The yontl1 1:s idea wa s that the hunter had gone to gmde
tile captain to Germantown, and would return alone, and
Dick intencled to await llis return and then ask to be alloweu
to r emain OY~l'llight. Of conrse be had no tl!ougllt of being
refused pernussion to stay.
. .
.
So be entered the cabm, and s1t~111g clown m front of the
cheerful fire. proceeded to warm himself.
:
"This is all ri~bt.". be rnu_rrnnre~l. "I ~ill be enabled to
get through the mgbt m comfort, after all.

CHAPTER III.
DICK MAKES HD1SELF AT Hffil1E,

After he bacl got thoroughly warrne~l Dick noticed the cupboard in one cot·uer, and as be was hungry he made his way
to the cupboard and, opening the door, looked in.
"Cornbread and venison. eh?" he exclaimed in a tone of
satisfaction. ""\Veil, I am in luck, for sure. I will soon sat\:,fy the demands which my stomach is ~akiug for food."
He placed til e breacl ancl meat on the rude table, sat down,
and proceeded to eat heartily.
l'i'hen he had finished he gave utterance to a sigh of relief
and satisfaction.
."There, I feel better," be said. "I feel like a new man.
"\Vbat If it is snowing out? I am in comfortable quarters.
In tile morning I will have tile hunter guid~ me to Gerrn:iutowu.. n~d I will mount my horse ancl contmue on to Pb1ladelpbia.
. Tlw youtll sat down before the fire, and proceeded to take
his e:1.se.
"I wonc1er how Jong it will be before the owner of tne
cabin gets llome?'" be asked himself.
Of C'ourse lte bad no me.c1.ns of knowing, and be looked longingly at the bunk in one cornet· of th~ room and hesitated.
"I am getting drendfull~• sleepy," Ile said to himself. "Jove,
I baYe half a mind to lie down. It will be all right. r am
sme, for tlwse hunters and trapper!'\ nre usually hospitable,
gpuerous-hearted fello"'\\·s, and he will be glad to make me
w elcome.•·
Ile wnJtecl a while longer, boweYer. and then, as he had
almost gone to sleep in the chair, be decided to lie down.
H e made 11,is way over to tile corner, and lying in the
bunk. pulled the lllanket up over him.
In tw0 minutes be was souncl asleep.
now long he had slept he had no means of knowing, but
Dick was finally awakened by hearini:, voices.
IlC' ghu1<·<•cl tuwar<l the fireplace, and uoting that the fire
bad hurnecl down till sc:arcPly anything more than the back
log rcmniuef1. he decilled thathe llad been asleep two or three
honrH, at least.
"But who is it that are talking?'' he asked himself. "I
!1l1J1J)OsN1 the hunter would come back alone, but some one
sr,,m~ tl, be with him.•·
Tile YOic-PR s01mclecl nearer. and then footsteps were heard.
,\ l'l'\Y momentR latPr tile door O])l'.ned. ancl the hunter,
Sht' \1]1:'\, Pntt•red follo,vecl b,v a beautiful girl of perhaps
eigl1tPc>n yenrs. ancl after her came a British offic\:)r. Both
nH'n lrnd hold of the girl's nrrns. and in an !m,tnut the Libert:1· Boy realized that tbe mniclen was a prisoner.
J le lwl ie.-ed he understood the matter as ,vell as if be bad
het>n tolcl ,1·hat it rneaut by the> men themselves. The captain ,yns in love with thC' girl, had made adYauces. had been
repuh•ed . nncl now, determined not to be ballced, be bncl got
th P lrnntcr to help hiP-1 and llad kiduaprcl the girl. .
"Oh. )-on ~counclrel," thong-ht Dick. ,;It is such men as
yo11 who briu't tile entire British army into disrepute. I
tllink I shall ha Ye to take a hnnd in this affair!"
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The fire had\ as we lrnve said, ~lied down prl'tty low, and
did not giYe much light. Then. too, the cor,uer in which was
the bnnk w::u; 119t ligbte\1 up much oYen ,Yhen there wa~ a
good fire, and so the .n_ewcomers hacl not dis.covered tl.)e i'nct
tl)at there was an o~cupant to .the builk.
The men, supposing tl\fiIDSel ,es alom', save for the presence of the girl, spoke wit;hot1t 11eRC' rve. and Dick was soon
enabled to get a _good tmcl erstancling Qf the situation.
_ "Arc yqu coll). i\Iis~ )lnbeLi" asked thr l'ltptalu.
"Yes, I aru chilled through and tllrougll." was the girl'.s
r e p)y.
'"l'ake a seat near the fire. then; and, Shepp. put on some
fresp fuel, will you? I'm cold, too."
"Yas, I'll hev er roarin' ole fire in er few minnets, cap'n,"
was tlJe bunter's reply, and he hastened to bring in some wood
from a shed at one end of the cabin.
"Tllar r think ye'll soon be able ter git warm." he said,
when h; bad finished.
'
The fire began blazing up right away, antl Dick. fenrin_g
he might be noticed, drew the corner of the, blanket oYer bis
face, leaving a small peep-bole to look through.
He looked at the tl11·ee with interest.
He sized up the bunter -pretty qnick. "An unscrupulous
fellow wbo wil1 do almost anything for money," '\,as the
youth's verdict.
Then he weighed the British officer ln. the balance, and felt
confident that in sizing him up as au unscrupulous villain he
was ·making no mistake.
'
·Then be turned his attention to the glrl.
"A'" beautiful. sweet, and innocent girl." was bis juclgrnent
of her. "and I wiH spoil the scheme of that red-coated scoundrel or know the reason why."
"Why have you made n prisoner of me. and brought mi>
hither, Captaiu Hardy?" asked the g-irl, presently.
"CaptaLn Hardy, eh?" thought Dick. "I'll rem ember the
name, and perhaps before we get through with this affair r
shall give Captain Hardy cause to remember a fellow about
mv size,,
·
•
~'I sh~uld think you would !mow why I bnYe made n prisoner of you and brought you here, Mabel," was the officer's
reply.
"I can see no reason for such action on your part. save
tllnt you are a villain."
The officer winced, and bis face flushed.
"You sbould not use sucll barcl words, l\liss l\label .. he
said. "Still bard words break no bones and I suvpose I can
' stand it vel·y well."
'
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"But why have you brought me here?
"To teach you somet!1in~;, ?IIabel." ·
"To teach me something "Yes."
"What?"
•
'"I'o teach YOU to love me."
The captain's voice trembled, nnd Ile e,illrntly trl ~rl to put
a great deal of feeling into it, but the girl's lips curled 'with
scorn. He could not impress Iler.
"If that is why you have brought me here you might just
as well take me right back borne, sir," she said coldly.
"vVhy so, Mabel?';·
"Because I would never learn to love you; 110, not even if
-not if--"
"Not even if you did not already love Harry i\IiJIPr. eh?"
"That is none of your busiuC'RS, Cnptniu Hardy ... was the
quiet reJ)ly. "Suffice it to say that I will never Joye yon. nncl
unless you take me bacI;: to my home at once l sllall hate
and loathe you."
"I'll risk it," with a lmn,h laugh. "I sllall kPep you lien',
and I feel sure that soonPr or later you \Yill learn to lo'"'i
me."
"~eyer!,.
The girl's voice rang out loud and clear, and it was evident that she meant 11·hat she said.
·'Very well. Then you shall marry me, Joye or no loYe."
the captain <leclarecl Yiciously. "I haye swom that you shall
be mine. and I always k<'ep my word.,.
"I will uen'r marry you. Captain Hardy. and you C'annot
force me to clo so."
"Oh, yes, I C'nn. •·
"No, )'OU cannot. ?\o minister will perform tile ceremony
if I am not willing."
"The cbnplnin of my rE'gil11Fnt will do ~o, ,. witll a fienclish smile; ''he is indcbtccl to me in seY('l'al vrnys. and \Yill
tlo whatever I tell him tr, do. I shall bri11:,1· him hel't', null
Ile " -ill rny the ceremony that will make us ruau aml wife."
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"I will refuse to an~ver his questions, aucl then he cannot perform any ceremony."·
"Oh. yes. be can-. It v;,m make no difference w-ith him.
He will peTl'onn 'tlie ce\:ernony just the same."
The girl stnred afi tlle man for ' a few moments in _liorrifiecl Rilencc. and then 'she excla•i-rned:
~
"Oh, you h!lnin! ' Yotl monster!"
"Tnt, tut," su id tt1e t:apfain. ···A. 1 sald a. while. a'go. hard
words hrl!ak no hones,' so yon might as well spare yourself
the exertion of uttetiug them."
"You w.ill not be permitted to make a success of your ue• ,
ifarious scheme, Captain J-lardy, '' ·the girl cried.
"I suppose you think your sweetheart will come to your
rescu e, eh?" with a sardonic smile.
"He or some one else certainly wlll do so. I do not believe that you will be permitted to make a success of your
plan."
"You will see that I will make a complete success of my
plans.,. coolly: ·'and you might as well give In, and yield
grneefull~· to the inevitable."
, •
"Xeyer!" the girl cried.
"Say. cnp'n. there's be'n sumbuddy beer whHe we wuz
gone." suddenly exclaimed Shepp, the hunter. He had been
looking around, and bad discovered that a lot of the bread
and meat had been eaten.
. As the ,bunter snid this his eyes seemed to lns,tinctlvely
Re0k the lrnnk in the corner, and as be .looked in that direction. a clear. ringing voice cried out: , "The somebody ls
here yet!" The next instant Dick had thrown the blanket
asirle, and leaped out and confronted the two astonished villains, a cocke_d and leveled pistol in either hand.

CHAPTii1R IV.
HARRY 1IILLER ON HAND,

It is ,louhtful if there !;)Ver ~·ere two men more surprised
than w ere Shepp and Captain Hardy.
They stnrP.d in open-mouthed amnzement and horror.
The r·irl. too. was surprised. and delighted as well.
At Dick's i;;mlclen appearance a little cry of delight had
Pscaped the mniclep's lips, and now she cried:
·'Oh . Rir, snve me. Rave me from this villain!"
"I will snve')'OU, mis8," repljed Dick. "I will save you,
if in cloin!! so I am forced to kill .both these scoundrels."
"\Yho rire ~·ou?" Ruclr1enly cried the captain .. hoarsely.
··It doeR not mntter. my f1iend . .-ave to tell you that I
::m on<' who if\ nlways r ea dy to 1ift a hand in defrnse of
wrmrn. ancl the wenk ancl helpless. whet·ever found.''
·' It m:1tt0rR not who ~-on are, of a truth," was the snarliP~ rP_ply. "Bnt one t1Ji11g I cnn tell :yon, sir. and that is,
th"t ~·on 1):1,1 b etter mal,e your will before you cross the
pnih of Cn11tnin IIoraPP Hnt·<l~•!"
Th0 Libertv Ro;r Rmilerl coldly.
"Are von in(lerrl so dangerous?" be asked, coolly.
''You ~Yill fiml that I nm.•·
'' Oh. I fear ~·ou will g~t yourself into serious trouble on
my ncrount. sir." the girl said. "'l'hl.s man is unscrupulous,
a1ic1 ,Yill oo lliR Jw~t to injure you.,.
"L0t him." sm il ed Diel~. "I am used to being threatened
hy men ,Yho are Reeking revenge, ana I have not the least
frnr of Sl)('b RCOUE(ll'els ...
"Do yo11 c1arc• call me a scoundrel?" the captain hissed, his
fur-P black with rng-e.
'·\Ylty not?" Rmilecl Dick. ''You are one. and why should
yon not lw adrlt·Pssed by your rightful name?"
'· I will kill you for this." said the captain, hoarsely.
-" PPrbaps RO. perhaps not.,.
'·You will tincl therP is no 'perhaps' about it. yonng man."
Whil<' Dick anrl the c·aptain were talking the bunter.
RhrJ>t>, hnll !wen edging- around. with the evident intention of
trying to get elosP enough to Dick to lea.p upon him, but the
Lil' ~rty Boy wns wntd1ing the fellow, and now spoke to him.
.. :\[Y Jnnky friPnd. ·· the youth saict, coldly but calmly, "if
•yon ,:nlup your life, yon will not try that on me. I know what
yon are thinking of trying to clo as well as if you bad shouted
the tnonght out loud. Back. nncl take up a position beside
the caph1in. tl1C'l'P . or I will put a bullet through you."
TlH' youth'is loo!;: nnd tones were so stern that the hunter
promptly took up bis position
conc-luciec1 to 01J0y orders, and
besirle tlw ,-apfain.
"Tllat is better,,. said Dick, quietly .. "I have no desire to
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ricl the earth of your presence, but would not hesitate to
do so if you made it necessary for me to shoot."
"Ba,h! you could not hurt 11im if you were to shoot," sneered
the captain. "You would ruiss."
"Oh. do you think so, captain?"remarked Dick.
"Yes."

'"rhen why don't you do something? ·why don't you make
a sndden attnr•k on me?''
" That is just 11·hat I was thinking of doing.''
"You nre frank: but 1 give you warning tb'a t if you attempt anything of the kind it wlll be the last thing you will
do on earth. for I shall spoot. and shoot to kill, and-I am a
dead shot under all circgmstances."
"Ob, Indeed?"
"Yes, indeed."
"You have a great deal of confidence in your abilities as a
1r.arksman."
"I have reason to have."
"HaYe you, indeed?"
,
"Yes."
"I suppose you have fired a few shots at a harmloor. and
managed to bit it · once or twice in twenty times," with a
SI!C'er.

"!\o, I have fired lnmrlreds of shots at redcoats. ancl have
hit the objectR shot nt three times out of every t hree shots."
This was said with such calmness ancl coolness that the
captain ancl the bunter both stared. Tb<'~' began to think
this youth was about the coolest young fellow .they had ever
seen.
"Vi'ho are you?'' asked the captain, his face dark with
rag-e caused by the youth's words.
"'.rhat is none of your business. It is enough to say that
I nm one whom ,-vords will not scare, that I am one who
does not 'fear the scarlet uniform of th e British. whether
worn bv one man or a half dozen."
"Oh.· I snpposc you mean by that that you are a match
for half a dozen 01' the king's soldiers, eh?" sneered the Brit.
ish officer.
"Yes, that is exactly what I mean."
"Bah! You nre n boaster."
"Xo. I am simply telling the truth.''
"Bosh! I do not b elieve that you are the equal of six
British soldiers. Indeed, I do not think you are the equal
of one. nn rl to prove It 1 here and now challen~e yon to fight ,,_
me. man to man. If you defeat me the girl shall be permitted to depart with you. and return to her home. If I defeat :von she 11·ill stnv with me."
The Liberty Boy Rhook his head.
"I could not think of accepting your kin cl off.er. f'aptain, "
be saicl. "As I happen to ha Ye the control of the situation.
and the girl ran leave he>re a.t imy time she cl,ooses . I would
be verv foollsh to accrpt any such proposition.''
"Anrl besltleR, sir," Faicl the girl, "he wot1ld not act fairly
in the matter. The otbC>r man would nttaek you from behino while :rou were eng:ap:ecl ,Yith the raptnln. ·•
The Li!Jrrty Boy norlded and smiled.
"I iudge tlrnt yon have penetrntecl the designs of the noble
captain. miss." snid Dick. "Yes. that is just about what
wonlcl happen.,.
The captain glared from Dick to the girl, and then baclr
.
again.
"Yon think no one Is honest and honorable save yourself,
I s11pnos,,?'' he sneered.
" 'Y!'ll. I am smart enough to know better than to trn8t two
men who were cowarol~· enough and scoundrels enong-h to
steal a helpless girl a way from her home," was the cool reply.
At this instant the door of the cabin was thrown violently
open, and into the room rnsbeo a young man of about Dick's
age. He "·as ll bnnd~ome fellow, but was eYidentl.v greatly
excited. He paused the instant he saw the ta!Jlenn, and
gnzecl from Dirk to the two men. and back again with a
look of uuderstnmling nml clelight on his fnce.
"Harry 1 ,. cried thP girl, reaching out her arms toward the
newcomer.
"Mabel!" shouted the young man. then be bounded ncross
the room and threw bls arm around the girl's waiRt. at the
same time turning his face toward the captain , and ryeing
him sternly, even fiercely.
A roar escaped the captain's lips. and he took a Rtep forward ancl made as If to draw his sword. bnt Dick Rhook bis
pistol and sa !cl. sternly:
"Stand where you are, captain. Don't ad vnnce another
step, unless you wish to die."
"Oh, let me at him," h e crl_ed, hoars ely. ".r,.et m e at lJim!
0
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I hate him'. We are deadly enemies, and I have a score to
settle with him. Let us have it out, now and here!"
"I am agreeable," cried the young man. qulckly. "I have
a score to settle with you. you cowardly British hound. You
havi> stolen this girl awa~• frOm her home, and for that you
shall pay the forfeit with your life. I will meet you, Captain Hardy, and I tell you beforehand that I am going to
kill you."
"You cannot do it," was the reply, In a boastful tone. "I
will make an end of you, you young rebel!" It was evident
to Dick. however, that the officer did not speak with a great
dPal of contidence.
,
"Oh, H!l.rry, you must not, you shall not fight this scoundrel!" cried the girl. clinging to the young man. "He Is a
coward, and is beneath your notice. Don't meet him. I am
free to go, now. thanks to the presence of tllis gentleman,"
lnd!C':1ting Dlck. "and to your opportune arrival. Let that
suffice, and please cld not fight him."
"But, :\Iabel, If I leave him here, alive and well, he will begin plotting to get you Into his power again," protested the
young man. "The best way is for me to kill him, now and
here, and thus make an end to all danger from him."
"Oh, I suppose you think there Is no doubt regarding the
result of a meeting between us?" sneered the captain.
"Xot the least doubt. captain. It would be the same thing
over again as what lrnppened when we met before-with the
exception that this time I shall kill you, instead of disarming you and ~tting you go free."
A dark look came over the British officer's face.
"Perhaps you would kill me, and perhaps not," he hissed.
"If you think you can do so, get ready for the encounter."
•',Yith pleasure," the yoUJ1g man cried, and he started to
free himself from the girl's embrace. But slle h~ld to him,
and would not let go.
"Oh, Harry, please, please do not fight him." she pleaded.
, "He is a scoundrel, and there is no need of your fighting

ti'lm."

"You are afraid your sweetheart will get the worst of the
enconnter," sneered Captain Hardy.
'' I'll tell vou how we can settle it." said Dick. addressing
·
the young man. "Let me take your place, a nd fight th e captain. •·
But the young man shook his head, as did the British
0
1IJ;~0r_ .~lssaoid the young man. ,,1 have a score to settle with
•
you. Harry ;\Iiller," said the captain, fiercely. "A nd 1 will
not let any one eJ.l;e take your place and th us cheat me of
my reveng~"
''Free my arm, please, Mabel," said Harry Miller. "You
need have no fears regarding the outcome of this a_fl'air, for
we have met before. and I defeated him easily, disarming
him without any trouble. I can do it again."
"We'll see about that," cried the captain. _"I underrated
you. the other time, and was careless. This time I will not
make any such mistake."
The girl did not wtsh to let go of her sweetheart, b~t
finally did so. She was very pale, however, and It was ev1dent that she was under a great nervous strain.
"I think It will be best to have the matter settled for good
and all, right here and now. miss," said Dick, reassuringly.
"and I do not think you need have any fears regarding the
safety _of this young man. He has defeated t_he,.captaln once,
and will undoubtedly be able to do so agam.
"Oh. ~-ou think so. do you?" sueerl'd the officer.
"I certainly do," was the promptly reply. "I think you
will soon find that such is the case, too."
"Tile wish is father to the thought. no doubt."
"I don't think so. When the sword ls the weapon sklll Is
what eounts. nnd if the young man defeated you once, he
will nudoubteclly be able to do so ngain."
"I have already said that I underrated his skill, and was
care!Pss."
;,That rloes not matter. I-I!' disarmed you, which ls proof
that he is grcntly your superior "·ith thP f-Word."
"Bah! I will soon proye to ~·our satisfaction. and to his,
that snch is not the case." and the cnptain drew his sworn.
·'"-'ill you lend me -your sword, sir?·• asl;:ed Hany ::\Iiller,
adclrrssi ng- Dick.
"Cn·taiuly. \Yith the /!TPntest vleasure, and you will find
tht> wenpon a splendid onP. •·
"I nm sure of th:>.t."
. The Lil,ertr Bo~· handC'd Harry ,::\liller the> sword. but still
kept the hunter c·overed with hi!s piRtol, and the youn~ man
steuucd to the center of the room. and faced Captain Hartly.

.

" I will constitute myself master oi ceremonies," said Dick,
"and when I say the word, you wlll go to work."
Both nodded.
"oiiss :\label. step here to my side, out of the way," continued Dick, and the girl obeyed. •
The youth plac_ed a stool against the wall, and the girl
took the seat. Indeed, she was trembling so violently that
she could hardly stand.
":'\Tow. you remain standing right where you are, my
hunter friend." said Dick, addressing Shepp. "If you make
a move to aid your companion in cr-lrnc, I will put a bullet
through you, clo you understand?"
,
''Yas, I reclion I do," was the growling reply. "I haln't
ergoin' ter do nothln' on'y watch tiler fight."
"All right; see to It that that is all that you do. Any move
that looks suspicious wm • cause me to put a bullet through
you."
Then Dick turned to the two men In the center of the
room, who, sword in hand, stood watching each other like
hawks.
"Are you ,ready, gentlemen?" the youth asked.
"Ready," came In unison.
"On guard, then!"
The two men stood on guard.
"Engage!"
The next Instant the swords clashed together.
CHAPTER V.
A. DESPERATE CO:MBAT.

Eagerly, fiercely, viciously-especially on the part1 of the
captain-the combatants went at it.
)Iabel ~!organ pressed her hands against her side, as if to
still the wild fluttering of her heart, and her face was deathly
pale. She watched every move of the two, however; it seemed
as If she could not take her eyes of!' the terrible spectacle,
as if she was fascinated.
The Liberty Boy watched the combat with eager interest,
also. He was anxious to see how the young patriot handled
I
ti f
hi
th t th
himself, and it did not take ong to sa s Y
ru
a
e
young man was amply able to take care of himself.
"He is tbe better swordsman of the two, sure enough."
thought Dick. "I am glad of it. for be is evidently n fine
fellow and is the sweetheart of this beautiful girl, and It
woulrl be terrible if he were to be killed right here before
her eyes."
This made the Liberty Boy think of the girl. and be bent
over, and placing his lips close to her ear, whispered:
"Have no fear miss· your sweetheart i.s the better swords' man and will ~ndoubtedly be the victor. Calm yourself,
and 'rest easy; the combat will end satisfactorily to you."
"Ob, do you really think so?" the maiden whispered, but
without taking her eyes of!' the fighters ..
"I am sure of It, Miss :Mabel. Be not afraid for the safety
of your sweetheart. He will defeat the captain."
"Oh, I hope so-I pray so!"
Shepp, the hunter, was watching the clue! with interested
eyes, also. He hacl never before witnessed a sword fight,
and It was something new and interesting.
Even to his unsk1lled eyes. however, it looked as if the
captain was "etting tbe worst of the encounter, and he sllook
his head.
"
"I ruther think ther cap'n Is goin' ter git licked. this time,
ther same ez he did ther other." the hunter said to himself.
"I don' see w'y he wuz foolish enuff ter try et erg'in with
swords, when he got licked thet way, onct. He bed orter
hev tried pistols this time."
The combat ~as fierce. '.!.'he two were desperately in
earnest, and It was evident that the affair could only end
with the death or serious wounding of one or both of tile
durlists.
Clash, dash, clash! went the swords. tlie sound ringing out
clenrly on the stillness of the night.
"Ila! I almost had you, then." suddenly exl'lnirued the
captain, after a lunge wllich he bud made at his skillecl and
agile opponent. "I'll get yon next time."
·•Almost don't eount, captain,•· was the young man's cool
reply. ''And. beisidL' S, ~-ou were not anywhere near scoring."
"Yes, I wus; and I'll do it nrxt timt>, too!" grnterl the
offi<:C'r.
It was eYident that ,; \Iabcl :lforgun was fearfnl that · the
captain might be spenkin,!!; truly. for her hand!'\ workPd
nen·ons\r, nnc1 her brrath c·ame> in gnsps.
"Have no fear. ::\Iiss ::\Inbel. ·· said Dick. ''The euptain w~s
not ,rnywilere n;iar scoring, altllough he thinl;:s he was. TL.1t
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was a nis<' of tbr young mnn's. to throw the captain off his :\fabel." snid Dick. "As eYent~ turned ont, however, yoli rnn
hnlanre, mC'ntnlly. and make bim enger and oYer-confident, see thn.t even if I hnd not heen on band, Hnrry here would
You will Hee that I am right. 1ire,;ently, and the Briton will ha,e reseued you."
"He. would ha,e been but our ng-ninf't two, :\Ir. Raundrrs.
dl:<ro,rr thnt hr hn:< made a mii,take, also."
and might hnYC' hren o,el'C·ome b~- them.•· w11:< th<' rrply. "),o,
f'lash. rlaRh, clu~h. ,,.-rnt thr weapons.
'l'h!'re was a set, tl'nS<' look on. the faces of the two men, you cannot get out of it. I owe you R gre11t debt of gratitude, and I shall not listrn to nnytbiug elsr."
an(l 1he :aprc1aton1 watrhrd Pngerly.
"'l'hat i:< the way I look nt it," said Harry.
All thrC':' felt that something terrible was soon to happen,
"All right. Ha,e it your wa~•." smiled Dick. "And now,
nnd thry w0rr rlgbt, for presently Harry l\Illler, by m0ans
of a . cries of rapi.cl fc-ints, caused thP captain to leave nn wlrnt ls the nc-xt thing on the program? You wm return to
op<'ning. It wa:< IP.ft for only an instant, but that waR suf- your homes to-night?"
"Yes. indeed," I'll !cl l\Iahc-1. "I fc>n1· m~• pnreuts will dii<, ficiPnt. nnd out shot the ~·oun/!' man's arm. It was straight
nn,1 rigitl. nnd thp point of his sword penPtratecl the right co,;-er that I am mi:-ming ancl be friglltenf'd almost to dratll."
'"l'hey know it. " 11aid Hnrry, "and wrrr sorely frightened
si<lc- of the British officer·;; chest, a few inchPR below the
when you YanishPd. r tolcl thC'm I woulcl find :ind b Ing yon
shoulder.
It wns a terrihlP wound, :incl oropping bis sword. the cap- home, however, ancl that made them feel better."
"Oh, I am so glad, Hnrry," murmured the girl. "Let us
t1in cric-d out, "Oh, you h:wr- killed-me!'' and fell forward
be going at once."
on bis fneE'.
"If you have no objc-ctions I will accompany you." said
.\. ;;crPam PReapPd th<' Up;; of ;)label Morgan. It was a
•
se1·ram of horror and joy combine-cl-horror at the tPrrihle Diclc
"'Ye :-ihal! he only too glad to hn,e you come with us." said
sppptaele, anrl joy bernusp Harry ,had escaped injury, 11nd
Harry. "Yllu must come homC' with mE> 11nd stny over night."
linrl surcPc-decl in clPfeatin;i; his opponent.
The next momrnt shP 11-as in Harry's :urns. and w!ls hug-, '"l'hnnks," saicl Dirk. "I wlll acPep1. your invitation."
ThE>n Harry turned to thr hunter, anrl :-iaicl:
ging and kissing him, and wPeping tears of joy at tbp snmc
"We arP going now. 'l.'nke as goorl care of the captain as
tin~<'.
"Yon mar rPnrlc-r ~-our romrndf' assistnnre, ·• salrl Dick to you ran. nnd to-morrow I wi!l sep that a surgeon is sent from
thP hnntc>r, anrl 1hP mnn hnR!Pnecl to tum thE' woundert man Germnntown. Consirlpr yoursl'lf h1cl<y to esrnpe punishment
As I sa,e,d her I'll
for airlin:z thP rnptnin to abduct ?.label.
OYc>r on hi:-i hnck. :rnrl mak<' an examination of tbe wound.
Th<' BritiRh offirer wns unronf1rious now. and Dick marlp let •you off this time.·•
"All right," was the growling reply.
nn <>xaminntilln of the wound; hP was expPrt in such mnttcrs,
"And if yon sneered In pulling the captain through.•· ,snid
·
and sJ1ook his h0nd.
he git over c-t?" asked the hunter. Harr:,. Rtrrn!y. "tpJI him to kPPP out of my waY, and fo not
.. '\Y!rnt rl'yc- think?
·• It i;, C'Xtrcmrlr douhtfnl." thr yon th replie<l. "If he hns annoy nn;· onp thnt is an~·thing to me. or I will make a sure
n stron:z pnn:-sti1ution. nncl iR taken :zood care of, be may pull thin,r of It the next time we- mE>et. ·•
"I don't think ther rap'n 'II want ter hev anythin' ter do
tbrongh. hut it will bC' a tight R(]nrPzf. ·•
"Yrnal. I'll ,10 ther hes' I kin fur tt1c-r poor fool. He'p me with ye enn~· more." said Rhepp.
'l.'hrn thP t!Jrce took their departure. the girl riding the
lift 'im intrr thrr bunk yonder, w!ll ye?"
captain's hor:-ie, v;bich was impressecl into serYice, as 11 s
.. Of C'O\ll'R<'."
The t11·0 liftrrl thP wmmdNl man irnd plar<1rl him in the rlgbt under the circumstances.
bnn!{, nncl 1hrn Diel< prorPP<led to drN,R tlw wound, a ftpr
,-rhi<'h :-;omp llqnor was forced between tlw man's llps, nnrl
CIIArTER VI.
presrntly hC' <'11 l'lC' to.
~!ABEL HOME AGAIX.
''"'lrnt - iR thP mattPr?'' he murmurrd wpakly. ""WhereIt bad stoppeo snowlng, and thPy could see to make their
nm-oh! .. ns hP tried to moYC', and a terrible twinge of pain
wny along very well.
was thp rc-Rult.
'l'hr i,now wns kneP-dPep. howeYer, nncl this made it hard
"You 1111rnt not tf'r to moYE','' snicl Dick. "You are Sf'riously
wo1111rl cd. aml "·ill ha,e to take the bPFlt of car<' of your- wnlk!ng. indrc-rl, for Dirk and Harry.
It had grown slightly colder. too, but not enough so to
self ...
·· Ah, I rrmrmbE>r now," thP officer ;;aid, w<'akly. "I-was mnkP it SPVC'r<' on the three. Indeed, tbf' two young men
rould hnYP kept plenty wann hnd the mercur~- been mnny
-wounded."
"Yrs. But you mu:<t not tnlk, now. Lie thpre. and tnke degreps lllwer, for the Pxertion of walking through the snow
kelit th0m 11-armed np. ThP girl, howevf'r. sented on the
It RR ra:-;y as po:-isihlP. ,,
This "\T'aR lrnrrl to clo. hut th<' rnptain renlized thnt he wns hark of thl' hor,;c-. rlo!n.e: nothing to keep her blood circulating,
FNionRly wnnnrlPcl, anrl had Hrnse C'nough to know that lt wns more lil<Plv to suffpr from cold.
Harry nskc-d· her prrsPntl)· if she wPre eold, and she said
was he-st to <lo ns 11<' wn:-; told.
she- was not.
"Will I- g,,t--OY('r- it?'' he asked, fpebly.
"l am (]nite comfortRble." shP replied, "and am fE'eling so
"Oh. I think so, .. WllS the- l'Pjll:,. ''That is. if rou take
p:oorl <'nrp of .vonrself. And I hope that. if rou rlo get wrll. easy in my \Tlinrl. so happy indeed, that I would not mind a
)-011 will lr t thl:-; hr n wnrning to you, and bP an honest. bon- little thing Jikp gE>tting rhillerl."
''Ilow far iR it to your home, 1\11:-is l\lahel?" asked Dick.
ornhlP nrnn in futnrC' ."
"I don't know. ,vbat do you think, Harry?"
"Don't 11rc-n<'h:" nrnnirnrC'rl thC' wounded mnn.
"I should say it is somPtbing more than a mtle and a
" \' rry WP 11: I will not."
Th011 Dic-k tnrnt>rl to Hnrr.,· :.rmer, nnd held out bis hirnd. half."
"Oh, thnt won't bP much of n trip."
"I rong-rntulnte ~·ou.•· hf' ;mid, enru stly. "You triumphed,
"Br the way. Harry," said i.\Iabel, "how did you learn that
a:-; T 11·as Rnt'P YOU would."
"Thnnk ;·on.:, wns the rPpl_,. •·:,ry name ls Harry Miller, I was mis:-;ing from home?"
"I'll tell you, ;)label. I harl be-en to Germantown, and wns
nnrl "-ho. if T mn~- nsk. nre you?"
.. :,r_,. namp? DaYi<l Rann<lf'!'s, ·• replied Dirk. for he did not on my way home. "'hE'n I came to yonr father's houRe I
wi;;h to rPYPnl bis iclentit.1• to the bnnter and the wounded ~aw ligbtR. :ind wondering what was the matter, I stopprd
oflk<'r. though he- did not think there was much dangpr thnt and went In. Your father and mother wPre hurrying hitller
and thithrr, looking for you. anrl we1•p almost wild."
thr ln1tPr woulrl p1·pr be ahle to rlo him any rlamagE>.
·•r am glad to kno11· you, :\Ir. Raunrlrn,. •· :<aid Harry, "and "Poor father. poor mother!" the girl murmured.
I th:rnk you for interfC'ring in hPhalf of :.Iabel, here, who ' "I nsked them what the matter was," went on Harry, "and
they told me )'OU were missing. They said they bad hearrl
bnR just told me about it.•·
"There ls notlling to thank me for.·• ;,aio Dick. "I did a noise. and thought they heard a voice cry out 'Help!' but
::;imply my dutr. nncl was glad to be able to render a service were not sure."
The girl nodded.
to the young lad:,.·•
·• I clid cry out. onre," she said.
"011. but I :-;ball always bf' grntc-ful to you, sir," said the
'' I took a candle and went to your room in company with
girl. gi,lng Dick her band. "You can have no idea with
what joy your nppearance in time to disconcert my enemies yom parentR, )Iabel. and we looked around for somPth!ng
ti.lled me! I was fil!erl with fc>ar and mis.iri,ing:a;, and sup• wllich would give us a rlew to wbnt had occurred. and I
po~ed that I Imel not :1 fl'ienrl within milc-s, and when you found a burkskin tobacco-pouch which I knew belonged to
lf'n1wcl up anrl confronted thP t11·0 H(•omidrrls I was ovpr- .Tark Shevp, thP bunter nnd trnpper."
"Ah!., brc-a thc-d the girl.
fowrl. I slrnll ne.Pr forg-rt it.·•
"I n::acle up my mind nt once that Shepp had carried you
:.\Yell, you are rnore than welcome for what I did_ :\fiss
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'away, Mabel, and telling your parents not to worry, I ll.t
once set out for Shepp's cabin In the woods."
"I see."
"I knew the way well, for I have hunled in company with
the hunter many times, and .have even spent a night or two
In his cabin."
.
"But I thought you and he were enemies, Harry. You
know you thrashed him once."
"Yes; that was last Christmas, at the shooting-matcb at
Germantown. I beat . him shooting, and It made him angry.
As he had been drinking more than was good for him he
pickerl a quarrel with me. and I gave him a thrashing. It
was before that happened that I used to go hunting with
him."
"I understand."
"As you know, I reached the cabin, and was on hand to
punish Captain Hardy for kldnaplng you, Mabel," went on
Harry. "And now, bow did the two scoundrels manage to
capture you?"
"It was very easy for them, seemingly, Harry. When I
went to my rqom to-night I bad not much more than entered before they leaped out from a closet at one side of the
room and seized me. They had stolen unseen into the house.
I managed to cry 'Help!' once, and that was the cry father
and mother heard, of course; then they gagged and bound
me, and carried me out through the window."
"I suppose they had entered by way of the window, In the
first place," said Dick.
"Undoubtedly."
•
"Well, thanks to Mr. Slater's presence ln the cabin, and to
Sbepp's tobacco-pouch, which was the clew that led me to
his cabin, we were enabled to rescue you from the hands of
the villains," said Harry.
"And you got even with the captain, Harry," said Dick.
"So I did. I hope, if he gets well, he will have sense
enough to keep away from me and Mabel here, for I reall:i:
do not wish to have the blood of the scoundrel on my hands."
~I don't blame you for that," said Dick.
"No, indeed!" said Mabel. "I hope that Captain Hardy
will get well. but If' he does, I hope further that he wnt not
bother me any more."
"His experience of to-night, and a long spell on a sickbed may teach him some sense," said Dick.
,, "I hope so!"
"And as for that scoundrel Shepp," said Harry, "the next
time I meet him I am going to give him a talking to that
he will remember for a while."
"I suppose the captain paid him well to help him tn his
work,•· said Dick.
"No doubt about that. But I'll give him to understand
that if he lends his assistance to any more such ,work, I will
fix him so that all the money he gets will do him no good."
"And you would be doing right," agreed Dick.
Onward tbey moved, for an hour, and then they came to
'l\Ia bPl's home.
:Ulr. antl l\frs. l\Iorgau were up, and when their daughter
rushPd into the house, alive and well, they were wild with
delight, and bugged and kissed her in
delirium of joy. for
they werP people with impulsive, affectionate natures, and
:Mabel was the apple of their eyes.
"Oh, my darling daughter," cried Mrs. Morgan, the happy
tears strooming down her cheeks. "I am so glad that you
are back again, safe and well. Where have you been? What
happened? ·who carried you away? Tell us all about It."
"Yps, yes. \\'hat was the trouble? Who carried you off?"
cried :\Ir. Morgan.
"I will tf'l! :vou, father and mother," said Mabel. half
laughing. half crying; and then she went ahead aud did so,
the two listening with intense interest, and each gfring vent
to occasional exclamations of amazement and anger as the
i;tory progre,:sed, and they heard what a scoundrel Captain
Hardy was.
"Oh. what a contemptible scoundrel Captain Hardy Is."
cried :\Ir. Morgan, when :\label bad finished. "Harry, I congratulate you." giving the youth his hand. "I am glad you
gave the villain such a severe wound, and if he should die
be would be getting no more than he deserves. I am proud
of you, my boy."
"Thank you, sir," said Harry, modestly. "I ask no greater
priYileg-e than the right to tight for Mabel," with a glance at
the girl which sent the red ,blood surging up to her temples.
"I understand. Harry," said Mr. Morgan. "I understand.
You love my daughter, and have been paying court to her
under difficulties. You being a patriot, while we were loyalists, I was prejudiced against you, and made it as bard for
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you to see Mabel as ,I: could, for I wished her to take a likingto a loyallst, if like some one she must. Now; however, all
is changed. Captain Hardy has shown what a British officer
is capable of, and has _disgusted me with .the uniform of King
George's soldiers. Henceforth I am a patriot. I have been
thinking n bout . this matte-n..for some time, and had about
made up my mind that the people of America ought to be
free and lndep-endei:tt. a'nd. now that I ha've bad it bought
home to me what the British soldiers are capable of doing, 1 ,
have come to a decision: Henceforth I am a 'Patriot."
"Good·! I am glad to hear you say that, sir," said Harry,
his face beaming. He was happy. The father of the girl -:
he loved, and who bad heretofore been opposecl to him because be was a patriot, was now a patriot himself, and from
now on the young man would be permitted to come and see
his sweetheart as often as be wished to. Why, then, should
he not be happy?
"Oh, father, I am so glad!" cried Mabel. and throwing her
arms around her father's neck, she hugged and kissed him.
"That will do, that will do, Mabel," laughed Mr. Morgan.
"Don't use up your entire stock of kisses on your old father,
my girl. Sa:ve them for Harry."
Harry blushed like a girl; and Mabel slapped her father
playfully, and hid her confusion by burying her face against
his shoulder.
'
As for Mrs. Morgan, she looked on, silent. but evidently
well satisfied with the turn affairs had taken. The truth of
the matter was that she was inclined to be patriotic, and
knowing her daughter loved Harry Uiller, had done her best
to persuade her · husband to look upon the young man with
favor, but µp to this time had failed.
Tow, ho'Yever, things
were turning out just as she wished them to. She turned
to Dick, who now told Mrs. Morgan who he was; and she
said:
•
"And you are Mr. Dick Slater, the famous patriot scout
and spy, and captain of the Liberty Boys of '76? I am proud
to know you, sir," and she extended her hand.
This attracted the attention of the .rest, and Harry and
Mabel remembered that they bad been remlss in not sooner
Introducing Dick to Mr. and M1:s. Morgan, and hastened to
make up for their remissness by telling what Dick had done,
In detail.
Mr. Morgan shook Dick's hand heartily.
"I am proud to know you, Mr. Slater," he said. "I haye·
heard many stories of your daring work as a scout and spy,
nnd of the wonderful work of your Liberty Boys, and I am
glad to makEil your acquaintance."
"The pleasure Is mutual, sir, I assure you." said Dick. "I
am glad to know you, doubly glad, since hearing you make
the statement you made a few minutes ag-o. to the effect that
henceforth you are a patriot. A.h, I wi~h that all Americans
who, are now blindly espousing the cause of a tyrant king
who cares nothing- for them other than for the money be gets
out of them could see the matter in its true light. and, as
you have just done, turn over to the side of right and justice,
and become patriots, ready to fight and if need be dle for
the good of our country."
"And so do I wish it. Mr. Slater," was the sincere reply. "I
see now that the people of America who are espousing the
cause of the king are very foolish."
"They are virtually cutting their own throats."
"You are right. That is it, exactly, and here is one man
who will no longer work to Injure himself."
"And you are sensible In coming to such a decision."
"I am sure of It."
"I think It would be, a good idea for you to pretend to be
a loyalist, Mr. Morgan," said Dick.
"Why so?"
·
·
"Well, for one tl\j.ng, it may save you trouble from the redcoats."
''True."
"And for another thing. you may be able to secure informa•tion which will be of value t.o General ·washington and the
patriot cause if you pretend to be a loyalist .. "
"I see. You are right. And if at any time I should become possessed of important information--"
1
"Send Jt to the commander-In-chief at Valley Forge; or,
If I should happen along here, you could tell me, and I could
carry the information to General WasWngton."
"You pass this. way occasionally, then?"
"I pass through Germantown. going to and coming from
Philadelphia. quite frequently, and as your horn,e is not far
off the main road, I can make it a rule to stop here when
passing."
"Good. I hope you will do so. We shall al.ways be glad
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to see you, nnd if at any time I have any news of value, rest
assured I will tell you."
"Thanks, sir."
After some further conversati:on Harry said he must be going.
·
"The folks will be uneasy a bout me," he said. "They will
think something has happened to, me:"·
-. ,
'"l'rue," said M-rs. Morgan. "Your mother will be worried,
I know, Harry."
"So she will; but it isn't far t6 my home, and I will soon
be there. Di.ck. you are coming home with me to spend the
night, I believe?"
"I shall be glad to avail myself of your kind · invitation,
Harry."
''Then come; good-night, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan and 1\fabel."
He shook hands with the three, as did Dick also, and then
the two took their departure.
CHAPTER VII.
DICK A.T THE MILLER HOME.

.....

Harry's parents and his sister Edna. were up yet when the
two got to the house, and Harry's coming was evidently a
great relief to them .
"We have been very uneasy, Harry," said his mother, a
good-looking. but rather nervous-appearing · woman of perhaps forty-five years:
"I was unavoidably detained,' mother," said Harry, and then
be indicated Dick, and said:
"This ls Mr. Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys of
'76, of whom we have heard so much."
The three greeted Dick pleasantly, and he mentally decided that the Millers were nice people. Edna, indeed, was
one of the most beautiful girls Dick had ever seen.
After greetings had been exchanged, Harry told the story
of the evening's adventures, and when they had heard all;
the three uttered exclamations of amazement, anger and
horror combined.
·
They were amazed that Captain Hardy should have done
such a bold thing as to kidnap Mabel Morgan, were angry
on account of It, and were worried to think that Harry had
been forced to almost kill the fellow.
"Oh, Harry, I'm so glad you did not k111 him.'' said Mrs.
Miller. "I should !;late to think that my boy had caused the
death of even such a villain as · he bas proven himself to
be."
.
"Such things are unpleasant to think of, Mrs. Miller," said
Dick; "but to tny way of thinking Harry would n9t have
hncl any reason for feeling bad bad be killed the scoundrelly
rerlcoat outright. The fellow deserved death.,.
''Doubtless you are right, Mr. Slater, but," with a shudder,
"it is so horrible to-to-think· of-of such things."
"A soldier soon learns to look at such matters In a matterof-fact manner," was Dick's reply. "He Is forced to do so.
for if he permitted such things to take hold upon his nerves,
he would soon have no nerves. or, rather, they would be un. strung and he would be worthless as a soldier."
"I suppose you are right."
"Yes, indeed, mother," said Harry.
Then the woung man told how Mr. Morgan had turned
over and come out for the patriot cause, and the three gave
expressiMS to their pleasure at hearing this unexpected news.
"So he has turned over to the patriot side!" exclaimed Mr.
Mlller.
"I am glad of It," said Mrs. Miller, with an Involuntary
glace at Harry. She well knew that the fact that Mabel's
parents were 1.'orles had been a bar between Harry and
Mabel, and she was glad, for her son's sake, that the bar had
been removed.
Edna, too, understood, and gave Harry a meaning glance,
ln which was a. mixture of roguishness, that caused the youth
to blush like a good fellow.
The girl saw this, and laughed merrily, and gave Dick a
quick, flashing glance that was so full of mischief that he
could not help smiling, and saying to himself: "What a
charl1l,lng llttle girl she ls."
"Oh, I have a good mind to box your ears, sis." said Harry.
"\Vhat for?" demurely. "What have I done?"
"Oh, nothing."
It was growing late, so the group dispersed, and retired
for the night.
The Liberty Boy was given a room adjoining Harry's, and
was asleep almost by the time his head touched. the p11low.
All were up bright and early next morning, and after
breakfast was over Harry got ready to go to Germantown.
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"I w!ll send a doctor to Shepp's cabin," be said . "It might
be that Captain Hardy would die if 1eft without medical aid,,
so I will do that much for him. at any· rate."
"And look around a bit while i!! Germantown, Harry," said
Dick. "and see if there are any redcoats there."
"I will do so. Let me see. your horse is there, Dick?"
"Yes, in the stable of the Round Oak Tavern."
"Why not have me bring him here, and th~n you will ntit
have to go to Germantown in the evenln~?"
"I am afraid it might get you into trouble, Harry."
"How is that?"
"Well, you see, the tavern-keeper knows that the horse is
the property of a patriot, and he would tell the redcoats, and
they would come here and cause you folks trouble, likely."
"1.'hat's so; I never thought of that."
"I would not be the means of getting you folks into trouble
for anything in the world," went on Dick; "so I will leave
my horse at the tavern in Germantown till evening, and will
go and get him my!lelf."
"But · you are liable to get into trouble if you go 'there.
aren't you?"
"With the redcoats, you mean?"
/'Yes.
"Perhaps so; still, I may be able to get my horse and get
away without the tavern-keeper or any redcoats who may
be there knowing it."
"Ah! You mean that you wlll go to the stable, and bribe
the stableman to let you have your horse?"
"Yes, either bribe or persuade him," and Dick tapped the
butt of a pistol at hi.s belt significantly.
".Ah, I understand; well, I will accompany you to Germantown this evening, and if you get into trouble, you may be
sure I will be on hand to render you assistance."
"Thank you, Harry. I appreciate your kindness."
"That Is all right~ Didn't you stand up against those scoundrels last night, and virtually rescue Mabel from their
hands?"
"Well. I would have rescued her. or died in the attempt,
if you had not come and made it unnecessary for me to
do so."
"That Is just what you would, and I am your friend for
life, Dick.I'
"And so are we all," cried Edna, and then she ,b lushed as
she encountered the admiring glance of Dick's eyes.
"Thank you, Miss Edna," he said. "Your friendship ls
appreciated, I am sure."
"I am glad of that."
Harry mounted a horse, and rode away to Germantown.
The snow , was two feet deep on the level, and it was hard
work for a horse to make Its way along. Occasionally huge
drifts five or six feet deep were encountered, anil these were
:floundered through.
Harry reached Germantown after an hour of this kind of
work, and went to the ottice of a doctor whom he knew to be
a patriot. He told the doctor the story of the affair of the
night before, and asked him if he would go to th e cabin In
the woods and render such aid to the wounded British captain as he could, and keep the entire affair a secret, if possible.
"Of course, when the captain gets well, if he does, the
story will become known." Harry said; "but I prefer that it
shall be kept secret as long as possible."
"Very well, Harry," said the doctor. "I will go to Shepp's
cabin this morning, and do wha"t I can for the wounded man,
even though, as a true-hearted patriot, I have no use for redcoats, and am always glad to hear that their numbers have
diminished. to a considerable degree when there ls a battle."
"Thanks, doctor."
Then Harry went to the tavern where Dick had encountered
the redcoats the day before-Dick having told · him the story
of the affair--and entering the barroom, he made some careless Inquiries calculated to disarm suspicion, and at the same
time made good use of his eyes.
He noted that there were at least a dozen ·edcoats in the
barroom, and also a number of Tories of the neighborhood.
The Tories, some of whom knew he was a patriot, gave
him looks which were far from friendly, but the youth paid
no attention to this, pretending not to notice them.
He had gained the information he wished to gain. however, and soon made his way out of the tavern, and mounting his horse rode away.
"Did ye see thet young feller th.et wuz In beer er little while
ergo?" asked cine of the Tories.
"Yes;" replied one of the redcoats. "What about him?"
"He is er rebel."
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powering him, and the result will be that the redcoats and
Tories will be buzzing around your ears like so many
"l'i'hy didn't you tell us while be was in the house. ,ve hornets."
"I think not, Harry. I will be too fast for the British, and
wonld ha"\"'e bad some fun with him."
will be out and a wav before thev can reach the scene."
The- Tory made a grimace.
"You will have to ~-ork like lightniug, tf1en, Dick."
")[ebbe ye'd bev bed some fun, an' mebbe ye wouldn't,"
"I know it. That is one of the strongest points of the. Libhe said.
erty Boys-quickness. Lightning work is the rule with us,
"'Yhy. what do you mean?"
"I mean thet he's er bad wun, even if he is on'y er young and we nsually win. We are too fast for the redc:oats. and
are enabled to go and come about as we please, as a refeller."
·
wit"
The redcoat laughed scornfully.
"I can understand that. The rE>dcoats move more like ma•
"Vi'hat. that youngster?" be cried, in derision. "Why, I
cnluery, but take their time in doiug it, us a rule."
could thrash half a dozen such all by myself."
·
"Yes."
"Ye think so?"
Dick remained at the Miller home throughout the day, and
"I know it."
as Harry went over to the ~!organ home after the rnid-duy
The Tory shook bis head.
"No, ye don't know et," be said. "Ye jest think ye know meal, to see Mabel, this left Edna to entertain Dick. She
was quite equal to the task, for she was a bright, lively, and
et."
Ag;iin the redcoat laughed derisively. He could not think jolly girl, and as she had _taken a liking to the handsome Libthat the young fellow who had just been in the barroom could erty Boy, she exerted herself to make it pleasant for him.
Harry was back from the Morgan home in time for supper,
•
possibly be anywhere near a match for him.
"Vi'hy, you are crazy, if you think he would stand any and then, when the meal bad been eaten. nnd Dick began
making arrangements to start to Germantown. the youth inchance against me," be said.
sisted tbnt he should accompany the Liberty Boy, and that
'"l'het's what Cap'n Hardy thort."
they should go on horseback.
"Captain Hardy?"
· "I will stop when we are within a quarter of a mile of
"Yas. D've know 'Im?"
"Yes; but· what do you mean? Did be have any ttouble the town," he salcl, "ancl will turn back: You will thus have
•
to walk only a short distance."
with this young fellow?"
"Very well. I will consent to that,'' said I}ick, "for the
"I reckon be did, and ther young feller licked 'im outer his
snow is deep and the walking would be difficult."
boots."
The horses were bridle-d and sacld,led, and as soon as it
"You don't mean it?"
was dark, Dick bade Mr. _a nd Mrs. Miller aucl Edna good-by,
"Yas, I do."
·• I hea't·d something about that," said another of the red- and promising to stop whenever pnssing that way. he
mounted the horse intended for him, while Harry mounted
coats. "It was on account of a girl, wasn't it?"
"Yas; ther cap'n wuz ki_nder sweet OllJ ther gal what liked bis horse, and they rode away.
Three-quarters of an hour later they came to a stop withln
this feller, an' ther cap'n foun' et out, an' when he discovered theer wuzn't no chance fur 'Im, et made 'im mad, an' a quarter of a mlle of the edge of Germantown.
'"£his ls close enough, Harry.·• said Dick. "I wlll walk the
he picked er fuss with ther , young chap."
rest of the way. I am much obliged to you for bringing me
"And g-ot thrashed?"
this far."
"Ye bet he did."
"That is all right. Dick. I ivas only too glad to do it."
''Wbaf Is the young fellow's name?"
"I know that, Harry. ·well, good-1:fy."
"Harry ~Ii1Jer."
.
"Good-by."
"Harrv M!ller eh?"
They shook bands and parted, Dic)r continuing onward, on
"Yns: 'an' ther cap'n wuzn't satisfied with thet. an' be chalfoot, and Harry turning and riding back over the road that
lengPd Harry ter fight him er dooel with swords."
bad just been traversed.
"And did they fight?"
As be entered the town Dick became very much on the
"Ye bet they did."
alert.
"Auel young Miller lives to tell of it?"
He did not know at what mom~nt he might run upon ~ome
"Yns; lit> wuz too much · fur tber cap'n, an' disarmed 'im."
redcoats.
"He did?"
Still, as it was a cold winter's night. he thought it likely
"Yas."
The redcoats stared at one another in wonder. They had the British and Tories would be in the barroom of the tavnot noticf:!d the young man particularly, but they were sur- ern, where it was warm and pleasant. and where they coulcl
prised to hear that be bad thrashed Captain Hardy, and then secure such liquid refreshments as they wished.
Of course. with so much snow on the ground. it was not
defeated him in a sword duel.
very dark. even though there was no moon. and tlw Liberty
l.\Icautime, Harry rode onward toward his home.
Bo:v left the main street. when he got near where the Round
Oak Tavern was. and made bis way up an alley, so as to apCHAP'rER VIII.
proach the stable from the rear.
,
- DICK GETS llIS llORSE.
He reac·h ed the rear of the stable, and after reconnoiterinoa hit, and finding everything quiet. he stole around to th·;
- ,then he got home be told Dick what he bad seen.
"There are a dozen redcoats ju the Round Oak Tavern," side. and climbing through a window. made bis way to the
front of the stable.
he ·said., ... a,nd there were a nm;nber of Tories there, also."
He looked all around, but could see nothing of the stable·•Ah. likely they are waltiilg for me to come after my
·
man.
horse." i,a!cl Dick.
"I wonder where he ls?" the youth thongli t.
'· Likely, Dick."
One thing was certain. he was not at the stable: and 1<0.
"Vi'ell, 1'11 be there this evening; but I don't think I shall
l!nh'l' tlle tavern and bother tlle landlord about the matter. not being willing to lose any timr. Dic:k made hiR wn, to the
stall ,vhcre bis horse stood, aucl briLlled and s,u](lled the
I'll ·go strnip:ht to the stnble. :rnd see what can be clone."
animnl.
0
0,;i~to:iuth~t~~rry ," was the reply. "You
"Xow to get out and away from herp before thr stnblemnn
might get into trouble. where therE> was no use of it. I be- comes back," thought Dick. "That 11·ill be the simplest aud
'])e;,t way to do."
Ut:Ye it will he better for me to go alone."
He untied the halter-;;trap ancl ;;tarted to lend thP hon,e
HatT~" demurred. but at' lnst gave in to let the Liberty Boy
· ont of the stall, Yl'hen the door was darkenecl, and there stood
go nlone.
' "l don't feel right nhout it. though." he said. "Yo11 pro- thf' ;;tableman.
'£he mnn had bePn to the ta,•ern to get a flriuk. and hacl
tected my s,rnetheart 11·bt'n she was In the hands of Hardy.
and I feel that I m1ght, to be with ·you ·when you go where just rrtumed. He hnd not cli;:;coYered Dick's JJTf>sence aR yPt,
YO\i are likely to get 1nto frouble. and be there to help you :i;:; the youth was back in the stable, v.·ht•re it was quite
clark.
fight. lf :nm are forced to do so.•·
''Too b::id!" thought Dick. "I wish he lrnrl ;:;tn,e<l away a
"I don't think I will have to fight, Harry. I will go to
th'e stntile antl try to bribe the stableman to let me have my few moments longer. I would ha Ye teen g-one. tht'11." ·
Tlw Lilwrty Boy stood p0rfectly ;:;till. md wnited to ,:ee
hor;:;~, nncl if he refuses then I wHl overpower !rim and take
·
wl'.:it the f<tnh.lemnn woul!'l do.
·
th~ JwrM. anvwnY.I'
That wol'tlly seemed undcclded himself. The tn:tb was. be
":Cut l..tc will likely raise the alarm while you are over"He is?"
"Yes.n
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had been drinking, and had gotten to the stage where his by Dick, more than two years before, and the youth hao
thirst was very great, and needed frequent assuaging. He , hung to the animal. Major had car:rled the Liberty Boy
wns debating the matter of returning to the barroom for an- , safely out of many a tight ·place, and when he was seated
other drink.
'
·
on the back of the magnificent black horse he felt thnt he
Qf course DI-ck did i;wt know this, and so did not know what could bid defiance to the foe, unless hemmed In on all sides.
to <'Xpcc:;t from the fellow.
,
) Onward down the road the horse dashed, ·and Dick kept a
He was ready for any move th~ man might make, how- sharp lookout both in front and rear, for he did not know
ever.
j but he might meet an enemy while trying to run away from
"Well, I wish he would . dp something," tbe , yciuth said to one.
'
him self. when the st<'lbleman had been standing there nearly i "I don't think they will ever get near enough to enable
a minute. "This is tiresome."
·
I them to see me," said Dick, after onE> of his backward look.~.
As if in responRe to Dick's wish. the stableman turned and "And_ now th~ question ls. wlll they follow me ~lenr· to Phila1, delphm, or will they turn back and return to Germantown?"
walkecl back tow a r(l th e barroom.
"He is going to 'the tavern," thought Dick. "Good! 1'11 1 This was a hard question to answer, but after some thought,
try and get away before he gets back."
Dick. decider! that the pursuing rerlcoats would go back,
'l'he youth led his horse to the stable door, and then, as the , "T}1ey ,vill not care to ride clear to Philadelphia to-night,"
stableman disappeared around the corner of the tavern, Dick he thought. "They have just come out of a warm room,
led the horse through the doorway.
•1 where there is warmt-h and red liquor, and they will soon be
The Liberty Boy. congratulating himself on the easy way chilled and wlll wish to get back to the comfortable barin which he had Eecured his horse, leaped Into the saddle, ; roOID. I will slow up pres~ntly and let Major take it easy,
1 for I (eel sure the redcoats w.lll not PUJ.'.SUe me far."
and started to ride away.
As he did so the stableman came back around the corner j The Liberty Boy rode onward at a fast gait for ten or fifteen
of the tavern, he having for some unaccountable reason , minutes longer, and then brought Major down to a walk,
cbangerl his mind about entering the barroom, and as his ; which was kept up for an hour. The youth kept a sharp look-.
·e yes fell upon the horseman he gave utterance to a wlld out behind him, but saw nothing of .t he rnemy, and made up
yell.
, his mind the redcoats had given up the pursuit.
"Tber rebel!•· be ~-ened; "tber rebel is gittln' erway! Come I "I thought that would be the case," he murmured. "Now I
quick, somebuddy!"
·
i can take It easy. I am !n no hurry to reach Philadelphia, . anyThe Liberty Boy urged bis horse to a gallop, but it was not way, as it will be easier to sl!p into the city late in the evea swiJ't one. the horse slipping and floundering in the deep ning."
·
snow, and not making ,ery good headway.
i Onward the youth rode for another hour, and then he was
At the Ram<' moment the door of the tavern was opened at the edge of the city.
and out poured the Tories and redcoats, all more or less un"Now to get past the sentinel, and into Philadelphia," said
der the Influence of the liquor they had drank, and conse- Dick to himself. "I will have to exercise great care, _but I
quently more or less ex.cited.
think I can do the work successfully. I have done · so in
"What is It?"
former instances, why not again?"
"What's the matter?"
"The rebel is here, you say?"
CI:IAPTER IX.
"Where is he?"
"There be ls!"
IN· PHILADELPHIA.
Sucb were a few of the exclamations ¾rom the redcoats
The Liberty Boy succeeded !n getting past the sentinel by
and TorieR.
waiting till he was at the farther end of his beat, ancl then
Corninir suddenly out of a lighted room. they could not see making a sudden dash.
,en· well at first. and had not noticed the horseman right The sentinel yelled at the daring youth to stop, but of course
away.
Dick did nothing of the kind.
,
"Tluir he goeR!" the hostler cried. ;'Thar he Is, on er boss,
He simply urged Major on the faster.
1.rnin' ez fn~· ez b e kin! Arter 'im. an' mebbe ye kin ketch
Crack! Whir-r-r!
'im. Er hoia;ia; kain't make much speed In ther snow."
The sentinel had fired, and the bullet went whirring past
This seemed to be good ad,ice, and the redcoats and Tories the Liberty Boy's ear.
set ont after Dick on the nm, yelling at the top of their
"A close shave," thought the youth. "But a miss is as good
voices:
as a mile, and I think I am all right now."
"Stop! Stop!"
Of course the report of the musket caused some excitC'ment
But of course their cries were not heeded.
In the vicinity, but there were very few peoI,>le on the streets
Dick Sinter was not the youth to stop when there was a In the suburbs, and Dick was not interfered with.
goon chance ,to e c:ipe. and he kept right on going.
, J Some of the citizens in the neighborhood c;une to their doors
The redconti- and Tories drew their plstols as they ran, and and gazed upon the flying horseman with wondering eyes, but
fired a number of shots. but the bullets went wild, and that was all they did. It was no .affair of theirs, they told
neither Dick nor his horse were hit.
themselves.
"On. my boy!'' said Dick, encouragingly, and he• patted the
Onward down the street the Liberty Boy rode, and after he
horsf' on the neck.
had gone a dozen blocks he brought Major down to a walk,
The animal made renewed exertions. and increased his for he did not wish to attract too much attention.
speecl. difficult as it was to do so, anrl on l9oking back Dick
He would soon be down in the main part of the city, where
was pleased to note that be was drawing away from his pur- the redcoats would be thick.
suers.
Turning aside from the main street, at length, Dick drew
The redcoats and Tories noted this fact, and came to a up in front of a livery stable, and, dismounting, Ied the l;10rse
stop.
in and told the stableman that )le wished to leave the anll]l,al
"Back to the Rtable!" cried the leader. "We mus.t mount there the rest of the night. :
and puria;ue th~ r ebel on horseback. Back to the stable."
The stableman led Major to a stall, and Dick !~st no time in
. The mPn whirled and dashed back to the stable, and Into, making his way out and down the street.
. _,
it.
.
, .
.
The Liberty Boy had been sent to Philadelphia, on a spyl:pg
They were not long m . br1d!mg- and saddhng their horses expedition by the commander-In-chief of the patriot army.
au~l leading t!1em ont, and mounting, they rode away in pur- J General Washington wished to keep himself _informiid resmt of tile Liberty Boy.
, garding what was going on in Philadelphia, and he wished to
T.he fu,.g!th·e was now out _of sight_. and the redcoats doubted I be informed in ease the Brlt!sh should decide to make an ·attben- nb11Ity to overtake him. Still, they would make the tack on his force at Valley Forge. As Dicll; had, 9i)De splendid
attempt.
·
work in the spying line many times, he was selected for the
Dick had kept on at the fastest pace possible, when he saw i task, and the cdmmander-in-chief had told 'Dick further to keep
the redcoats turn back, for he suspected what they Intended his eyes open for anything else of Interest.
doinp;.
j "If you could learn of a ch&nce for capturing some British
·• They will be after me on horseback right away," he said ' gold, or of getting hold of some provisloll.6 and am.munition,
to himself. ·',Vell. if they catch me they will have to ha,e or clothing, it would be a great thing, Dick," he said, so the
better horRes thnn I think the~· haYe, for l\fajor here Is one youth was .always on the alert.
of the h eRt I ha ,·e e,er seen.·•
He was disguised, and so did not attract any attention,
And, indeed, :\!ajor, the horse on ·which Dick was mounted, though he met and passed scores of redcoats on the streets.
was n. noble animal. He had been captured from the Britisfi
Occasionally he paused and listened to the conyersation of
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little groups of British soldiers, in the hope that he might then •he suddenly exerted all his wonderful strength ahd to•re
hear something of interest or value, and on ·one of these occa• loose from the ·redcoat's grasp.
A roar escaped the soldier's lips, and· he struck a vicious
sions he was noticed by one of the redcoats, a big, burly fellow,
"
who turned toward him, and giving the Liberty Bo'y a shove, blow at the Liberty Boy's -head.
lt did ·not Jarid, iloweve'l', irs •Dick wa'a oa the alert, ·and
·
•
snarled out:
·
' "'
' ·
''What are you standing there listening for? Are you a ducked just in time to avoid the blow.
Then out shot his right arm, and the iron-like knuckles on
rebel spy?''
"No, I )lain't no rebel spy," replied Dick, playing the part the youth's hand struck the redcoat on the jaw.
The fellow, big as he was, went down Hke a "log.'' s' '
of a country youth of the period. "I wuz jest standing heer,
This had taken but a few ·moments, but 'it had beeri long
an' didn' mean ·nothin'. I wuzn't listen in' ter ye."
"You lie, you young whelp!" and the redcoat gave Dick enough to enable the rect'coaes comrades to see what was going
3
another push. "Get along away from here, or I will take you on, and they at once leaped· forwaro. and attacked Di·c k.
.
'"
.
progress'
i·n
wa'.s
combat
terrific
a
instant
next
The
caphave
I
that
Howe
General
to
report
to headquarters to
There were at least six· redcoats against Dicli:;, but he was
tured a spy."
Dick was tempted to knock the big redcoat down, but• de· such a wonderful fighter that he was enabled to hold his -own
cided it would be wiser to not get into a difficulty just then, against them for a short time.
as that would attract too much attention to him ;1 so he turned • The reason )le was able to do so was on accounet of his won·
derful quickness. He was here, there and everywhere among
away. .
The big redcoat was in an ugly humor, however, and doubt· the redcoats, with such speed and agility that the soldiers
less he had been drinking. At al).y rate, he suddenly made could not locate him for a sufficient period to enable them to
up his mind not to let the supposed country youth off so easy. hit him. When they struck at him they more often than
otherwise hit some one of their own comrades.
He leaped forward and caught Dick by the arm.
The Liberty Boy knew he could not triumph over six or
"Hold on!" he cried. "Don't be in such a hurry."
seven in the long run, however, if he remained, as he would
"But ye tol' me ter go," said Dick.
"I know I did; but I've changed my mind, .and now I want be overpowered by numbers, and so he was on the alert for a
chance to get away.
you to stay."
A crowd was gathering, too, and he would Eoon be encom"What fur?"
pai:!sed on all sides, and then it would be impossible fdr· him to
" I want to .ask you a few questions."
escape.
"Waal, go ahead with ther questions, mister."
Suddenly Dick saw his chance, and knocking an intervening
"1 want you to tell me who you are?"
·
redcoat down, darted away.
"I am Dave Saunders."
He selected a thin spot in the crowd, and burst through it,
"That is your name, eh?"
hurling men to either side, as if'they ·were bags of straw.
"Yaas. "
The redcoat who had caused the trouble in the first place
The other redcoats, of whom there were half a dozen, had
gathered around the two, eager to see the sport which they had just scrambled to his feet, and now, wild with rage, he
· dashed after Dick. •
felt sure would come sol'ln.
"After him, men!'' he cried. "I know that he is a rebe'l spy.
"Where do you live?"
We must capture him."
"Out in the country, mister."
The others followed at the top of their speed, and the greatelj
"I must say you look it," sneered the redcoat.
number of spectators followed the soldiers, eage1· to see the
"Hey?"
.
"Nothing," with a laugh, which was echoed by his comrades. outcome of the afl'air.
It was a lively chase, but the redcoats were -after one of the
"How far out in the country do you live?"
smartest youths in the patriot army, and had a task on their
·"Bout three milEils."
hands that was a great deal more difficult than they had any
"Why are 'you in Philadelphia at this time of the night?"
idea of.
"I come in fur er dockter, mister."
The Liberty Bo} was a splendid runner, and he had no diffi"For a doctor, eh?"
culty in drawing away from his pur·s uers.
"Yaas."
They soon saw this, and wild yells of rage escaped their lips.
"Who "is sick?"
"He shall not escape us," cried the leader. ·•out with your
"Brother Bill."
"Well, I must say that either he isn't very sick or you don't pistols, men, and shoot him down!"
As he spoke, the leader drew a pistol and fired; but he did
care whether he lives or dies."
not, in fad could not, take aim while running, and the bullet
"Why so, mister?"
"Because you were standing here, listening to us, and wast• did not hit the mark.
Then the other redcoats fired, and so bad was the shooting
ing your time, instead of going for the doctor."
"I wuz waitin' ter ax ye ef ye knowed whar theer wuz er of one of their number that he put a bullet into the calf of the
leader's leg, bringing him down in the snow with a wild yell of
dockter's shop."
.
pain and rage.
''Oh, that was it, eh?"
And while the six were standing there listening to the rav"Yaas: "
"Young fellow, I believe you are lying," the redcoat ex- ing of their wounded comrade, Dick dashed onward, and was
soon out of sight.
claimed, in a fierce tone.
He had taken note of what occurred, and could not help
"Whut makes ye think thet, mister?" asked Dick.
1
of what had happened to the redcoat
' I hardly know, but I feel sure you are lying, and that you laughing as he thought
who had caused him the trouble.
are a rebel spy, as I said before."
"Shot by one of his own comrades, eh?" the youth said to
"Ye're mistook, mister. I hain't no rebel spy."
himself. "Well, It serves him right. He ought to have let me
' 1
"Yo11 are not?"
alone.''
;'No, mister."
The Liberty Boy decided that it would be best for him to get
"Bah! You cannot deceive me.' I am confident that you are
a rebe.J spy, and I am going to take you to headquarters, and out of sight for that night, so he went to a tavern, and was
soon in bed and asleep.
'
let General Howe see what he thinks of you."
"But I kain't go, mister," said Dick. "I wuz told to go an'
git the dockter fer Brother Bill. Ef I don't, he may die."
CHAPTER X.
"I can't help that. I don't believe that you have a brother
A DARING SCHEME.
Bill."
Dick spent a week in Philadelphia.
"But I hev, an' h e's sick, an' I mus' git er dockter fur 'im.
He was such an expert at spying that he was enabled to
Please let me go, mister."
skilful man in his place would
The Liberty Boy feared that he was in for &trouble, but he find out many things that a lees
not have discovered.
determined j,o put off the trouble as long as possible.
At the encl of the time, he had become possessed of a bit
This was not to be, however., for the redcoat had made up
his mind to take Dick into custody, and instead of letting him of information which he thought was of great importance,
go, gave the youth a fierce shake and started to drag him up and he made up his mind to return to Valley Forge with the
information at once.
the street.
He walted till nightfall, and then went to the llvery-stable
·'Come along," he ordered. "It won't do you any good to
and got bis horse.
hold back. Come right along quietly, for come you must."
Paying the score and mounting, he rode away.
But Dick' had ether idea,s regarding the affair. He waited
ti:l they were out from the midst of tho irrouo of redcoats.' and • He met with no obstructions till he was almost 011 the edge
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of the city, and then he began figuring on how he should get
Next morning he was up bright and early, and when the
past the sen tine!.
other Liberty Boys saw their young commander was there they
;Finally he decided on ,a bold course. .
greeted him joyously.
He rode steadily onward until ,challenged , by tne. sentinel
They had a lot of questions to ask, and he answered as many
at that point, and tl:).en advanced as, clo:Se. to the man as he as he could while eating breakfast, and then as soon as breakwould permit, and said:
,
,
fast was over he went to the house occupied by General ·wash"I am a special messenger -f rom General , Howe. Let me ington's headquarters.
pass."
.. ,, .
The commander-in-chief was glad to see Dick, and greeted
"Where are you going? "
f ·
him very cordial!.
"'I]o the home of a Tory, a few miles·oµt in the country."
"You have been gone quite a while, Dick," he said, when the
"Yxrn sho-u!d have the password, -my .friend."
youth had become seated.
"The general forgot -to give it to me." ,
"Yes, your excellency. I have been away a week.".
"Tbat isn't my fault."
"Have you been •in 'Philadelphia alJ that time?"
"I know that i but .I am in a great.-hurry, and the general is
"Yes, sir.''
anxious that I reach my destination quickly. It was because
"Have you learned anything bf importance, Dick?"
of hi,s hurry to get me started that he forgot to give me the
"I made a discovery yesterday, your excellency, and it is
countersign, .I judge."
one which I thought might be turned to our advantage."
The sentinel hesitated.
"What was it, Dick?"
"Every second of time I lose here means something," ;;aid
"I will tell you, sir. I heard four British soldiers talking
Dick, "~nd if I am too late in reaching• the Tory's house, I in the barroom
of a tavern.1•
shall, of course, tE>ll General Howe of my detention here."
"Yes."
The sentinel stepped aside and lowered his musket.
"They were at one table, drinking, I was at another, sitting
"Go on," he said gruffly. "I wish that our superiors would
attend to their duties as well as we privates are expected to with my head dropped forward on my arms, which were on
the tabl e; doubtles~ the soldiers, if they noticed me, thought
attend to ours.''
I was intoxicated and asleep.·•
''Thanks,'' said Dick, and then he rode onward at a gallop.
"Likely; go on."
·
There was snow on the ground, but the roads had beer,
"I heard them talking about a rich Tory who lives in the
traveled sufficiently to pack the snow down, and the goin,g was
outskirts of Philadelphia.·•
not bad.
"Ah!"
'
On w~rd the Liberty Boys rode.
.
.
.
"They said he was supposed to have boxes of gold and BanlcOne hour, two hours, and then be .came to a stop in front
of-England notes in his house to the amount of thousands of
of the house where the Millers lived. ,
_pounds."
He dismounted, tied his horse, and entered the yard.
"Ah!" eagerly. "Go on, Dick.''
He knocked on the door, and it was opened by Barry, who
"Th.e redcoats talked in low tones, and I was unable to ungave utterance to a joyous exclamation, and seizing Dick 1s
hand, pulled the youth into the room and closed the door. • derstand everything they said, but I gathered from what I
"H<:re is Mr. Slater!" he cried, and the other members of the did hear that they were pianning to rob the Tory, some night,
and secure the boxe~ of gold and bank notes."
family hastened to greet Dick.
''Rather a daring iicheme." said General Washington.
Edna blushed like a peony when Dick took her hand, and
. "Yes, sir; and they said that the robbery would undoubtedly
it was evident that she was delighted to. see him.
·• Have you been in Philadelphia all the time since you left be laid at the door of the patriots, and they would not be suspected."
here?" asked Harry, when all had become seated.·'Quite likely they are right, Dick; if they should succeed in
"Yes, Harry," was the reply.
robbing the Tory, tl).e crime would, of course, be laid at the
"Well, well! You are bold, Dick."
"I should think it would be very, very dangerous work for door of patriots."
"Just so, your excellency," said Dick. "And now, since the
you to xemarn in- the city, right in. the heart of the British
chances are that we will have to bear the blame for the affair,
army for a week or more, Mr. Slater," said Edna.
"Oh, there isn't so very much danger in that, Miss Edna," when it is ended, why should we not do it, in reality, and get
the youth replied; "but, of course, when I start out in search the benefits as well?"
General Washington- started and 'looked at Dick e:i.gerly.
of information, then I have to encounter consid_Jlrable danger."
"Do you think it could be done, my boy?" he asked.
"I shbuld think so," said Mrs. Miller.
"I think so, sir."
"How are the Morgans getting along, Harry?'' asked Dick.
«But you say the Tory lives in the edge of the city."
"Oh, alJ right, Dick," replied Harry. "Mr.-Morgan is getting
"Yes.''
to be one of t~e strongest patriots in these . parts."
(' We\l, he will be where he is under the protection of British
"I'm glad of that."
.
"Harry knows all about it, Mr. Slater," said Edna, with a sentinels, will h e not?"
"Yes; but the deed is to be done on a night when one of the
mischievous smile. "He is over there two or three times
four men is on guard in the vicinity of the house, and, of
every day."
This occasio,ned a laugh at Harry's expense, and the youth course, he will not interfere with them, and to insure that he
will not interfere with us, we will simply have to slip up and
shook his finger at the girl, and said warningly:
l' You had better be careful, sis, or I may take it into my make a prisoner of him."
"You think you can do this successfully, Dick?"
head to say something that will make me more than even with
"I think so, sir. I am more than willing to try, at any
you."
The girl blushed, and gave a quick glance in Dick's direction, rate."
"Do you know where the Tory's house is located?"
whereat Harry laughed.
"Yes, I learned that from the conversation of the redcoats." .
"The shot struck home, eh, sis?" he chuckled. "All right,
"Good!" ·
if you'll be good, I won't say anything."
Harry knew Edna had taken a liking to Dick, .and she knew • '! And I made it my business to take a trip to the vicinity of
he knew it, and this was what made her blush and look at the the house in question, and I ,took a dose look at the surroundings."
, ,
Liberty Boy when Harry said what Ile did.
Dick understood pretty well what was meant, but he did
"Ah! That is excellent."
not let on. In truth, he did not vdsh to have the beautiful
"I think we will be able to succeed in· getting the boxes of
girl take a deep enough liking for him to cause her pain in the gold and bank notes, your excellency, provided we get there
future, for he had a sweetheart up in New York State, a beau- ahead of the redcoats in question."
tiful girl hy the name of Alice Estabrook, the sister of one of
"You wish to make the attempt, Dick?"
the members of the company of Liberty Boys, and of course,
"Indeed J do, sir. ''
being a true-hearted youth, he had no wish to gain the affec"Well, I am willing you· should do so, for the money you
tions of any other girl.
will get, if you are successful, is sorely needed to purchase
The Liberty Boy remained there an hour, talking, and then, clothing and provisions for our men.''
saying · he must be going, he bade all good-by, went out,
"So it is, your excellency, and we will succeed, if such a
mounted his horse, and rode onward.
thing is possible."
He reached Valley Forge without adventure, arriving there
"Ycu will take some of you r Lil:)erty Boys to assist you,
about midnight.
Dick?"
He went to the quarters occupied by the Liberty Boys, and
"Yes, ::lir; I will take the entire company, but will leave the
went to bed.
majority of the~ out a ways, -where they will not be likely to
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"What If the four redcoats should be there at the same time
be seen, but where they will be within summoning distance In
as ourselves?" said Sam Sanderson.
case we have trouble with the redcoats."
"Why, we w!ll make them wish they had stayed away,"
"That Is a good plan."
grinned Bob.
"I think so, sir."
"That's what we will do," declared Mark Morrison.
"When will you make the attempt?"
The youths spent the forenoon in talking of tlie matter, and
"To-night."
"Very well. Of course, the quicker you make it the more making their plans, as well as getting their arms ready for
USC', In case they should bE> forced to have a running fight
chance that you will get ahead of the redcoats."
with the redsoats.
"True."
They ate dinner , packed a lot of cold bread In their saddle"Well, you have my permission to make the attempt, Dick,
and I pray that you may be successful , for we need the money, bags, and then mounting, rode away, followed by the good
and need It badly. If we can secure this British money, and wishes and prayers of hundreds of 1,uffering patriot soldiers,
purchase clothing and provisions for our suffering soldiers, it the news of the work thP youths were going to try to accomplish having spread throughout the encampment.
wlll be doing only what Is just and right to do.·•
"I hope they'll succeed!" said one soldier, as the youths dis"That Is the way I look at it, sir."
"Right. Well, go ahead, and do the work in your own way. appeared down the road.
I will not handicap you with Instructions, for you know more
"They will, if such a thing is possible," said another. "I
about the matter than I do, and wlll know better what to do, tell .you, whE>n the Liberty Boys go about a thing they never
and how to do It. I have faith in your judgment."
fail to give a good account of themselves."
"That's right," from another. "And as a general thing they
"Thank you, sir," said Dick earnestly. "I do not think you
w!ll regret having had faith in me."
succeed in their undertakings."
"I am sure of that, Dick."
"So they do."
Then the Liberty Boy saluted and withdrew, hastening back
The Liberty Boys rode onward at a good pace.
The snow still lay on the ground, but was packed, and the
to the Liberty Boys' quarters to tell them what was to be done.
•
travt>ling was not so bad as It might have been.
The weather was quite cold, but the youths were pretty well
clothed, and were, moreover, hardy and seasoned to exposure.
CHAPTER XI.
and did not mind the cold.
A SUDDEN DASH.
'l'hey anived at thE> home of the Millers at sundown, which
just what Dick had reckoned on doing.
·•Boys," he said, as soon as he was again among them, "I was
Harry came running out to the road when he saw the Libhave some news for you."
erty Boys."
"Nows for us?"
"I thought It was you, Dick," he cried. "And I am glad
"Good!"
you have come."
"What ls It?"
"Why so, Harry?"
"Tell us, quick."
"I'll tell you. There ls a party of redcoats at Mr. Morgan's
Such were a few of the exclamations.
house, and they have been there all day. They have taken up
"I have some work for the Liberty Boys to do ...
their quarters, and I know it will be very unpleasant for Mr.
'
"Good!"
Morgan's folks. Now that you are here, we can go down and
"Hurrah!"
make prisoners o! the British."
"We're glad to hear !t!"
"How many of them are there?"
"'Ve are ready for the work, Dick!"
"About a dozen."
"What is the work?"
"W)lat do they want up here in these parts?"
Such were the questions fired at Dick's head.
"They haven't told their business yet, so Mabel said when
"I have some very lmportant work, boys; and if we can
make a success of It It will be a big feather In our caps, as she was over a while ago, but she says that her father suswell as a splendid thing for the patriot soldiers and the great pects they have come for the purpose of spying out the rebels,
as they call them, with a view to causin::; them trouble."
cause of liberty."
"Likely that Is it."
"Then tt>ll us what the work Is. Dick," cried Bob Estabrook.
"1 think so.·•
We are ready to go !nto it and make a success of it if such a
"Well, we will capture them, and that will end that art of
.
thing Is possible."
·'Very well, I will tell you what the work is," and the Lib- the business."
"So It w!ll. Jove, I'm glad you came!"
erty Boy did so.
"So am I. Harry. By the way, 1 think It will be best for
The youths were greatly excited when they had heard Dick
through.
as we will·be more likely
This was just the kind of work they delighted In attempting us to wait till after dark to go there,
to take the redcoats by surprise and make a sure thing of capto do.
turing all of them."
"You arc right. Dick: and we will bt> glad to have you stay
To steal into the edge of Ph!ladelphia, almost into the heart
of the British force, and capture a lot of British gold, and get here and take supper with us, and then we can attend to the
away In safety was what they would enjoy better than almost matter as soon as it becomes dark."
This was decided upon, and the Liberty Boys dismounted
anything else.
"We will do the work, Dick!" cri ed Mark Morrison. "We and looked after thPir horses. and then all entE>red the house,
will capture the British gold and bring it here to Valley Forge, which was quite a large building, two rooms easily accommoand use it to purchase clothing and provisions for our freezing dating the one hundred Liberty Boys.
and starving comradts."
Mrs. Miller and Edna greeted Dick pleasantly, and hastened
''Right you are, Mark!" cried Sam Sanderson. "That is just
to the kitchen to begin the work of prt>paring the evening
what. we will do."
meal.
"All the youths said the same.
They were greatly excited by the prospects which they saw, They worked swiftly and to good effect, and at the end of
an hour had cooked enough for the youths, who ate heartll?'.
for Jlvely work.
When they were rrady to leave, Harry got ready and said
Th c• y were almost wild with del!ght, for they had been
cooped up a great deal throughout the winter, and had not he would go along.
"I want to help make the capture. Dick," he said, and the
been able to get out and do as much work against the British
Liberty Boy, knowing that the fO)Ith was the sweetheart of
as they wished to do.
"Do you think it will be a very difficult thing to capture the Mabel Morgan, was perfectly w1ll!ng he should go along.
It was not very dark, but the_ British soldiers at the home
gold from the Tory, Dick?" asked Bob Estabrook.
"It will be rather dangerous, Bob, owing to the fact that the of the Morgans were not expecting nny trouble, and were not
entire British army ls within arm's length, almost, of the on their _guard. Th~ result was that they wE>re taken wholly
by surpnse, and seemg they were outnumbered nearly ten to
place where we wlll have to do the work."
one, they surrendered.
''We will have to work swiftly," said Sam Sanderson.
"Who are you fellows?" askPd the commander of the party,
"Yes, we will have to make lightning work of it," said Mark
a captain.
Morrison.
·'Don't you know who we are?" asked Dick.
"We can do It," said Bob, confidt>ntly. "We are too fast for
"No."
the British."
"You ought to know."
·' T think we will be able to do the work successfully," said
"'Why so?"
D;c,::.
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"We have made things lively enough for your men this

winter."
The captain started, and looked the youth over with eager
interest.
"SureJy you are not-you don't mean to say that-surely
you are not the-"
"The Liberty Boys of '76 ?-yes, tllat is who we are."
"Well, well! I might have known it, though."
"What are you doing up here in this part of the country?"
asked Dick.
'·bh," wit.I:\ a smile, "we ,got tired of the city, and thought
we would come up in the country for a while, where it is
qui et.~
'
"And found that it isn't as quiet as you thought, eh?"
"vVell, it begins to look that way."
Dick decided to leave four of the Liberty Boys on guard
over the disarmed prisoners, and when he had picked out the
four. he gave the order for the main body to mount.
"We will ride at a moderate pace," he told the youths, "and
by so doing we will reach Philadelphia at a good time for
doing the work we have come to do."
The youths dismounted, and the party rode away.
At last they were within half a mile of the edge of the
city, and Dick decided that the main force had come far
enough.
He called a halt, and they dismounted and entered some
timber which bordered the road at this point.
"I shall take Bob, Mark and Sam,•· said Dick, "and we will
try to aGcomplish what we have come here to do, by stealth,
for if we should arouse the British and get them buzzing about
our ears, then we might have to flee for our lives, and leave
our work unfinished."
,
He gave the Liberty Boys instructions, and ended by saying:
.. Be r eady, and when we come back, if need be, fight the
redcoats back, if we are pursued. If we do not stop, however,
you will understand that I intend to run for it, and will fall
in behind us and cover our flight."
.
The youths said they understood, and would do as told, and
then Dick and his three comrades mounted and rode forward.
Just before reaching the point where the sentinels would
be stationed, Dick called a halt.
Near at hand was a lot, with an old tumble-down shed in
the middle of it.
To this shed the four made their way.
Leading their horses into the old shed, the youths tied the
animals.
"Now, the next thing is to slip past the sen.tries," said Dick.
"Do you know where they are stationed, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes; I made careful observations, for I knew it would be
of great value to us."
·
"Then we ought to be able to get past the nearest sentinel, I
should think."
"Oh, we will be able to do so, I am confident."
Then Dick stole out of the shed, followed by the other three
youths, and they made their way across the lot, toward a
house on the farther corner.
Reaching the house, Djck paused, as did his comrades, and
the youth made a careful survey of the situation.
"When I give the word," Dick whispered to his companions,
"be ready to follow me at the top of your speed. We will have
to run, and fast at that, to get past the sentinel without being
seen.,.
"All right, Dick," the youths replied.
Several minutes passed,
Then suddenly Dick whispered the words, "Come on, boys!"
and darted around the corner of the house.
The other three Liberty Boys followed, and the four dashed
down the street with the speed of the wind.
"Halt!" cried a sharp voice.
A redcoat, musket In hand, leaped out In their path.
CHAPTER XII.
IN THF. TORY'S HO'l\lE.

There was an extra sentinel to what there had been when
Dick was on that spot before.
This, of course, he had not foreseen, and the result was that
he had been taken by surprise.
But Dick Slater was a youth not easlly to be stopped.
He had made up his mind to secure the gold and bank notes
of the Tory, and he was not to be balked by one soldier and
one musket.
A thought came to him like a flash.
Without slowing up a bit, he called out:

"The rebels are after us! Don't stop us, sentinel! The
rebels are after us! Be ready to stop them!"
The sentinel was deceived.
He thought Dick and his comrades were loyal citizens of
Philadelphia, and that they were being chased by rebels.
This was just what Dick intended that he should think.
The sentinel lowered his musket.
He peered into the darkness in the rear of the four advancing men.
"Where are the rebels?" he called out, ,as Dick reached the
point where he stood.
"Iiere!" exclaimed Dick, and with the word, he dealt the ·sentinel a terrible blow full upon the jaw, knocking him dazed to
the earth.
"Come on, boys, quickly," said Dick. "We mustn't stop.
If we do the other sentinel will be- upon us."
Onward the four dashed, and as they disappeared from view
the sentinel arose to a sitting posture, and rubbing his jaw,
looked around him wonderingly.
"Where am I?" he murm\jred. "What happeneti, anyway?"
Then all of a sudden it came back to him, and he leaped to
his feet, and seized his musket, which had fallen to the ground.
He looked all around him eagerly.
He coul<;l see no one.
Just then, however, his fellow sentinel came in sight, pacing
slowly along his }feat, and the dazed and amazed sentinel
called to him:
"Come here, quick."
The other sentinel hastened forward.
"What is It?" he asked, as he drew near.
"Thunder to pay, Carlson."
"What's the trouble?"
"Rebels."
"Where?"
'· I don't know where they are now, but they were right here
a few moments ago."
''Where did they go, then?''
"That's what I don't know."
"Why don't you? Couldn't you see which way they went?"
"No."
"Why not?"
"Because one of the scoundrels hit me a clip on the jaw
and knocked me senseless for the time being, and while In
that condition I could not see which. way they went."
"Great guns! You don't say one of 1.hem struck you down?"
"Yes."
"How many were there of them?"
"I think there were four."
"Why did~'t you halt them and give the alarm? ..
"! called to them to halt. They were dashing right toward
me, and, of course, I didn't intend to let them pass without
giving an account of themselves."
"Of course not."
"I called out to them to halt, and one answered and said
that they were being chased by rebels."
"I see."
"That threw me off my guard."
"As it was intended to do."
"Yes; I lowered my musket, and as the leader of the four
came up, I asked where the rebels were."
"Yes?"
"He said 'Here !' an.d dealt me a blow on the jaw."
"Exactly; and that proves that they must be desperate and
dangerous r ebels."
"I should say so."
"But wh ere are they now?"
"I don't know; but it would not surprise me if they go
right on into the city."
"Likely that is what they have done; and I have no doubt
they are spies."
"That is what they are."
"Then we must send a warning in to headquarters, telling of
the presence of the spies."
"You are right."
"Which of us shall go?"
"I wlll. The scoundrel dealt me a blow on the jaw, ana
I feel like getting something done to lessen the pain. My jaw
feels as if it were broken."
·
"All right. Go along, You had better hurry, as the quicker
the commander-in-chief learns of the presence of the spies the
better it will be."
"Ycu are right. Well, I will go now, and will be baek as
soon as possible."
He walked rapidly away, and made his way to headquarters,
and was shown in o the presence of General Howe.

•
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The catch had given way.
"Well, what do you want, my man?" the general asked.
Pushing the window up, Dick listened a few moments.
"I have come to tell you that there are rebel spies in the
Not a sound was to be heard.
city. si r, " was the reply.
The noise made by the breaking of the catch had not been
"Rebel spies in the city, eh?'"
heard.
"Yes."
The youth climbed through the window, and the other three
"How many?"
followed suit.
"Four, sir."
They were in darkness, but Dick had brought a candle
"How do you know this?"
The soldier then told the story of his encounter with the along, and he proceeded to light it.
By the light of the candle they saw they were in the kitchen.
four men, and how he had been knocked senseless by a blow
"Do you know where the Tory keeps his boxes of gold and
from the fist of one of the quartet.
"I'll wager that those fellows are Dick Slater and some of bank notes, Dick?" asked Bob, in a cautious whisper.
"Yes; the redcoats I heard talking of robbing him iiaid he
his Liberty Boys!" said General Howe, when he had heard all.
"Likely you are right, general," agreed one of the officers kept the boxes in his bedchamber, and that the bedcha~b_er
was on the second floor, at the front of the house."
present.
"Then we ought to find what we came for without much
"I am sure I am right. Well, we must make an attempt to
difficulty."
run the fellows to earth and capture them."
·• I think so. Well, follow me, boys, and move very care"That is the thing to do, general. Now that we know they
are in the city, we ought to be able to locate them, and cap- fully, for we must not awaken the Tory until it is too late for
.
him to give the alarm."
ture the ra.,;;cals."
"That's right; we'll be careful. Go ahead, and we will fol"It will not be easy," with a shake of the head.
low, Dick."
"I suppose not."
"No; I know this young fellow Dick Slater, and know him • Dick led the ·way across the kitchen, out into the hall, and
well. He· is one of the shrewdest, coolest, most daring young up the stairs. Here they found themselves in a long hall
chaps imaginable, and it is almost an impossibility to get him reaching to the front of the house, and they moved along it
as noiselessly as so many spirits.
cornered."
Then they came to a stop in front of a door which they felt
"Well, we can make the attempt, at any rate."
"Yes, I will at once send out word throughout the city, and confident opened into the room of the Tory whom they in·
order that a close watch be kept for the four rebels, and that tended to relieve of his gold and Bank-of-England notes.
search be made for them. Perhaps we may be able to catch
them after all."
CHAPTER XIII.
"I hope so, general," said the officer.
THE LIBERTY BOYS SECURE 'fHE GOLD.
General Howe then told the soldier that he might go.
Dick tried the door.
The fellow asked permission to go to his quarters and doctor
It was fastened.
his sore jaw, and was told that he might do so.
In trying the door, the knob was turned, of course, and in
Another soldier was f?ent to take his place as sentinel.
Soon the word was flying all through the city that Dick turning it back, Dick rattled it slightly.
Instantly there was a stir within the room.
Slater and three of his Liberty Boys were in the city on a spy"Who is there?" called out a voice.
ing expedition.
There was alarm in the tone.
The soldiers were ordered to search for the rebels.
Dick made up his mind that they must act promptly.
They proceeded to do so, but put in their time in the main
If they did not do so the Tory would give the alarm, redpart of the city thinking that there was where the four would
be found, when the fact was, the youths in question were out coats would come rushing to the house, and the four would
on the edge of the city working to secure the rich Tory's gold have to flee without having made a success of their undertaking.
·.
and bank notes.
The Liberty Boy could not endure the thought of failure.
"When the Liberty Boys were out of sight of the sentinel
He was ready to take desperate chances, if by so doing sueDick had knocked down, they slowed down to a walk, and
cess might be achieved.
made their way along cautiously.
He turned to his companions, and said:
Soon they were near the house of the Tory whom they in•
"We will break down the door. All together, now!"
·
tended visiting.
The four youths hurled themselves against the door with all
Dick led the way around to the rear of the place,
They paused behind the stable, and took a survey of the their might.
The door was a fairly strong one, as inner doors -go, but it
situation.
had not been constructed with a view to withstanding such
All seemed quiet.
There was no one to be seen in the vicinity, and it seemed force as was now brought against it, and it went in with a
crash.
as if it would be safe to go ahead with tlteir work.
"Come, boys," said Dick, in a cautious voice. "We will get . Mark and Sam were burled to the floor by the force of their
to work. I think the inmates of the house are in bed, and as impetus, but Dick and Bob kept their feet, and whipping out
we aroused the sentinels when we entered, it will not do for a pistol, Dick covered the Tory, and cried out:
"Don't cry out, or you are a dead man. Do you hear? We
us to lose any time."
"You are right," said Bob. "They will send word to General are desperate, and would as soon kill you as look at yon."
The Tory was sitting up in bed.
Howe, and soon the entire. British force will be on the lookout
He was pale as death, and it was plain that he was terribly
for us. "
frightened.
"Yes; they will be searching for us."
"W-who are y-you?" he gasped, his teeth chattering.
"But likely they will look for us down in the main part of
"It does not matter who we are," was the stern reply. "Suf•
the city," said Mark Morrison.
"I judge you are right, Mark," said .Dick; "but when they flee it to say we are desperate men, who have come here for a
have searched pretty thoroughly there, they w!ll spread out, purpose."
"W-what is t-the p-purpose?"
and look in tbe suburbs. We must have our work done, and
"Your name is Donald Dunston, is it not?"
be out of the city before that happens."
"Y-yes."
Then he led the way toward the house.
"We have no time to waste," interrupted Dick. "We know
The four stole cautiously along like so many shadows, and
you are a Tory, and that you have gold and bank notes con•
soon were at the rear of the house.
cealed in this room in boxes. Now, where are those boxes?"
They tried the door, and found it fastened.
A quavering, despairing cry escaped the lips of the Tory, but
There were two windows, and they tried these.
it died away into a gasping sound as Dick shook the pistol and
They also were fastened.
But Dick had come prepared for this, and he drew from the said warningly:
"Where are the boxes?"
scabbard the half of a sword that had the hilt attached. The
"J-·I--have no gold, I assure y-you, sir," the Tory said.
blade had been broken off, and at the broken place the end had
been ground down till it was beveled in such a manner as to "That is a-a-mistake. Y-you h-have been m-mis!nformed."
"I do not believe your statement, sir," said Dick sternly.
convert the blade into an excellent crowbar.
Pushing the beveled end of the blade under the window, "Tell me where the boxes are or take the consequences."
"I-I-have no boxes of g,gold," the Tory stammered, holdDick pried upward, and after · a few moments of steady and
constantly increasing pressure there was a snapping sound, ing up his hands as If to ward off the bullet which he feared
n:iight be fired at him .
and the window moved upward.
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"Well, I think we are all right now," said Dick. "We
boxes
"Look around , boys," said Dick. "I have an idea theto find secured the boxes. The next thing is to get throug h the Brites are
are conceal ed in thus room, and we will likely be able
ish line of sentine ls, and back to where our comrad
them withou t much trouble ."
."
coming
our
g:
a
awaitin
The three youths hastene d to obey, and began making
"Yes, that's the next thing to do," said Bob.
led
search of the room.
"Well, come along, boys." said Dick, and he and Sam
Tory's
the
that
noticed
Dick
and
closet,
a
was
corner
one
g the boxes.
In
carryin
ng,
followi
Mark
and
Bob
way,
the
terria
n to
glance wander ed in that directio n, and that there was
They beaded toward the stable, it being their intentioprac·
fied look in the man's eyes.
by the same route,
city
the
leave
and
steps,
their
retrace
the
find
"In the closet, boys," said Dick. "I think you will
tical!y, as they had travers ed in enterin g.
of a
boxes in the closet."
They had gone perhap s halfwa y to the stable, when that
A gasping cry escaped the Tory's lips.
saw a sight
and
er
should
his
over
glanced
Dick
sudden
there!"
"N-no -not there," he said huskily '. "They are not
ex- gave him a start.
house,
"Ah, you acknow ledge that you have the boxes, then?"
Four redcoat s were coming around the corner of the
claimed Dick.
es Dick knew, for
comrad
and
himsel!
seen
had
they
that
and
boxes
anger,
"N-no, no! I have no boxes. I mean that there are no
the leader gave utteran ce to a cry of amazem ent and es folcomrad
in the closet, or anywhe re."
three
his
run,
the
on
them
toward
started
and
drew
But at this momen t Bob reached into the closet and and lowing.
deep,
I will
forth a tin box perhap s ten inches wide, six inches
"Run boys " cried Dick. "The redcoat s are upon us!
a foot long.
the boxes."
with
away
get
you
while
check
in'
th~m
hold
someand at
"Here is one of them, Dick!" he cried, "and it has
As the Liberty Boy spoke he whippe d out his pistols,
thing heavy in it."
their heads and saw
turned
youths
other
the
Instant
same
the
animal
A cry like that given utteran ce to by a wounde d wildand the the redcoat s.
Dick
escaped the lips of the Tory, and he glared at Bob he had
Bob and Mark dashed away with the boxes, while
but
and then fol·
bullet,
a
box fiercely , and his fingers worked convuls ively,being
with
snow
the
in
t
redcoa
one
d
droppe
shot if
sense enough to realize that he was in danger of
"That's lowed his comrad es.
shot,
he made a move, and so he remain ed where he was.
Sam had drawn his pistol, and, whirlin g, he :fl.red a
of the
it," said Dick. "I guess we have found the hiding- place
s.
redcoat
the
of
one
g
droppin
queaboxes, all right."
This left only two to pursue the four, and the two in close
the
Mark now drew forth anothe r box, which was just like
not be policy for them to give
would
it
that
dedded
tlon
one Bob had found, in size, shape and weight.
pursuit ; the strange rs were too expert with the pistol.
how"Here' s anothe r box, Dick," Mark said.
The redcoat s fired a couple of pistol shots in their turn,
Dick.
said
boys,"
boxes,
the
of
all
forth
d Sam in the arm.
"Good! Bring
wounde
slightly
bullets
the
of
one
and
ever,
more
of
They searche d the closet thoroug hly, but could find no
The next instant the four disappe ared around the corner
safe.
boxes.
were
being
time
the
for
and
stable,
the
" There are only the two, Dick," said Bob.
eyeing
The Liberty Boy turned his eyes upon the Tory, and
CHAPT ER XIV.
him threate ningly, said:
"Wher e are the rest of the boxes? "
THE RESCUE .
voice.
husky
a
in
reply,
"There are no more," was the
ran onward as fast as was possibl e
Boys
Liberty
four
The
"Are you telllng the truth?"
.
stances
circum
the
under
d."
-ruine
"Yes, yes! Oh, I am ruined
carry the
like a
Of course, Bob and Mark could not run so fast and Dick
The Tory caught hold of his hair, and pulled at it
and
have run withou t them, and
could
they
as
boxes
madma n.
es could go.
comrad
their
than
faster
any
go
not
would
Sam
Dick.
'' Are you sure you are not lying?" asked
and:
e gone
When they had gone perhap s two hundre d yards, Dick kept
"Yes, yes! Oh, I am ruined. The savings of a lifetim
them, while the race was
carried
boxes,
the
took
Sam
In an Instant ."
said up.
"Serve s you right for standin g up for a tyrant king,"
to a
Presen tly they slacken ed their speed, howeve r, down
Bob. "You deserve to lose your money ."
reply.
in
say
would
walk.
"Ruine d-ruin ed!" was all the Tory
would
turned
They would soon be nearing the line of sentine ls, and
Dick stood hesitat ing for a few momen ts. Then he
sly.
cautiou
and
slowly
go
to
have
to his compan ions, and said:
gag
Then, too, there was no sign of pursuit .
"Put down the boxes, tie this man, hand and foot, and
don't
"We dropped two of the redcoat s," said Sam; "and I
him. We must not permit him to raise an alarm." after the
us."
follow
to
care
will
two
otMr
s
the
minute
think
The youths did as they were told, and five
to
"No; but the sound of the pistol shots will bring others
Tory lay flat on the bed, bound and gagged .
this way,"
coming
be
soon
will
crowd
a
and
Sam,
spot,
the
He could neither move nor cry out.
city
d
"That is true, too; but we will be able to get out of the
All he could do was to look at the youths , and he watche
us."
with
up
catch
can
they
the
up
before
took
way
a
they
and
them with a despair ing light in his eyes as
"I judge so, and I hope so."
boxes and turned to leave the room.
line of
worry
t
"Do
They continu ed onward , till they were close up to the
"Some one will soon release you," said Dick.
this
for
anks
sentine ls.
for your person al safety. Good-n ight, and-th
be able
Dick selecte d a point where he though t they would sly
donatio n to the great cause of liberty ."
forwild,
a
was
to slip past the sentine ls, and the four stole cautiou
A mu\ffled groan was the only reply, but there
ward.
despair ing light in the Tory's eyes.
were at
room.
The youths waited till the two nearest sentine ls forwar
"Come, boys," said Dick, and he led the way from the
d,
d
hastene
·
then
and
beats,
their
of
heavy
so
ends
t
not
the farthes
Bob and Mark took up the boxes, as they were
waa
night
The
seen.
being
t
withou
line
n,
the
exertio
cross
to
much
and tried
but what one person could carry one withou t
along the a clear one, howeve r, and the snow made It lighter still, and
and followe d Dick and Sam out of the room and
at them
one of the sentine ls caught sight of them, and :fl.red
hall.
musket .
his
with
they
for
ngly,
searchi
y
hallwa
the
down
They looked up and
·• Make a dash for it, boys! " cried Dick, and the four, making
g down
of
though t it possibl e that some one had heard the burstin
further effort at concea lment, dashed away at the top
no
and
mber,
bedcha
Tory's
the
entered
of the door when they
speed.
their
came
they
as
them
shoot
and
here
d
might be in hiding somew
The other sentine l fired his musket , and the bullet whistle
along.
head, but the Liberty Boys were determ ined to
Dick's
past
housethe
only
was
there
that
was
The truth of the matter
himself , and escape, and they kept on.
, howkeeper in the house that night besides the Tory by
The shots alarme d all the redcoat s in the nelglib orhood the
the noise,
ed
disturb
been
not
had
sh<' was quite deaf, and
they came runnin g to the spot to see what was
and
ever,
had not heard it at all.
made matter.
them,
So the youths were not interfe red with at all, andanothe r
"The rebel spies are escapin g!" was the cry. "After
their way downst airs, into the kitchen , and one after
·
ody!"
everyb
.
windcw
crowd
climbed throug h the
The four Liberty Boys were in sight, and the entire
All was quiet.
in pursuit .
started
left;
just
had
they
house
the
from
vacant
They heard no sound
The four boys reached the shed in the middle of the
any one
nor was there any sound to indicat e the presenc e of
their horses, mounte d, and dashed a.way, aD4 whc
untied
.lot,
.
vicinity
.ave themse lves in the
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they were ,ess than fifty yardr, distant thP redcoats came rushHarry looked somewn at sober and serious.
ing around the shed, yelling and firing their pistols.
"I am sorry to hear you say that,·• he said presentl y. "Yet
The shots were wild, however , and the only bullet that did
any damage was one that hit one of the horses and ciused th(' I do not feel that I am to blame. If he had behaved himself ,
and act11d as a true man should, he would be all right now,
animal to dash forward at increase d speed, giving vent
to instead of lying there on his back a mortally wounde
snorts of pain.
man ."
;'You are right, Harry, He deserve d what he got, dand
you
The youths were soon at the point where they had left theii:
are
not
at
all
to
blame.
He brought it on himself. "
comrade s, and the main force was out waiting and watchin
g
"Yes,
and
he
would
have
killed me had he been able to do
eagerly, for the member s had heard the firing, and were sure
so ...
their comrade s were in trouble
The
Liberty
Boys
now
made
their way bark to the Morgan
AJJ· mounte d now, and the eO:tire force set out up the
road
in ~he directio n of German town. They kept a sharp lookout home, and r eported their success in practica lly extermi nating
the
party
of
redcoats
.
b!:)hind them, for they did not know but the redcoats would
Then they mounted , and bidding good-by to the member s
secure horses and follow them.
of the Morgan family, rode away in the directio n of
Valley
When they arrived at the Morgan home, they met with a
Forge.
disappo intment .
They arrived at the patriot encamp ment about two o'clock
The prisone rs that had been left there under the guard of
in the morning , and went to bed.
the four Liberty Boys had made their escape.
Next morning , after an early breakfa st, Dick, accomp anied
Tom Davis, one of the youths who had been left on guard
by Bob and Mark-t he last two named carrying the two boxes
told Dick how it happene d.
' -made his way to the house occupied by General Washin gton.
He said that Fred Wilton had been on guard, and that all
The comman der-in-c hief had just finish ed his
of a sudde':1 there came the sound of a rifle shot, and
st, and
Fred ordered the orderly to show the callers into his breakfa
private room.
threw up his arms and fell. He had stepped out on the porch
When the three Liberty Boys entered, bearing the two boxes,
at the time to take a look around, and the shot had come
the great man's eyes sparkled .
unexpec tedly.
"You are back in safety, and you have succeed ed in capturWhlle one of their number was making an examina tion, to
ing the gold and bank notes," he cried.
see how badly wounde d the Liberty Boy was, the other
two
"Yes, yc,ur excellen cy," said Dick, with a modest air.
dash ed out to the spot from whence the shot seemed to have
"Have you looked in the boxes to see what they contain ?"
come. Nothing was seen of anybody , but when they went
"No, sir; we did not care to do that. We preferre d that you
back to the house, and had carried Fred into the front room,
should open them."
and placed him on a cot, it was discover ed that the prisone
rs
The boxes were locked, and so the comman der-In-c hief
had disappe a red.
called his orderly in and told him to cut the boxes
open.
"And I think I can name the man who fired the shot and
The man obeyed, and exclama tions of delight €scaped the
•rPed the prisoner s," said Dick.
iips
of
General
Washin
gton
and the other officers,
"Who?"
whom
there were two in the room, and from the lips of Dickofand
his
"A Tory hunter by the name of Shepp. Don't you think he
two
comrade
s
as
well.
is the man who did the work, Harry?" this question being adThe
boxes
were
well filled with gold and bank notes, and
dressed to Harry Miller.
,
"I would be willing to wager that he did it, Dick," was the it was evident that there were several thousan d pounds 'there.
''We
will
count
it
at once," said General Washin gton, and
reply.
this was done.
"And in that case we know where to look for the redcoats ,
It
was found that there were seven thousan d pounds in the
don't we?"
two boxes-n early thirty-fi ve thousan d dollars
of Americ an
"Yes-a t Shepp's cabin."
"Exactl y; and I think it will be a good plan to go there and money.
When it became known that tke Liberty Boys had
see if we can capture them again."
d
from Philade lphia, bringing with them seven thousan dreturne
pounds
Then Dick selected twenty of the L-wierty Boys, and set out
in
gold
and
bank
notes,
the
patriot
soldiers
nearly
went wild
for the cabin of Shepp, the Tory hunter.
with joy.
·'If they are there, and we can surprise them ," said
Dick
They
cheer
ed
the
Liberty
Boys
to
the
echo,
and
to Bob, "we may be able to bag the entire gang once more."
declared
there never were such heroes in the world as those same
,; So we may."
youths.
But they were not destined to surprise and capture the enA few days later Dick went to the Morgan home, to see how
tire gang or redcoats .
Fr<'d ·wilton, th'.l wounde d Libtrty Boy, was getting
along.
The British soldiers were at the cabin, but they had a senHe found that Fred was improvi ng, and that the youth was
tine! out, and he gave the alarm. The redcoats came rushing
as
happy
as
a
lark,
even
though
quite
seriousl
y
wounde d. Nor
out or the cabin, and a lively fight took place.
'l'he Liberty Boys, by taking refuge behind trees, manage d I was Dick long in learning the r eason for this happine ss on the
,
part
of
tht•
wounde
d
youth.
Edna
Miller,
Harry's
sister, had
to keep from being damage d much, however , and soon all the 1
fallen in love with him, and was at the Morgan home almost
redcoats were down, either dead or wounde d. •
constan tly, nursing the Liberty Boy, who had fallen in
love
It was found that eight of the British soldiers were dead,
with her on sight.
and four were wounde d.
"I
g~s
it
will
be
some
time
before
you
will
be able to get
She;pp had taken no part in the fight, and after the eight dead 1
away from here, and mount a horse again, eh, Fred?"
remen had been buried, and the rour wounde d soldiers had been
marked
Dick.
carril·d into the cabin, Dick told Shepp he might remain there
..
Yes,
and
the
longer
it
is
the
better
I will like it, Dick,"
unmoles ted, in order that he might be able to attend to the
with a smile, and a sly glance at the blushin g face of Edna.
needs of ,the wounde d men.
.
"Well, don't be in any hurry to get out, my boy," said Dick,
.. Were it not for that, I would string you up to a tree, you
glad to find such a state of a~alrs existing . "Stay here and
treache rcus dog!" said Dick. "I would have done it, anyway
If you had killed my comrade , whom you shot to-night over, let Edn_a take care of you, until you are s~ron~ again."
As Dick had predicte d, Captain Hardy died m the cabin of
nt the Morgan home. He wili not die however and so I will
Jet you live. But I warn you that if you do an'other such act the hunter, Shepp, and was not out of the place until he was
carried out to be buried.
as that, I will kill you as I would a mad dog."
·
Two of the other wounde d redcoats died, also, but two reShepp made no reply, but the lowerin g look on his face
covered and went back to Philade lphia.
showed that he was very an~ry.
When the war !mded, Harry Miller and Mabel Morgan and
Then Dick went to the bunk in the corner and took a look
Fred Wilton, and Edna Miller were married , and they lived
at Captain Hardy, the officer whom Harry Miiler had wounde
d happily in that vicinity for many, many years, and reared
In the dael. more than a wt>ek before.
The Liberty Doy talked with the British officer for a few good-siz ed families . the children of which were wont to listen
with eager ears to the stories of the lightnin g work of The
minutes . and found him very mild and moderat e in his talk.
Liberty Boys of '76.
Indeed, th e redcoat did not seem much like the bold and arroNext week's issue will contain "THE LIBERT Y BOYS'
gant officer he was before he was wounded .
"What do you think about him?'' asked Harry Miller, when LUCKY BLUND ER; OR, THE MISTA KE THAT HELPE D
Dick came forth from the cabin, after hi~ intervie w with th THEM·."
e
captain.
The Liberty Boy shook his head.
"I don't think he will get well, Harry," he said.
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CURRENT NEWS
I

ter of Washing ton, D. C.~Otto Praeger, is
Automobiles clo not ahn1)·i- stop when ordered b)' consta- J The postmas
l work in the way of illustrat ing to
practica
some
doing
Chatsof
Due
bles or other Jn,y officns, ancl Consian t T,e
the possibilities of the parcel post. He has
"·ortb, X. J., in patrnt Xo. 1,0!l 1,22G proYicles nn imple- city dweller·
operatio n a plan first suggested by Postmas mrnt which can be extcncled ~o as to bring it into the put into local
for eliminat ing the middlem an in
Rnrlcson
path of a Yehicle. The ~purs ou the impleme nt ,Yill punc- ter General
es and other products of the farm.
vegetabl
of
tmc the- pneuma tic tires, thus bringing the Ycliicle to a the hamlling
o.f Washing ton hopsekeepers have learned to
ls
Iluuclrec
stop.
take advantage of the opportu nity to obtain fresh vegetafruits, etc., from the rural districts at mod1\'ith the first cargo eYer put through the Panama bles, poultry,
Postmas ter Praeger has published a list of
Canal, the Oregoni an, of the AmPrica n-Hawa iian Line, erate cost.
, etc., residing within practiC'al distance
tru<'kers
.
docbd at the Reed street wharf, Philadel phia, June 1:-3. farmers
for shipping . Opposite these names
capital
11ational
the
of
The cargo coni-isted of ::;oo tons 01 sug-ar, consignecl from
they have for sale bY parcel
products
the
forth
set
are
city.
this
of
IT::nrnii to the Franklin Refining Compan y,
list is calculate d to encourage seller and bu)·er
The Oregoni an clid not pai<s through the canal. She re- post. The
. In Virginia and Marylan d are hundred s
ceiYed the cargo from harges towed through the canal to get together
out-of-the-way places who want to send
in
s
from Balboa. She left Colon for Philacle lphia on June 5. of producer
to the family table instead o.f the comdirect
goods
their
The compan:v saved sixt)'-fi'l'e clays by the transfer througl1
One may get anything from soup to
t.
merchan
mission
'
the waterway over the route arouncl the Ilorn.
nuts, includin g oysters and clams, bread, bome-macle
"Great fa- candy, lemon peel, roses, rose bags, olu Virginia cornmea l,
Cock-a-doodle-do!"
"Cock-a-doodle-do!
ade preserves, and eYen unfcrmc nted grape
ther's ghost!" said the stalwart porter in the mail dis- eggs. home-m
to adorn the table are also available . AlFlowers
juice.
tributin g departm ent of the .Pittsbur gh postofficc as he beton postmas ter started the plan priWashing
the
though
eer
gan to investig ate where tlie clear tones of the chanticl
for the benefit of produce rs in nearby places, the
were coming from. Hidden awa.' in a pile of parcel post marily
names he publishe d included addresses in many
packages war; one wrappcr1 in chcei::erloth, and a peek in- list of
some as far away as Iowa and the Dakotas .
side reYealed three roo. ten: of the Plymou th Rock breed, States,
all looking- more or less "·ithcred because of the watm
The dream of wireless telepho ny-that a person ·11 be
weather. They had been shipped in ''l)y ,;ome rube postin his pocket a telephone ini-trum ent and at
master; ' was•the way one of the attaches pnt it. contend - able to carry
call 11p a number ancl have a conve "aing, too, that "he must be a fool of a postma,, ter who any time or place
become tn,e in a limited way. Such
would aC'crpt liYe~tnek in ,iolation of the goYermnent tiou-ha s actually
es are in daily use in some Eurotelephon
wireless
rules.'' But there wa~ only one thing to do, aml that was pocket
ication with the surface ancl with
commun
for
mines
pean
to deliver the birds after quenc11ing their thirst.
other places in the mine. Wireless telephony has been a
for some time for short distances of
A doek that helon~rrl to Marie Antoiiw ttr, which for eomplde success
and in the short distances needed for use in
more than a century hacl lain in some forgotte n c-on er tran,.imission,
wireless telephony is as prnctica l as wi.rele s
among man)· more art i,,he S1atC' trca~tm's, has om·e more one mine
Instrum ents are locat<'cl at convenient places
hy.
seen the light ol' daY, thank;: to -:'IL cle Xolhae, ihe curator irlegrap
with wires already attachecl to pipes, rails or
mine,
the
in
the
on
oJ' Yer~aill ci- Pala<'L'. Its public reappearallC'e ,1·a~
means of getting a good elcctrira l connection
or·ra,-ion 01 thr Yi,it to the palaee of !.he I 1i!crnational some ot.her
and it is thc;;e stationa ry instrum!!'nts
Congress of to[mic, whirh ha~ been si!ling hC'rc during with the ground,
for most use~. In addition , howeYer,
on
d
the wcrk. 'l'he clor-k i;; a heantifn lly g ild ed piece of that arc depende
are used frequent ly. These weigh
ents
instrum
bronze. On one ~ide of the pec1r~!al stanrls tlie draped portable
in one's pocket and so are carried
carried
be
to
much
too
figure of a woman; on thr other n nnrle eupirl ii- examinthese portable instrum ents there
Besides
.
handbag
a
like
whiC'h
dial,
the
ing the stars thro1114h a trlc,copc. (her
for the officials pocket instrum ents that can
stanrls behYren the hro fignrr~, is ~entec1 another cupicl. · are provided
receive mes~agt,s. • 1Yben- a mrs,age i:,
nut the mo~t remarka ble fraturc i:; a heantifn l]y modn- send, hut cannot
in the system recciYe it, but in pracstations
the
all
lated organ chime in the pcrki.;tal, which plnyi- the· farnritc- ~ent
to work much like a party line telcfound
been
has
it
tire
musiC' of the guillotinccl queen. ,Jnlicn 'ricr~ot, the librato the stations for which the
trouble
little
giving
phone,
which
pieces
tho~c
rian of the con~errn toirr, hns iclentifiN1
intenclcc1. Porket receiYing instrurn rnts for
the qurcn lm·ccl anrl ,rhic·!i 1rrre ~pecinl!)· <'ompru:c(1 for rnessare is not
)· are also appearin g now. ThcY arc
her behreen l?fi!) ancl 1,RG. _\mong the w-1mlipr arc ::i wirrle~s trlcgraph
to only a limited degree, for ther can
ro11rsc.
of
pYottc from muck\ "s\rmirl e.'' a romance h)· the Chen- useful,
sencl, and they receiYe only ~tron(T
not
and
receive
onlY
anrl
lier de Bonmers, ant1 picr·c~ by Fabre (l'Eglati nc
of nearby st;tions or go;ernm eut
those
as
such
sig;als,
iu
s
musician
others, whivh ""ere playccl for the visiting
iirue signals.
00ft, clear tones. ·
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NORTH R IV E R TOM
- OR-

THE DOCK RAT POLI.CE SPY
By CAPT. GEO. W. GRA NVIL LE
(A SERIA L STORY)
CHAP TER XVIII (contin ued)
of the shrubber:v, the old police spy presen tly arrived at
"There 's suthin ' wrong."
the foot of a tall tree.
"The fly kid hez as many lives as a cat."
He 1ialted and waited to hear the signal call again .
"Maybe he has gin us the slip."
But insteacl of a voice he was given the visual assur'l'he foregoing remarks were hastily made by several nnce
of the presence of the person who uttered the sigmembers of the gang.
nal.
The necessity for remain ing inactive while Tom might
, X orth River' Tom, 1mharmed, save for his sprain ed
be pe_rishing almost maddened old Hulks.
,rnklP., stepped into sight.
.
He was on the eve of makin g some desperate attemp t
The la,J came from behind tbe trunk of the great tree
to draw the band away from the cabin when ~ peculiar
whi'ch liad concealed him.
sound reached him.
"Great J onah·s wba.le ! Make a record on it Thoma s,
It was the call of a night bird.
me son, I though t You wen: a goner !" said old 1Iulks ,
Old Hulks gave a tremendous start, for he recognized graspin
g the hand of his boy pard warmly.
'
the call.
"Ent how did you come to signal me? How did you
It was a signal he and North River Tom had often ~rop to
my make- up? Ancl how did you get out of the
used.
burnin g cabin? " he added .
They had employed the peculiar call to secretly con''One question at a time, ok1 pard. I wasn't in the
vey the intelligcnC'e of their presence to each other when
cabin when the villains fired it. I crawled out throug h
it would not do to re\·cal themselves.
the side window miscen and I reached the shelter of the
The eccentric olcl police spy felt hiB 11eart give a gr('lat gnlly.'
The men who fired the cabin passed close by withleap.
out t;ecing me.
'Pl:ie signal call came from the wooded hillside at his
'·Then I crept on and ap1Jroached so near you and the
back, and in the direC'tion of tbe cave.
gang with J nelson that I obtained a good view of your
Was 'l'om rcaJly there? Had he :qiiraculously escaped face
under the mOOI]ligbt. Still I dicln't suspect who you
from . the burnin g cabin!'
were, until I saw the serpen t-shape d diamond ring on your
Old Hulks meant to reach 'I'om at once if the Iacl was right
hand. I left the gully and then sounded our secret
in the timber.
signal, knowing 1f you were my pard in disguise you
The attenti on of tl1e river pirates was entirel y :fixed wo
1lcl come to me."
upon the bmnin g cabiu. Non e of them seemed to have
• Good enough ! And I'm spotted the retreat of the
noticed the sig-nnl caJl wl1ich mi ght mean so much. They
riYer pirates and found :Marcia Romain a pr.isone r in
meant the clock rat should not e, cape throug h any neglitheir cave!" replied old Hulks.
gence on their pari in watching tbe cabin.
He and Tom rn a few words furthe r compared notes.
Old Hulks fell carelessly back until be was in the rear 'l'he
boy was deeply interes ted in his old partne r's stateof the river · thugs.
rnent.
'l'hen he waited until he was conYinced no one was ob"Come !" he cried, excitedly, when old H ulks paused,
serving him .
· "let us return to rescue Marcia, while the despera does
Suddenly old Hulks disappeared.
are absent from the secret underg round storage place."
H e dropped upon the ground and crawled into a clump
"vVe will make the attemp t; we are l'osing time," reof dense bushes. ,
plied old Hulks.
The rivl'r pirates remained oblivious to his vanish ment
'l'hey proceeded rapidly .
for some time.
Reaching the cave they entered.
· T he comra cle of North River Tom paused for an inTb ere was no guard or sentine l on duty1 there, it
stant in the thicket, and then, as th e desperadoes gave no
seemed . •
indicat ion that he was missed, he crept up the hillside.
Old Hulks reached the door of Marcia's prison room.
Again t11e peculiar signal c-all rang out.
Tom hacl followed him close. The old man tried to open
Olcl Hulks located the sound. But he dared not an- the
doo~· . It was secured .
swer it beca11Se of the proximitv of the enemy.
'
Tom drew a bunch of Fkeleto
n keys from his pocket,
,Proceeding rapidly but silently and keeping under cover and in a momen
t or so he opened the door.
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Marcia sprang fo1·ward .
''It is I-1.forth River Tom!" whispered the lad, as the
fair prisoner glided through the door.
"Hark!"
Old Hulks uttered the warning. The succeediug moment he and hi~ companions heard the voice of .Judson.
The chief oi the riYer men and ''his mmaerous gang
h~d returned, and they were entering the cave.
"You are lost!" panted Marcia, breathlessly.
Their peril 1va. certainly most desperate .
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had stolen a march on me--slipped l,mck here and taken
the girl away _to get ont of paying me in full for her
·
capture,'' contii'rnec1 .T uclson.
''What <:an have become of the chap?"' asked one of
the Italians wl10 l1ad served as old Hnlks' guide to the
~ecret retreat.
"l can't understand his rnaki11g off slyly as he did unless he got frightened. ITe may have been afraid we would
compel him to take the oath of the gang sin t;e he witnessed the fate of the dock rat police spy," repliell Juds011.

"Well, we are smc we have nothing further to fear
from North River Tom," s-tatecl the Italian in :fiercely
THE DETECTI\'lsS B_I.FFLTm-FL TGUT OF THE RIVEll PIRATES. exultant t01Jes.
"Yes, for he must ha Ye perish eel in the burning cabin.
"Quick! Marcia, :vou must return to your prison-room, The roof fell in as we set out to return here, when l
and the Yillains must not know that you haYe been out of missed the chap who is plothng against the gal."
it, or that you have been here," said North River Tom.
"Hello, cap! rl'here goes the signal! The gang who
"Surely you do not mean to desert me-to leave me in 1rnnt to loot tbe trading vessel is coming," cried one of
the power of the river pirates?" whispered Marcia.
the river thugs, at that juncture.
''No, no! That is, only for a time, I trust. I- have a
'l'he sound of a horn, loudly blown, was just then heard
desperate ruse in mind, which I mean to employ; but I from the direction of the river.
cannot expiain it now . There is not a moment to lose."
"Yes. 'l'h e boys are coming on the little steam tug we
"I will trust You," answered Marcia.
own. Let two of you remain here, and the rest of us will
"Tl1at's right.' But hurry up. Great Jonah's whale!
off to the landing. If there is plunder to receive, we
go
Judson and his men will be here in a moment!" exclaimed
get it under cover as soon as possible," replied
must
old Hulks.
Judson.
Swiftly and silently tlie imperiled trio glided back to
The ensuing sounds indicated. the w.itliclra.wal from
the under-surfac e prison-room in which Marcia had be&n
caYe of a number of men.
the
a captive.
there are only two left to guard the cave," said
"If
The young girl re-entered the dismal cave-cell) a~d
"~e will try to down them."
with a parting word 0£ re-assurance and a warm pressure Tom, presently,
''Yes," grimly assented old Hulks.
of tbe hand, Tom left b~r and softly closing the door reA few moments elapsed, then Tom stole out of the
locked it, using his skeleton key.
peered
"Now, then, to conceal ourselves," whi spered the dock niche ; creeping, along the passage; l1e presently
,
•
;
cave.
main
the
into
The
rat police spy in the ear of l1is eccentric old comrade.
He saw two men seatec1 near the door of Marcia's prison.
voices of the ri1·er pirates and the sounds of their advance into the cave were becoming more and more dis- A lantern, upon a shelf of rock, near the pair, rendered
tinct to the hearing of the detective partners as they re- them distinctly visible.
treated.
The two river pirates were conversing earnestly in
Into the remote anrl. gloom? depths they went . .
low tones, and they faced the entrance of the cave.
"Since we can't git out of the cave now without being
Old Hulks had followed Tom. They exchanged a few
in
somewhere
hide
•to.
is
do
can
we
all
words in whispers. 'l'hen they crept like shadows upon
seen by the gang,
the two ruffians.
the cavern," whispered old Hulks.
"My idea, precisel)'; we'll conceal ourselves and maybe
Each drew his ·rernlver anrl clubbed the weapon.
we will escape disoovery," rejoined 'rom.
Almost simultaneous ly the butts of the weapons a:e-'rhey soon anived at the entrance of a side passage of scenclecl upon the heads of the river thugs.
the cave.
'l'here was no sound save the dull thuds of the heavy
Entering it they w1mt 011 until they found a niche, al- blows.
most at the end of that division of the cavern.
The desperadoes sank forward upon the rocky floor,
There behind a great mass •0£ fallen rock, which partly nd th
men
ey remained moti-:mless. They had both
J
blocked up the niche they had discovered they ensconced a
stricken senseless.
themselves.
But as North River Tom and old Hulks stood above
"Here.we'll hide and it's my game, if we're not found,
fallen men, a dark figure started up further on near
the
uclsou
J
when
her
with
away
get
and
l\farcia
release
to yet
and the inost of l1is men have left. I don't suppose they the entrance of the cave.
A wila alarm yell pealed from the lips of the river
will all stay here long," said Tom.
w11or<e presence in the cave 11eitber Tom or his old
piraic,
Hulks.
old
assented
"'rlrnt's my idea, Thomas,"
had suspected.
comrade
bv
uttered
shout
loud
a
heard
A moment h1ter thev
ensuing moment the fellow rushed out of the
tJie
Auel
1
·
·
Judson. .
.
.
·''l'he gal is here all safe! It appears I was wrong _iu care.
.(To be continued)
t.hinkm' the feller who employed me to secure the inrl
OH.APTER XIX.
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FACTS WORTH READING
'

FLAMELESS POWDER.
After years of experimenting a young .,Florentine chemist named Guido Fei claims to have discovered a flameless powder which causes no erosion of the tubes of even·
the largest cannon. He says it is superior in carrying
power to any other powder. In an experiment in the
presence of scientists and representatives of the army in
a room which had been completely darkened Fei fired a
revolver loaded with his powder and there was not the
slightest flash.
"MOVIES" FOR CHURCHES.
An organization called The Church and School Social
Service Corporation has been formed for presenting moving pictures of a religious or educational nature for the
use of churches, schools, social settlements and other similar institutions. The officers are the 'Rev. William Carter,
president; the Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst, yice-president;
S. S. McClure, secretary, and Henry Clews, treasurer. An
assistant manager of one of the large film exchanges has
·been selected as general manager of the organization,
which has been perfected by the Rev. William Carter.
Offices have been opened at 18 East Forty-first street,
New York.
An advisory board 'has been appointed, its members including prominent churchmen and educators of New York
ancl elsewhere. The plan is to take pictures in the Holy
Land and the mission fields, together with educational
and sociological subjects here and abroad, and supply
them to the institu'.ions intended to be served at a cost
lower than the reg~1l:lll" prices of th.e commercial companies.
HABITS OF THE HEDGEHOG.
The hedgehog, that butt of juvenile rustic horseplav, is
the posseR~or of tastes which, like Sam Wcller's knowledge
of London, are "extensive and peculiar." Scorning fastidiouimess it can make a hearty meal of nearly any insect
and is one of the few vertebrates which can tackle the
repulsive corkroach. For effectual extermination of
beetles and crickets it is as useful as a mongoose among
the rats, !mt it is not generally known that it lrns a pi)-rtiality toward snakes and adders. The methods it employs for the . attack a re tnteresting.
·
Having come upon the adder it goads that reptile to the
offensive a11d at the firRt dart immediately rolls into a
·ball. 'rhe adder is then left to attack the spines, in which
encounter it naturally comes off second best. After a little, when the hedgel1og feels that his antagonist has ex, bausted his power; it once more opens out _and makes a
bite at the adder's bark, tpercby breaking its spine. It
tlien proceeds to crun ch the whole of the reptile's body
by, means of its po,Yerf~1l jaws, and after that it is said
to st.a rt at . the foil ancl devour its prey. Of eggs the
hedgehog is alsd very fond, thereby giving just cause to
keepers and farmers to destroy jt on sight.

Cases have been known where hedgehogs actually forced
the hen pheasant off her nest and then proceeded to demolish the contepts. There is a ,,tradition a:mong country
people to the effect that the hedgehog will suck~the milk
from cows, who certainly ahow strong aversion to the
hedgehog, but eminent naturalists scout the idea, their
explanation being tbat jt is the beat of the cow which
attracts the hedgehog, the cow's ,dislike being no doubt
caused by unpleasant contact with the prickly spil1es.
Hedgehogs are invulnhable to most of their enemies ex- ·
cept man, although the wily fox has been known to get
the better of them occasionally.
A NEW LOCK.
A ne\V lock that seems to guarantee its possessor immunity from thieves has jtn(t been patented in France.
It is based upon the principle of making the key alterable
at the· will of its own-er and making it communicate its
form automatirally to the lock in which it is placed.
· The same key .can be used for ten thousand locks, each
of which is different from all the others and each of which
can be changed in a moment. · A man can, for example,
c11ange the combination of his desk or his bedroom door
every day, if he is afraid of its being entered in_his ab·sence.
It woulrl occupy too much space to describe the details
of this lock and key, but a general idea of it may be had
from the following : Tl1e key has a groove or slot in
whirh iJt smnp bars or teeth of metal. These can be moved
up or down, backward or forward, to form indentatioJ1~, of
any cle~i.recl pattern. With four such teeth 10,000 different combinations are possible. Above the teeth is a cap
with an. i:rte:rnal screw. Unscrewing this releas.es the
teeth, screwing it down fastens them in the position in
which their owner places them. Inside tbe lock are four
moYable pier::es of metal which are engaged j:Jy the four
teeth of the key.
,
When the door is closed and the key is turned these four
pieces are moved by the turning of tbe teeth with which
they correspond. As soon as the key has :finished its motion a toothed metal plate engages the four pieces in the
lock, making them immovable.
Now no other key can open that lock. But any one
who has the right key can change· the combination if he
desires. If he is afraid of loBing his key a,.nd of its falling
into the hands of some untmthorized person he can· alter
the comhination in any way he pleases, but of course ,rill
have to replace it before the key will open the lock. The
combinations are formed by means of a little metal plate
on which is a graduated scale numbered from 1 to 9. 'l'he
four teeth are set at heights corr.esponding with four of
these numbers and it is necessary to. remember these if
the key is to be changed and then reconstituted. For instance, the teeth may be set at 2, 8, 4, 7 and the owner
must .remembE!r OT make a note of the numbers 2, 8, 4, 7,
for this is his _eqmbination.
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THE · BOY SCHOOLMASTER
-OR-

THE· RO lJGii LADS OF HICKORY DISTRICT
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL S'rORY)
CHAPTER VI.
A FlSTlC EXCOUX•.rER IN THE SCHOOLROOM.

"'Pod' Kinney," said Horace, sternly, after a moment,
"take your place on the floor !"
"Shan ·t c.lo it, an' you can't make me!" blurted out
"Pod."
''That means fight. sure," said Bill Ricky to his . seat
mate, a.nd lie rubbed his hands in delight.
Limpy had come to school that morning, looking pale
and wan, after his illness.
Horace saw the great, beautiful ey~s of the friendless
little lad fixed upon his fac:e with an expression of earnest
sympathy, which touched his heart.
But he gaye the lad a reassuring smile, that made the
poor boy's heart feel lighter, and caused him to wonder
if it could be ''the master wasn't afraid of big, bullying,
'-Pod· Kinn ~• -"
The boy schoolmaster knew that now the crisis hacl
come. 1£ he did not punish "Pod" Kinney the school
would be demoralized, there would be an outbreak of insubordination; he would lose t.he respect of his pupils,
without which be: could not hope to govern them.
Then, too, Horare smarted under the sense of insult,
for he wa~ of a quirk and rather impetuous nature. Only
a heroie; effort at self-control restrained him now, and yet
he know that "Pod" Ki.nney was much more powerful than
himsel.f.
At hearing th::i.l young ruffian's defiant answer to his
command to take his place on the floor, Horace quietly
took off his coat.
A profound sileuce settled upon the school.
Every eye was turned upon the master ana "Pod"
Kinney, antl the former became aware that Limpy was
not the only one whose eyes shone with sympathy for
him.
Xo, Myra Ray had turned pale as the scene threatened
violence.
Her ew~ spoke plainly as words.
· ·what IIorare read in them was like a balm to his
trouhled spirit.
It ncrYed him 011.
'ii'hen Horace took off his coat "Pod'' Kinney got up
ancl r:urnc out in the open space b2£ore the master's
,1c~k.

"Come on! dog durn ye ! Seein' ye peel yer harness
an' thinkin' yer meant fight, 'tain't 'Pod' Kinney's style
ter wait for ye. Skulemaster, I'm er-goin' ter lick ther
socks offen ye, 'less yer run. I'll gin ye that chance. Git!
We hain't goin' to hev a boy teach the Hickery deestrict
skule, nohow!" said "Pod."
And the big boys ga-le him an encouraging cheer.
·
But it stopped instantly.
"Order I" said Horace, sternly.
There was something in his eyes as he flashed a commanding glance around the schoolroom that exercised a
moral influence.
Quiet was restored, and in a whisper, while his heavy
features assumed an expression of great cunning, Bill
Ricky repeated hia sire's sage remark:
·"It's a foxy critter ez gits ahead o' the master."
"Podson," said Horace, giving Kinney his full given
name, "I require you to apologize to me here in the presence of the whole school for your ungentlemanly conduct.
Will you do so?"
"Naw, ye dog-durned whipsnapper! An' take that witb.
ther compliments of 'Pod' Kinney !"
The bully made a rush at Horace and aimed a vicious
blow at his bead with his clenched fist.
But "Pod" met only the resistance of the empty r.
Horace dodged and eluded his heavy blow easily.
The boy schoolmaster had practiced athletic exercises
at the academy in his eastern home town, and boxing had
been his favorite pastime.
The art of self-defense had never stood Horace in hand
to such good purpose as now.
His will power enabled him to keep cool, and conduct
the emuing fistic battle with the skill and strategic science of a general of the quared circle.
At the outset Horace knew he mu;;t on no account allow
'~ocl" to rlose with him. A clinch, on account of "Pod's"
superior strength, would mean his defeat.
1.fentall:v, Horace decided that his only chance, and
Ornt a slender one, lay in playing a "w,1iting g:nne," that
i;;, allow his burly antagonist to force the fighti:i,g and tire
himself out.
Then. when Pod became wirnled, assume the aggressive,
and seek to overwhelm him by a desperate volley beforo
he got his breath.
Bill Hicky long afterward declared that "sich a putty
fi..,ltt cz lhnt, uhrixt the master an' 'Pod' Kinney, in the
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The time giYcn Horace by the horse-thieves' warning ~o
leave Hickory district had expired, aml still, true to his
resolve not to be driven off, Horace remained there.
The postoffice was at Rocky Cornern, and one evening
after school Horace walked over to the country grocery
at the corner, in which the postoffice was kept.
1
Horace mailed a letter and left the grocery.
Just:then he saw a man disappearing on the road he had
,to )aki . hopeward, and he thought there was something
familiar about the fellow, but was not sure.
Horace had reached a lonely place on the forest road on
his homeward way, when all at once the bushes at his side
. ...ra· Ray pale as death wild-eyed and breathl)arted , and 1\'h
'
'
ing hard, stood before him.
"They are laying in wait to kill you, master; you must
go back. Run-run for your life!" panted the trembling
girl.
"Too late!" sl1e added, almost in the same breath, as
four dark forms emerged from the timber a little ·further
on.
Horace believed Ben Plunkett's gang were about to fall
upon him.

"Pod" went into the battle as furiously as a mad bull.
Horace dodged, evaded, retreated, and struck back only
rarely, but when he did strike,. not once did he miss his
man.
The excitement became intense. Some of the younger
pupils, and particularly the girls, ran out of the ~choolhouse 'in alarm.
. ..
But Myra remained, and in the midst of his fight with
the school bul,ly Horace saw her, with parted lips, whitefaced, panting as if shl:l, too, was in the battle, watching
him, w.ith her soul in her eyes.
At last "Pod" Kinney was puffing like an engine. His
fury had spent itself and his blows began to lack force.
Horace had a reserve power ready for this moment.
All at once, he fought up to the bully, and presently the
tables were turned.
Now it was Kinney who fought shy.
,
Bill Ricky jumped on a bench and yelled.
"Go in, skulema;ri;er ! Go in ! Ye hev made a great
:fight, an' durn my old hide ef I don't see ye git fair play
ter the end !"
Despite the fact that he was the roughest, toughest,
hardest young fellow . of his years in Hickory district in
CHAPTER VII.
many ways, Bill Ricky-let it be said to his credit-had
an inherent love of fair play.
THE MASTER'S "READ WORK" WINS AGAINST ODDS .
Then, too, the crafty William was at heart delighted at
the prospect of "Pod" Kinney's "gettin' licked right afore
"Mvra. vou must not be seen here with me. Go, and
Sallie Dimple, and by the master, too."
heave; bless you! I shall come through this unscathed,
Perhaps some vague premonition of such a result had I know, I feel it," said Horace.
been in Bill's mind when he egged on "Pod" to tackle the
His earnestly spoken words seemed to carry with them,
master.
to Myra's heart, the conviction that it. would be so, and
"Pod" almost immediately showed signs of distress, silently she disappeared in the somber shadows whence
and in five minutes after Horace assumed the aggressive she l1ad come, to warn and save.
in the fight, the bully was completely used up.
Horace stood still.
A final knock-down from Horace settled the battle, and
The four men who had emerged from the woods into
''Pod" yelled "enough!" most lustily.
the highway before him advanced.
"Headwork done it. Dad wuz right. It's a foxy critter
One of them uttered a peculiar cry. It was immediately
~ master are._ Thar's a heap inside o' that head o' hi.s- responded to. The answer came from the rear. Horace
sen and it's a hoss with wool on his hide thet gits ahead turned and saw that his· retreat in that direction was cut
o''i~," commented Bill, that night.
off. 'rwo men were now visible behind him.
· The master had been elevated many degrees in the esti"Ef he takes to the woods we'll soon run llim down, I
mation of the rough champion of the backwoods school. reckon," said one of the young schoolmaster's enemies, in
"When er :ver goin' ter tackle him yerself ?" asked "Pod" front.
Kinney, dolefully.
Horace, hearing the speaker, knew he was Ben Plunkett,
"Well, that thar depends. _ When I do go fer him his and it dawned upon him, too, that the villain was the
headwork won't save him," replied Bill, vaguely.
very -man he had seen disappearing down the road when
After the battle "Pod" found it expedient to make the he left the postoffice.
.
·
apology Horace had demanded.
He believed Plunkett had watched him there.
Then OTder was restored, and the young schoolmaster
Horace was unarmed.
went on with 'his duties precisely as if nothing out of the
Apparently his only chance was to do a.s Plunkett's reordinary had transpired.
mark implied his enemies anticipated he would-that is
He saw Limpy lpokiJJ.g positively delighted, and he to say-"take to the woods."
thought Myra Ray's eyes had never shone upon him so
But no. He did not underrate his danger, but he rebrightly before.
solved to stand his ground. Squire Hickey was quite
For the ensuing three days the school was as orderly right, when he said, "There's a heap in the master's head."
as Horace could w.ish. He had made himself feared by the
Not for a momeht since he had received and disrebullies, save, indeed, it might be Bill Hicky and two other garded the horse-thieves' warning to quit had Horace felt
rural giants and noted fighters, named Sam and Jim Jenks, at ease.
brothers and cronies of Pod Kinney's.
_(To be continued)
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WE WANT YOU
TO READ

"Movin g Picture Stories ''
AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

"

"

Absolutely the finest little publication

Oil

tbe news-stands

BFPRICE 5 CENTS A COPY -..
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS

New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what It ls

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

~ix Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine halt-tones or scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in· the film bUBiness.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you wri~e.
Poems, Jingles, Jests 11nd every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mllil
you the latest number issued,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d Street
OE uncommon interest ai:.d importance is a discovery reported to tbe Secretary of the Navy by Rear Admiral
Stranss, chief of ordnance of the navy, following experiments at the Nanl Proving Grounds, to find some way
of overcoming the invisibility of smokeless powder. The
sailors and marines who went ashore at Vera Cruz found
it difficult to locate the fire of the sn.ipers, who used smokeless powder. It was known to experts that emokeless
powder gives off a greater amount of gas than the old
brown powder, and it was believed that in some way this
could be rendered visible. Rear Admiral Str:.iu.ss has
proven that by the aid of a glass of a certain color it is
possible to see "smokeless" powder, Steps will be taken
to acquire these glasses. They will be worn by a few
men whose duty it will be to indicate the location of fire.
Describing his recent experiences in Me;xi.oo, where he
has resided for seventeen years, JU. H. Carpenter, former
superintendent of an oil company at Tampico, said:
"There is one very good reason why the rebels are licking
the Federals : they are better shots. M'tlst of the rebels
are volunteers fighting for a purpose, and their heart is
in their aim. They are mostly from the northern states,
too, and the people of those states are all hunters. The
Federals are largely conscripts, and most of them wish
they could get out of it. The result is that they point
their guns in the general direction of where the rebels· are
supposerl ~o be and whang away. With the repeating rtfies
they use there is a hemcndous waste of ammunition. We

New York
used to estimate that the Federals wasted seventy per
cent. more cartridges than the rebels. The Mexican temperament enters into this also. If a Mexican is making
a whole lot of noise, so much that he sounds to himself
like a whole battle, he thinks that he is safe and repulsing
the enemy, and most times he is, too."
The rapidity 'Yith which watches are nowadays manufactured has been made possible by the ingenious machinery rlesigned within recent years for th.e making of all
parts of a watch. The speed with which these various
parts are turned out is little short of marvelous. Great
sheets of bra.ss ancl steel are cut and rollecl into ribbons
and punched out into wheels at the rate of 10,000 a day
from each punching machine. Workers drill the thirtyone holes in tbe roof of the w,atch as fast as they can
count. Brass wire glides into a machine that measures off
the length pf a part, turns it, puts a screw thread on each
end and actually screws it in at the ra;tc of 2,000 a day.
Tl1e ~crews arc of such tiny size . that fifty° gross of them
may be pl1t in a woman's thimble, while of others there
are a thousand gross to the pound. Balances are cut from
the solid steel, ground down, worked up and drilled with
their twenty-five screw holes apiece at the rate of 100
wheels a clay from each machine. Wheels have their teeth
cut, a couple of dozen at a time, some with from sixty to
eighty teeth, at the rate ·of 1,200 wheels a day ·from each
machine.
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"Z l," with a military crew on board, ran into a rainstorm
and the commander decided to descend. When the air
Yessel was within a few' yards of the ground a 'rndclcn
NEW YORK, JULY 10, 1914.
veriic-al gust of wind force<l j_t violent]~· to earth ancl it
broke virtually in two: The air~hip will haYc to be endi&membered for repairs. This . accident to the
tirelj'
TERMS TO SUBSCRI BERS
"Z 1" is the eighth disaster ki a Zeppelin tiirship by
.05 Centa
wreck, fir:e or explosion. Zeppc_lju t, ·u and ,r, DeuJschSlncle Cople11 ...................... ...................... .
.65 Centa
One Copy Tltree Montha .......... .............. ....... .
landg I and II and "L 1'' and 1'L 2'' all lrncl been preOne Copy Six Months . ...•••.••••••••••••••• .•••••••..•• $1.25
$2.50
·•·•••
•........
.......................
One Copy One Vear
vious]? destroyed on some occa~ions, with heavy loss of
Postage Free.
life. In the case of the "T., 2" the entire crew of twentyHOW TO SE!ND MONEY-At our risk send P.O. Money Order, Check
ot Regist,ered Letter; remittaaces in any other way nro at lour risk.
eight officers ancl men were killed when tbc airship was
,Y~ ncct,pt Postage Stamps the same as cash. When sonu1og silver
wrap t,ho Coin in a separate piece of paper to aToirl cntting the en vol•
b11rnecl in midair during its trial flight at Berlin. T11e
opo. Write your name und u.dd,·ea• plaint11. Addre.s letters lo
~
81NCLAI" Tou ■ sT, Pl"ellldeul
Publisher
Frank Tousey,
"L l," her sister ship, had previously been caught in a
)C. ll.lr1uce1, TreH11"r
168 West 23d St., N. Y. _, storm in the North Sea and fell into the water, with a
C.Aa. L NTJ.,.AXDSS, hcNt&rJ
._____,
loss of fifteen of her crew oJ t"·.enty-t_wo .
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BRIEF BUT POINTED ITEMS

-JOKES AND JESTS.

Under conditions probably more Ynusual than anyCrawford-The man who ca1flook happy when he i311't •
where else in the world is ba~eball played at Ketchikan,
Alaska, where the only level stretch of land suitable for makes a goocl companion . Crabshaw-But you'cl better
grounds is along the ocean edge. Consequently the games not sit in a poker game with him.
must be played at low tirle, for nearly twenty feet of water
The Clergyman-"! had 1\o idea p'rofanity was so prerncover the home plate when the tide is at flood.
lent till I began to driYe a car." His " 'ife-"Do you
it on the rba(l ?"' 'l'hc Clerg:rman-''W hy,
An entrv and circulation tax upon aviatorR in Germany hear much of
I bump into swears frightfully."
one
eYery
nearly
is not likely to be favored in aeronautic circles. It is now
all
to
bei~g con!Siderccl by the Foreign Office, ancl applies
:M:othcr-"Is Mr. Kissem in the parlor )·ct?'' Little
outside aeroplane pilots with their machines, somewhat
they doing?'' "They are sitlike the rul es which exist in A]saee-Lorrainc as conce rm Son-"Y cs." "\\'hat aTe
and talking; but sister has
apart,
d!stance
good
a
ting
automobiles. The tax will be $12 ..iO anrl cwn ~25 per
"\-ery well, I'll go down
ruff."
Elizabeth
her
off
taken
pilot, regardless of whether he enters by railroad or bJ
once."
at
actual flight.
When is "Jim" Sturgill goi ng to Rtop growing? That is
the quci-:1ion that is worrying the parents of the big bo:v
of the C'nmbcrland Hivcr. "Jim·• is sixteen Years olcl and
weighs 4-09 pound,:, anrl hiR parents now find great clifficully in buying clothe~ that he ran "·ear. "\'.'hen ihc >·ear,:
!cl '·Jim" was what his neighbors calh,cl "an unusually
large boy."' But hr continued to grow and ,rhen he went
to the Yillagc school at Eolia, on the Cumherlancl I'.iYer,
he was the higge~t anrl jolliest pupil there. Xothing worried l1im and the world was always a ,cry beautiful 1.hing
to ".Jim." Man>' offers h:we been receiYed by "Jim's"
parents from theatrical ngencies who want the big boy
for exhibition pmpo~cs. hnt they have all been rejected,
and in the hillR of the Cnmhcrlancl Ri,·er country "Jim"
is satisfied and happ>'· "\\'c clo not want 'Jim' to become
a show man,'' his mother said. "IIc will stay at home
with us until he is a man." 'i'o her "Jim" is still a little
boy, de~pite the faet that he is :/he feet and elernn inehcs
tall and weighs one-fifth of a ton.

Grump:v Straphanger (loudly)-"! "·ish you'd moYe
J ndignant
those confounded valiges out of the aisle."
Sittcr-"Those ain ·t valises--tllose are my feet." Grumpy Rtrapbanger (more cheerfully)-".,Yell, you mjght at
lea:,:t pile one o_n top o' t'othel."

Another of the Zeppelin airships of the German armythe "Z 1"-was badly wrecked near Dieclenhofen,
Germany. ,Tune 13. While tr>·ing to effect an emergency
landing the air cruifier broke at ri!!"ht angle. behind the
rear gondola. A lieutenant was injured. The accident
occurred during a flight .from Bologne to 1Ietz. The

Old Peterby is rich and stingy. In the event of hia
death his nephew will inherit his property. A friend of
the fami}~, said to the old gentleman: "I hear your
On that occasion you ought
nephew is going to marry.
happy." "I will," said
him
mnke
to
something
do
to
PeterbS,; "I'll pretend that I am dangerously ill."

'.'What a beautiful luncheon!" said the guest. "Yes,"
answered Mr. Cumrox, ·"mother and the girls say it is
''But you arcn 't cnjo)·ing it." "X o; I'm a
all right."
Jit1.lc embarra~~cd. J'ye been standing oYer here trying
to figure out which are the edibles and which are the
decorations."
~[other-",Tohn ny, you mid you'd been to Sur.;day
Rchool. '' ,Johnny (with a for-away look)-"Yes, m.-1mma." 1\Iother-"How does it happen tliat your hat.els
smc-ll of fi~h ?" J ohnny-"I carried home the Suncla:Yschool ma,'Ta7.ine, .en' the outside pag... is all about Jonah
and the whale."
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Nora's blue eyes grew suqdenly moist ..
"Paul, you are innocen t-tell me that you are?"
"It would be mockerv for me to make denial of so
By __ Cpl. Ralph . ll'e;nton
w
horrible a crime," he articulated. "If your heart does not
''George Weymciuth, one of Hor1on's most highly re- tell you what to
believe, no words of mine can."
spected citizens, :{man of wealth, was fatally stabbed la;t
At the end of half an hour peaceful calm reigned, anq
evening in l1is i·oom at the City Hotel, by a former clerk Paul Brenton
was able to give an account of the niurin his employ, Paul · Brenton by name. The assassin es'- der. He told
all he knew as briefly as possible.
caped for the time, but great excitement prevails ; officers
"I boarded at the City Hotel after your uncle discharged
are on the murdererJs track, a.nd he will surely be cap- me," said young
Brenton. "I was still out of work when
tured."
I met Weymouth last evening. He was a hard, gr~sping
It was evening, and the widow Deane sat knitting ' by man, as you well
know, Nora, and I never like~ him. I
the cheerful grate fire, when a heavy fall in the little think he became
more tyrannic al and overbearing after
bedroom adjoinin g startled the good lady not a. trifle.
he learned of our engagement. At any rate, we quarShe sprang up and pushed open .the door.
'
reled, and my temper got the better of my discretion.
~oTa, her daughte r, baa passed into the bedroom with Your uncle has
not used yo,u right, Nora, neither you nor
the Horton "News" in her hand not ten minutes before.
your motbe r--"
.
.Tlie little h~dcha~1ber ·was dimly lighted by a candle
"Paul, hush!" interrup ted the girl. "Speak not ill of
or: a small table:
·· _ .
tlie dead."
A fhrill of alarm passed to the heart of the widow when
"I will not. I will speak of what happened last even~
she saw the form of her daughte r prostrat e on the floor, ing alone. It
was early in the evening, as I was passing
with one l1and 0t1tstretched, while the other clutched the to my room,
that I met JII.r. Weymouth in the hall. A
paper tightly, as it "lay outspi:ead under her bead.
smile was on his face. He touched my arm and requested
She lift~d the prostrat e girl and placed ,her bu the bed, me to go to his
room, as he had something of importance
Mter which she picked µp the paper and read the para- to communicate.
I complied, and we had an angry intergraph already given to ,the reader.
•
view, I tell you. What do you think the old man wanted? "
"George Weyrp.outh murdered!''. she muttere d, "and by
He paused for a reply, but Nora did not speak, and
Paul Brenton 1 Can it b.e possible?"
.
'
Paul proceeded:
. Paul was :Xora's afl.ianced husband; but he was too poor
"He asked me to give you up, Nora. He said that your
to think of marriag e for some. time .Jet.
mother, hi s sister, had married against the wishes of her
Only a week · before the opening of our story he had friends. that your
grandfa ther disinherited her on this
appeared to X-ont with the' news that he had quarreled account, and
that he, George, would not countenance any
. with his employer, George Weymouth, and tl!e merchan t of the Deane
spawn- his exact words, dearest. Again my
haLl turned him from his employ. ·
temper got the upper hand, and we quarreled.
In the course of half an hour Nora opened her eyes and
"As I turned to leave the ro~m, the light was suddenly
sat 11p.
·
,
'
·
extinguished, a cry of murder filled my ears. I heard the
"'!'here may be 'some mistake ," suggested Mrs. Deane. fall of a body, and
bent quickly, to find Weymouth down
At that moment an awful fear clutched the widow's with a dagger in
his heart. That was an awful moment.
heart. Before she could speak further, however, a step , I was dumb
with horror for the time. Again a light
soanded on the walk without, and a gentle rap fell on the flashed upon
the scene. Men and women clustered near,
outer door.
'
and, as I tyrned with the bloody dagger in my hand, a
Qui ckl? Mrs. Deane made her way to the door.
man poip.ted at me and said:
"Paul!"
"'Seize the murdere r!'
"Where is ~ ora? Has she heard?" demanded the
"Instant ly I realized the situation. Prison walls loomed
young man, in a shaky voice.
blackly before me. I thought of you, and, with a crv of
"Yes. 'l'his is terrible, Paul."
defiance, I sprang to the open window and gained - the
"Awful !" was his answer.
piazza: from this I made .my way to the woods, where I
The next moment Mrs. Deane led him to the presence have been in hiding
during the day. To-nign t I veriture<1
of her daughte r, who sat on a chair, with parted lips and here to see you,
Nora."
"
strained eyes, as her lover crossed the threshol d and. strode
"I believe you, Paul, but you are in a terrible situatoward her.
tion," murmur ed Nora. "Have you no idea who com-·
"Paul do not touch me-unt il I know the truth."
mitted the crime?"
"Well,?'' he demanded, quickly. ·
I "Not the slightest."
''Uncle GeOTge is dead. . He was cruelly murdered.
"Uncle had numerous enemies."
\\11at do you lnww of this?"
"Yes, a man of his morose disposition is apt to have;
':I know of it. Tam even now in B.ight," he answered, hut the meshes of
circumstances point directly toward me.
in 11. hushed, uisteady voice.
.
I would give myself up, but that would only make my
"Then bow aare you come here?"
, ,
dopm more certain. I wjsh, to be free to hunt down the
''To see you, X or~:. Great . God ! ~irl, can you, do . you, rr;al assassin."
believe I am the gui1ty one?"
"Have you the dflgger ?" questioned Nora, suddenly,
THE SILEN T "WITNESS.
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"Let n1c to th.e front. I haYe evidence that will exculpate the pri>ioner."
Two persons pushed their way forward, a keen-eyed
man, a slender, veiled :voung girl. The handsome woman
near the dock cast her black eyes upon the newcome rs in
an insole11t sta're.
'.'I am here," said the kee;1-eyed· man, "with proof suffic1e11t to convtct foe assassin of George "\Yeymouth. I
hold here ·in my hand the silent witness of the murderou s
,work," holding up a gleaming dagger. "This was the
weapon that found the heart of the rich merchant and
'
it was wielded by the hand of a woman!"
the
behind
A visible commotio n followed. The woman
prisoner,
the
veil, whose black eyes had so transfixed
started at the bold announce ment.
a shelf near.
"George Wevrnou th married, once~ a beautiful , passi~n((We want the murc~crer of George Weymout h."
atc woma11. She prol'ec1 the bane of his existence, a:nd
"Back: !" again command ed Nora. "The first one who made him oft.times insanely jealous. Six years ago a . diattempts to seize this man dies!"
Yorce was granted Mr. Weynrnu th . His wife, however,
"'l'he sneaking coward!" sneered one of the men, "to sought to extort money from him, and at one time aptake refuge behind a woman's petticoats ."
proached the i11-erchant 's clerk, Paul Brenton. The latter
This was too much for the· hot-temp ered Paui.
refused to prove treachero us to his employer , and in conthe front, and dealt the sequence he is here now, accuseJ. of that employer 's murHe quickly pushed his way
peaker a blow that sent him reeling against the wall. der.
'rhis was the signal for :t genernl m~lee. Shots were fir0d,
"The c1ivorrecl wife, disguised as a man, crouched under
and a desperate struggle ensued.
the open window Rnd heard the quarrel between Paul
Paul was at last OYerpowered and handcuffe d.
Brenton and Mr. We:rmouth on that fatal evening. A
In her despair the maiden's eye caught the glitter of an gnst of -winrl extin_guisltec1 the .light, aml on the instant
object on the floor. It was the dagger that had dealt the the woman pa ssc.d in, dealt the murderou s blow and es.fatal blow. 'l'he maiden gazed at it as if fascinated .
caped before a light was procured . Thi:; is the. f~ct.. How
"Mother, where have I seen this weapon before to- do I know :it? The dagger garn the clew, and I, with_ tbe
night?" questione d Nora, at length, turning to Mrs. assistance of flS noble a girl' as ewr liYecl, have followed
Deane a white and questioni ng face. The widow took the that cle"· to a finality .
weapon and examiiJed it closely.
"On the· eYcning of the murder this dagger was used
"Mother, what is it?"
bv Martelle in the tragedy scene at t11c t11eater. There
"That blade. You remembe r tbe night at the theater iB not ,motl:r•r like it in America, and it bears in monowhen you picked up this on the stairs? It was then gra:1i' tl1e letters ~- C. W. on a pearl cross imbcclded in
claimed by the actress Martelle. "
tho handle. ::;raomi Charles Weymout h, alias J\fartelpe, the
"I remember. It is the 8ame weapon, but these .letters, tragcdr q11een. En'r~- one in Horton knows that \faomi
woven so curiously . together, wh:i.t meaning clo you attach was ouce the wife of Georgp "\Yeymouth. I have witnesses
to them?"
who will swear that tli is dagger was used by Martelle
•
"None in particula r."
but a short time be£ore the murder, and--"
What do you make them out to be, mother?"
"It is false . Th e cla.2;ger is not mine!"
"N. C. W."
A ta1l form rose suddenly before the clctective. The
A deadly pallor again shot to the cheeks of X ora.
veil wa, cast a~idc now, and the queen of trao-edv faced
She 11eld the knife aloft and cried :
"' •
her accuser, wliitc \\'tth bafflec1 rage.
"'l'his silent witness shall save my Paul."
It was
n.
descriptio
bafJles
The scene that followed
*
*
*
\
*
*
extreme.
dramatic in lhe
*
"'Guilty !"
In the encl, :Martelle "·aR home -from the room in a fit.
After the arniounce ment a low murmur filled the room. Realizing tlrnt hc11 $Cherne of vengeance lrn(l failed, the
Paul caught the fixed, intent glow of a pair of black divorccrl "'ire raved 1ike one marl, and betrawrl her ineyes fixed upon him, burning their way into his very soul. terest in the success of the prosecuti on most m~mistak ably.
He turned his head and looked into a fair face wreathed
Bre~1ton was not releasecl u~til the following day, when
in a smile of diabolical triumph.
N aorru Wevmout h, on her rlyrng bed, confessed the truth
"Naomi! "
as the cetectiYe had stated it.
The name fell from. his li~s, and reached th ears of the
Baffled, the treachero us woman had tak~n. poison.
woman near. The smile vamshed, but the look of triumph
As they were the nearest relatives, l\lrs. Deane and
deepened into a satanic glow.
the property left by the mur<lcrc<l man,
"Remove the prisoner, " command ed the judge. "I will Nora inherited
make a will.
to
:!'ailed
had
who
pass sentence at another time."

"I have, but--"
"Give it me~ please."
Paul produced the weapon, a tiny Spanish blade.
Scarcely_ had the girl taken the weapon in hand when
the sound of steps without startled the inmates of the
·widow's cottage.
The door W(lS pushed open witho'Ut ceremony, and several men croosed the threshold and confronte d the trio in
the little bedroom.
"There is the murderer ! Seize him !"
''Halt!"
Low and stern came the command , and the man-hun ters
came_ to a stand "·ith N"ora Deane confronti ng them, with
heavmg bosom and gleaming eyes. In her ontstretch ed
hand she held a reYolver, one that she had snatched from
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GOOD READING
• .uccon
A
1·mg t o tl ie cs t·1ma Les of tl rn Ccnsus·. B u reau
, tl1e ron"..., on a l·.1rf!e s,.c,· 1e ,,,1·th a camera forty feet in focal
populai ion ~f the UiiitcLl Slacs has increas ed seven mil- le11gth
and on a small scale with a camera of sevent y
lions sine,! the census of 1!) :1.0, and by .T uly 1, 191-:1:, ,yill_ inches
focus.
he within a million of a round one hundre d millio11S .
New York city has added 566 654 to its populat ion within
It is now possible for a blind man to read by t he ea;,
the last four years and has ~~thin the metrop olitan area,
which include s the suburll ; ~epend ent upon New York fo r owing to the irnproy ements in an electric al instrum ent
which was shown by Fournie r d' Albe at last year's Brit ish
i.heir populat ion, 6,5:J)0,000 to London 's 7,.2 50,000.
Associa tion meeting . The instrum ent has as its basic
princip
le the peculia r propert y. of seleniu m, by which t he
Anothe r historic al treasur e will soon leave France ·fo r
strengt
h of an electric current passing through it varies
the new world. The .commi ttee charged with the erection
with
the
amount of light. It is connect ed with a teleof the mom1ment to ,T eanne d' Arc in New York has written to Ilouen to the owners of the plot of land' on which phone receiver, and, accordi ng as more or less light falls
the walls of part of a ruined tower made famous by the on the selenium , so does the electric current passing
warrior virgin \\;ere recently unearth ed offering to buy the through tho receiver vary, and consequ ently the sounds
lot en bloc. It asked that the ruins be taken apart nnd heard in the receiver vary. By throwin g a powerfu l light
that the stones be forward ed to Americ a so as to form the on ordinar y printed letterpr ess, it is possible to differen pedesta l of t he propose d monum ent . The offer has been tiate between letters by differen t sounds in the r eceiver.
accepte d, and the ruins of the old castle of Houen will An ordinar y newspa per can thus be read by the "typere.ading octophone."
so01; be on their "llay to Americ a .
0

0

"-

,

In a bulletin issued recently by the Census and Statistics
Office prelimi nary estimat es are given of the areas sown
to the princip al grain crops in Canada and reports on
their conditio n on June 1. The total area under wheat
is provisio nally estimat ed at 11,203, 800 acres, or 188,800
acres more than in 1913. The · area under spring wheat
is reporte d ns J 0,230,500 acres, or 185,500 acres more
than in 1913 . and the area expecte d to be harvest ed of
fall wheat is 978,300 acres or 3,300 acres more than last
year. The ncreage of oats is placed at 10,811, 000 acres
as compar ed with 10,4-34,000 acres last year, an increase
of 377,00() acres . Barley occupies 1,604,0 00 acres, Ol!'
9,000 acres less than last year, , and rye 111,070 acres, as
T hree years· a!:'.o Patrick J. Kerriga n was riLli11g over
compinec1 with lrn,300 acres last year. The estimat ed
his 'f1ome;tcac1, n~ar Deer Trail, Colo., when he came upon
aTCa under liaY and clover is 8,206,0 00 acres. as compar ed
a vournr \Yornan who hnd encoun tcl'ed a rattlesn ake . Kerwith 8,169,000 acres in 1913.
r i~an ~1ismountec1 from his horse ancl killed the snake.
The young laLl}' thanked him and wm1t t~ her ca~iu,_ adAfter fhe Years of experim ent, electric cap lamps for
join ing his homest ead. Later the s~me ·year h .erngan
k il led a m1mhcr of coyotes c11i:1;·cJ rn Pie slaught er of miners h:ne been perfecte d and are in use in a num ber
the Young wom311's sio\'l,. .\gai11 she thanhd him a11C1 of: mines of this country ancl in many Europe an mines.
agai{~ hr, ·rode n1,·a_r. 'l'hus their romanc e began . :b"inally 'l'he princip al advanta ge of this kind of lamp is safety, as
K erri!rnn propose d and :i\fary Dougl1erty accepte d. The t]~e electric: light greatly decreases the danger of fir e and
other ;1ight the rorna11ce rencl10 ,l its clim:ix when tlie pair explo8ion. Those advocat ing its adoptio n believe that its
higher degrt'e of snfot_y can be demons trated so satis£ac,rcrc married at St. I'alrick 's Clnm:h , Korth Deiirer .
tori1_v as to bring al.mt the supplan ting of tl1e ordinar y
~afot~, lamp. Portabl e electric lamp~ have been un'l'l1e C'rockor eclipse expenit ion of the Unircrs ily of
der -im~estigafi on by tl1e Uniicd States bureau of mines for
Califor nia ha~ ·shnicd for Kiev, Russia, to obse1-rc tlic
some time. It has been shown in tests that the glowing
total c<'lip,e of the snn. The. expedit ion is in charge
filnments of these lamps are capable of igniting mine gas,
of Directo r 1'iT. 'IY. C'amvhc]l, oE Lick Observ aton·. and
L,ut that sparks from lamp equipm ents of not more than
Heber D . Cmhs, ashrmo rnrr. 'l'hc moon. passing b2hToen
six ,olts are not capable of igniting the gas. The first
t he rnn anr1 th! earth. ,Yill c:1.:;t a sbc:o,v upon tl1e ~::nth
require ment, therefo re, of the pract ical electric mine lam.peighty miles jn diamete r, Y,hic;1 1rill adnrnce contin110L1sly
is t1mt it shall be so designe d that its bulb cannot be
across the hcmi8p here o•r tlie earth turned towar1l the sun.
brokc-n while the lamp filamen t iR glowing at a tempera'J'he expedit ion will tr: to secure p'.1otogrnphs of th co- ture
sufficient to ignite explosive gases.
T he native bee of Cuba, unlike the Americ an honey bee ,
has no stingt,r and can be handled withou t fear . An
Americ an apiaris t in a Pinar clel Rio town importe d some
Americ an bees recently , says The Times of Cuba, and, because of their superio r armam ent, they soon became master of the surroun ding swect11ess, much to the disgrun tlement of the natiYe honC'I' raiser . The AmeTican bees
stung their rivalR to cleat]~. carryin g off tbe stored honey
in t r iumph . ""\'{hat el1:111cc has a Cuban got against the
Am ericans !" e:,:claimecl one owner of Yanqui shcd honey
gathere rs. "'l'l1cy even arm their bees."
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
Angelenos became clover farmers on a small sc!lle
DOGS OF THE FREXCI I AR~1Y HO SPIT AL CORPS. dreds of
rnrds. Ju~t about the time " ·hen the first
back
in the
In all parts of E1hope, and notably in such countries as
to he peeping abo,·e the ground the .
·ought
plants
sown
France, S1ritzerland, Belgium and Holla11d, dogs are comoffi<'c was c·loserl. "\\hen the lancllorcl took possession he
pelled to take life much more seriously than in the United
founc1 ihe ~ample box of plaJ1ts ancl di~roYcrcd, on close
Sbtes. This is due to the fac:t that in the old world the
examinat ion, that each of the leaYcs was of the ordinary
natural fundion of the dog is that of a draft mind rather
trPfoil rnrirty, hut that a fourth dil'ision had been neatly
than a play follow for young people.
added by means of a thin strip of green court-pla ster.
The French people haYe long Leen employin g them to Then the clovel' formers understoo d why none of their exdraw carts and small wagow,. Now they have gone a step pensi ,e seed had derelopeJ qua trefoils.
further and ha re actually put dogs to work in their army.
Real "dogs of w:u" they call the picked animals which
BIG CAXDLE S.
have cntcl'ecl upon a military career. 'rhese four-foot ed
' purest
the
of
'l'he J. P . niorg:rn candle is fashioned of
soldiers haYe ll('cn enrolled in the hospital corps
400
w21ghs
It
doctors
becs,rnx.
the
Iialian
assist
to
be
white
sweet -;nwlling
Frcneh arm)·, arnl their work will
!f
from
gradnall.r
.
tapers
and
battlefield
the
high,
on
feet
arnl
sixteen
camp
is
pounds .
and the Red Cros:; nnr~es in
at
inches
six
to
got
diameter
in
Freud1
foct
one-half
ingenious
aml
ahrus
011e
1.he
bJsc
that
It is suspcclcxl
the idea from the famous dogs of 8t. Bernard, whose the tip. Sixty inc:heg from the bottom is a portrait of
,,·ork in l:arrying sm·l:or to storm-bo und traYelers in the Mr. Morgan in oil, the. work of the arti~t Paula Restirn,
)Ir.
Alps is known to erery reader. At any rate, the newly ancl lilic. of tl1e n1lleY ancl ) ..meric;an Beanh roses.
decthe
am~ng
us
conspie:uo
being
are
arc
army
flo1r~r~.
,)rite
French
fa,
the
0£
:1Jorµ-an's
enlisted Red Cro~s (logs
trained to earl'\' stimulant s to the ,rnunded, to search out orations. :\lore than r,;300 worth of gold leaf ha· been
injured soldie1:s and lead docto1s or nurses to the scene u~ctl to coyer the ornament s in relief. The decoratin g
and ·perform other serrices requiring more or Jess resource, of i.l:c candle alone took three and a half months, while
as well as to act as messengers for the surgeons and 1.o the taper itself was fom Wl:cks in the making.
This giant memorial cnll<lle is to stand in the Vatican
fetch and carry bamlagcs. medie:ines, etc., in time of
his
bring·
dog
,\.mcrican
cd
Rome ancl i~ to he lighted ju~t once eYer,v h\·elYeat
m:ll-trn.in
a
emergency, just as
on s\11 Soul~· clav. Eren if burned continuou sly
monlh,
r.
new~pape
or
master's mail
it would cn<lm:e for mor~ than, nine years, but under the
circnrn~tarn:cs it is large enough to la:;t Ol'Cr three thousam1 Year-. Tliis is n>'snming that it will be left to shed
Ii'01.JR-L EAF CLOVER S\\TXDL EH.
its light t!irougho ul the twelYe hours of the day.
"\Yhat was probably the most profitable deal in cloYer
,\nolhcr rnemoria l c·andlc h:wing special interest for
ernr brought off in Californi a was wound up at Los An~ X cw Yorker, st:tmls in the li ti.le Church of St. ::\Iichael,
geles recently when a clever swindler left the city with Padu:1, Italy. lt is a tribute to lJetcdiw Sergeant
about $2,000 deriYed from the sale of four-leaf doYer Penosiiw . "·ho \\'a, murdered at Palermo, Sic:i!y, while
seed.
g-etting critlenc·e for use :ip·ain~t the Black Hand, the Mafia
ComiJJg to the citv a beggar, one Wilson (the name is allcl ot!•cr a,.:sociation"' or t·riminak This q111<lle burns
known to be an alias), acquired a sc:ant~· capital and a eYcry f'andlern,1:< ,Jay, and at that rate should last for
plentiful rnpply of cloYer plants of the common or ganlen more than ei~thlee!l centuries .
Ya:riety, took a small office, ancl began operation s. He
'l'liere is rather a sad ~tory c:onm•c·ted with this offeringtold crnrvboch he could induce to listen to him that he -the result of a jC>~t that went a:'tl'ay. Petrosino and
could put his· patrons in the way of supplyiug the great Ajello Bros .. the c,rndlunakcr~, 1Yc1·e very good friends.
demand for the traditiona l lucky four-lea l'ed clover. as he On one> ot<·,1~io11, 1rhi1e a rnti,e rnndle for a rather notohad the se.:d of a rnriety which produced nothing but rious rnurtlerer 1•,",l"' bc•ing e:ornpleletl, the former laughthe emblems of g-ood fortune. In proof of his assertions irwh- asked 1rl1at kind of candle .\ ntonillo Ajello woulcl
he showed a grc;t box of growing cloYer, each of which m;ke for· him . '·,Toe, you :;hall haYc the finest eYcr pro-_
had four diYisions .
clnl'ed,'" "·as th" an:;iver giYen Pciro:;ino after a good deal
,
He enlarged upon the profits to be derived from the of banter.
. news <'ame
telcpl;one
the
owr
the
later.
B ,1t two month,:
sale of the le,nc,, which, he said, more than justified
the promise
and
death,
tragic
's
which
Pt'trcsino
seed
uf
the
for
\jd!o
.•
lo ::\[r
high price~ lie wf!,; obliged to charge
fulfilled.
be
to
thu,.:
wa;:
fun
of
possi:<]>irit
the
a
of
in
onh
doubtful
were
made
who
all
be had in ;;to_.k, To
street, cer:\Iott
on
1rnl
pro-c·ntliN
the
mature
for
their
all
inlc.ndc·d
buy
Fir,;t
lo
offered
lie
prnjccl
the
of
bilities
to send the
plants at 75 c:cuis each, ,rhic:h, he said, was a perfectl)' tilin tlircr.!,; led :.Ir,;. Petrosino and lhe donors
where it
Padula,
to
light
11wmorial
coulcl
foot
ni11e a11d a. 1ial£
safe propositio n for him, as he or anybody else
birthhis
of
church
little
the
in
altar
the
before
each.
:;hines
easily dispo~e of them at from $1 to $5
place.
His seed sold like the proverbia l hot cakes, and hun-

ELECTRfC PUSH B'CJ'l',, \
BLACK-EYE JOKE.
TON.-The bnse Is made et
New and amusing joker. l'he
maple, and t.he center piece
Ylctlm Is told tc hold the tube
or bJack w tnut. the whole
close to his eye ao as to exclude
thing abou. 1¼ l~chea In
all light from the back, and then
diameter, with a
me t a.1
to remove the tube until picture,
hook on the back oo tho.t
It may be slipped over edge
of the vest pocket. Expose
c"h-e tho fl nest black•eye you eve r
to vtew your N~w Electrlo
saw. Vte furnish a small box ot
Bell, when your friend will
blackening preparation with each
'11•h the button expecting to hear It ring.
tube, so the joke can be used inaA 100n as he touches It, you will see some ot
d~llnitely. Those not In the trlclt
the lh·eliest dancin&:" you ever witnessed. The
will be caught every ttme. Abso•
Blectrlc Button Is heavily charged and will
Sift a am e.rt shock when the button Is puahec!. bu~~1 2 0~rmless. Price by mail luc. eaoh;
P ri ce l0c., by mall, pootpaid.
WOLF.I'' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y, WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 w. 26th st.. N. Y.
THE MAGIC DAGGER.
THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
A wonderful llluolon.
The biggest oell ot the sea.To all appearances it
eon.
A relll cigar made o!
Is an ordinary dain:er
~~ tobacco, but secreted In the
which you ean flourish
V~r-1.·I:,. conter ot cigar about one-halt

fgPl~~~t!n t~~ept~i~~:~-

, , - - -.....- " " " . ' ~ " " " " " - - - - - -- - .

GET THIS , BOYS 1
Compau and Whiatle in-one

.A. '"4 C..pu■ aad a po,r.rtat

Niki

in

your

hand 1

and suddenly state that you think you have
lived long enough and had better commit
au lclde, a.t the same time plunging the dagger
u p to the hflt into your breast or aide or you
can preter d to stab a friend or acqua.'lntance.
Of cou ree your frtend or yourself are not inj ured In tl e least, but the deception Js perfect
an d ~-Jll sto.rtle all who see It.
Price, l0c., or 3 for 25c. by mall. postpaid.
C,. BICllR, 150 W 82d St
N
y k a•
·•
cw
or
..,.
MUSICAL SEAT
~;~t

i~~

h~~~e

I
I

ttLI arttclN,

B
~ I N G I ~ • la a

Price 10 cents each, by mall post-paid
H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyr,, N. l',

little

~~=

metal

~~~~n/t
v~!" 8
pUed with an lngentoua
me., ha n 1 9 rn which
~
shoots off: a. harmless
"<F'-4
cap when tt ts opened.
You can have more run
than a. circus wtth this
new trtck.
Pla~e the
BINGO In or under
nny article and lt will go oft when the a.rUcle is Ol)ened or removed. It ca.n be used
&6 a tunny joke by being placed tn a purse.
cigarette box or between the leaves of a
magazine, aleo, under any movable article,
such as a book. tray, dteh, etc. The BINGO
oan al■o be used as a. Buri:lar Ala.rm or u
a. Theft Preventer by being placed In a
drawer, money Ull, under a door or window.
or under any article that ,Tould be moved
or disturbed abould a theft be attempted.
Price 15 cent• each. by mall. po1tpe.id.
WOLFF NOVELTY co_ %9 w. %6th St~ J(. Y.

:~~'\t

I

TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
The 1lrst attempt usually made
to open it, ts to press down the
lltUe knob tn the center ot the
purse, when a. small needle runs
out and stabs them in the finger, but does not open Jt. You
b~e::n!~1!etgrgp;~e: [_ eyes and still they
Price, 25c. each by mail. postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

~~f1

I

DUPLEX BICYCLE WITIS'.Z'LE.
This Is a doublo whistle, proITCH POWDER.
ducing loud but ,·ery rich, harmonious sounds, en tfrely differ,Gee whiz? What fun
ent from ord lnar,• whistles. It
yon can have with
Is juot the thing for bicyclists
tills st,,tr. Molsten tbe
or sportsmen, tte peculiar double
tlp of your finger, tap
and resonant tones at once atIt on the contents ot
tracting attention. It Is an imthe box, and a little
ported w h i s t I e , handsomely
bit will stick.
'!.'hen
nickel plated, nnd wlll be round
shake
bauds
with ,
a. very useful and handy pocket
your Crieud, or drop ·
~~mpanton.
Price, 10c.; 3 for
n speck down bis
back. In a 01 I nute be mail, postpatd~-,c.; one dozen, 7fSc., lient by
will feel ns Ir be bnd
the seven yen rs' i tcb. WOLFF NO\'ELTY CO .• 29 W. 26th 8t.• N. Y.
Jt wit,_ wak~ blm ecratcb, rear, squirm and
m11ke Iaco~. l:Sut It ls perfectly harmleas, as
It ia_ made from tile seeds of wild roses. The
borr1blP. itcb slops In a (P'T minutes, or can
be checked 1mmedlatcly by rubbing th~ spot
with a wet cloth.
While It is working, you
will be apt to laugh your suspender button ■
otr. The best joke of all. Prke 10 cenls a
box, l>y, mail, postpaid.
\VOLFJ! l'IOVELTY CO., %9 W. 18th St., N. Y,

Ayvad's Water-Wings
THE FLUTOl'IIONE.-A new musical tnatrun1ent, producing the sweetest dulcet tone11
o! the flute. The upper part or the Instrument
, is placed in the mouth, the 11ps covering the
openings In the centre.
Then by blowing
:Prt ..:e ,tO ceate, Po ■ tpat•
gently upon it you ca.n play any tune desired
The€1e water-wings to.ke up no :more rooqi than a as easily as whistling. But little pr&.c..:tice is
pooket-ha.nk.ercblef. They weigh a uunces and sup- reQ.ulred to become a t:nlshed player. It ta
port from &Oto 2.>U pouoc1s. Wlth a polranyone cn.n made entirely of mE.'tal, n. nd wlll last a ltfeJCt\.rn to swim or tloat. For uee, you have only to wet
send full instructions w1th each
~:1iii~-~?..'; ,;~,~~~ ~~e 111 t:~~6e~ouether tbe t\fe
Price 8 cents, by mail, postpaid.
U. F. LA..'1;0, 1815 Centre St .. H'kl.JD, N. Y, A. A. WARFORD. 16 llart St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Larn to I swim

~~-~

by one. trial

:~~;~m~~!.

fauc1 good1.

l!XOl<Ll!IOB 1'0TI!LTT co. h ... 0
A.ndenon Rea.IV Rldr., Jfoawt v.. rnoa, N. T.

,

I~':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_':_:::-:_-:_::::::::::::::::::::~
Old Coins

/

Waatcd.
hundreds

11

to 1600 paid tor

ot coin~ dated before

18~5. Send 10c tor our Ill otrated coin va I ue book,
,x1; get pOSLcd. Clark & Co., Box 96 , Le Roy, N • Y;

II
I

I

fun
than a
circus,
with one o! th es e
novelties..
All you
have to do Js to place
one on a chair seat
(hidden und er a cushlon, it possible). Then
tell your friend to alt
down.
An unearthly
■hrtek from the little round drum will .!!lend
y our victim up in the air, the most puzzled
and astonished mortal on earth.
Don't miss
Jetting one o! these genuine laugh producers.
Perrectly harmless, and never misses doing its
work.
•
Prlce 20 eents each, by mall. post-paid
WOJ FF NOVELTY co., 29 w. 2Gtlt. St., N . y

fnd
'h

/l~.-•~;<-•'

Wbi•tl~
olokel-plated~

one. S.nd for llln■i:rated c&t•IG«n. ltee
cou~talnr all tlM Jat.., ~uropeaa anJ
Domea&tc no.,.UI•, 1rlcka, p11u1.., nn-

the fire reaches this, founta.tn
">
'i'\.'
hundr eds of sparks ot flre
burst forth in every direction,
~o the astonishment or t!1e smoker. 'l'he ti.re
18 stage :firo, and will not burn the skin or
<:Jothing. Arter the fl.reworks the vtctlm ca.n
r,ontinue smoking the cigar to the end. Price, ·
10c,; 3 for 25c; 1 dozen, 90c., malled, postpa.Id.
•
O. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St .• New Vnrk Cit;,.

moour~

5'ABD THROUGH THE HAT TRICK
With this trick you bar•
row a hat, and apparently shove a card up
through the c r o w n
without Injuring th~
card or hat. The oper•
aUon can be reversed
the pertormor seemlng-!y
pushing the card down
through the crown into
the hat again. It lo a
trick which will puzzle
Interest the closest observer n.nd detection
almost Impossible. It Is so olmple that a.
:i1~~tecs~n learn how to perform it in a tew

~::.~-. inch trom end is a fountain
~-.:~~~ ot sparklets.
'fhd moment

bu.aUhlilf

~,.~:~,•~!r6;~; !:;,•~-~~ :.~

h;-nwUt1r"e~

l

around

za.1.a1,

1111ITATION FLIES.
Absolutely

true

to

Nature!

A

dandy ecarr-ptn and a rattllng good
joke.
It Is Impossible to do these
pine Justice with a deacrlptlon. You
ha.ve to see them to understand how
ltfelllce
they are.
When people aee
th
th em on you they want to brush
em off.
They wonder "why that
sticks to you" so persistently.
his is the most realfstlc novelty ever
put on the market. It Is a distinct
ornament !or anybody's necktie and
achadoeecldlte_d joke on tho1e who t'ry to

JY

0
C. BEHR, 150 ;~lc:2/ :t.,b~,:ai~~;tpc~~~.

SURPRISE KINEll{.4.TOGRAPH.
The greatest hit ot the
~ 1eason !
It consists o! a
,
.
1mall mP.tal, nickeled tube,
with a lenft
eye view,
whi ch ehowe a pretty b&l•
let girl In tlghto.
Hand
It to a. !riend, who wtn ba
delighted with the flret pie-ture; tell him to turn the
screw in center of ln!tru•
ment to change the views, wh~n a stream of
water squirts into hta face, much to hts c1t1guot. Anyone who has not seen thla klnematograph In operation la sure to be cau«ht
every ttme. The {natrument can be ·refllled
with water 1n an Instant, ready tor the next.
customer.
Price 25c. by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y,

POCKET WHI8Jl-BROOII.
Thia t ■ no toy, but a real
whisk-broom. ~½ Inches hlg-h. It
Is ntade o! imported Japanue
bristles, neatly put together, and
can easily be carried In the veet
pocket, reaO.y !or u11e at any mo-ment, for hats or clothing, ett.
Price 10 centa ee.oh, by mall.
pootpald.
C. BEHR. 150 W. 112d St- N. '1'•

This I• a wicked pig that
died at an early age, and here
he is in his coffin ready for
burial. There will be a. .-reat
many mourners at his funeral,
for this coffin, pretty as It
Jooks, Is very tricky, and the man who get•
1t open will feel real grief. The coffin Is made
of metal, perfectly shaped and benutltully
lli&cquered. The trick ts to open lt to see thf'
p<g. The man that tries It «eta his fl.nger ■
&.lld
feelJngs hurt, and piggy comes out to
31"Unt at his victims. Tl,6 •11bular end of the,

~~:~es i~~~d.e~~~~~~s

~tnne~i~n~n~~h

°a~!i~

the victim in his thumb or finger every time.
This Is the latest and a. very 1 'lmpresslv1J"
trick. It can be opened easlly by anyone In
the secret, and as a. neat catch•jolre to save
yourself from a bore ts unaurpa~sed.
Price,
IOc. ; 3 for 25c., post pa.id; one dozen by express, 75c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO. , 20 W. 26th St., N. 'Ir,
ROUGH AND READY TUJIIBLERS.
These Uvely acrobat•
are handsomely decorated with the U. S.
flag and with gold and
si Iver stars and heart.II.
Upon 'placing them upon any flat surface and tilting ft they at once
be,:rin a most wondcr!ul perforn1ance, climbtn«
and tumbling over each other and chaelhC
each other tn every direction, as tr the evlt
spirit was atter them. causing roars or laughter from the ~pectators.
They aC'tualJy appear Im bued wi\h llfe. What en.uses them to
cut up such antlC's Is a secret tha.t may not
be known even to the owner Qt the unruly
~~~j:c;!·t
genuine tun send
1
Price per set l(lc. malled, pootpald,
A. A. W AJlFORD, 16 Han St., Brooklnl. :N. Y.

Jf Ki~ ~~.;: :~t1e

..

VANISHING CIOAB.
This cigar la made In
exact lmtta!lon of a. good
ene. It le held by a rultber. cord which, with the
atta.ched •a!ety pin, Is
fastened on the ln ■tde ot

to a friend, as It I• !..i~:il•:;•be

IA■tantty

~~=~• 1r•;rn

disappear. ,
Price, 10c. each by ma.JI, postpa.l._

C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St.. New York Cit:,<
•rHE ,JUllfi>ING FROG.

Thie: Uttle novelty creates
Its
world o! laughter.
chief attractiveness is that
it tc.k es a. few seconds be•

a

THE FIGHTING ROOSTERS.
A full blooded pair of
cocks.
game
fighting
These llliputian fighters
have real feathers, yellow
legs and fiery red com be,
their movements whep
,
·
fighting are per!er;tly nat......... - ural and l!Celikc, and the
secret or their moYements
is known only to the operator, who can cause
them to battle with each other as often
and as long as desired. Independent of their
fighting proclivities they make very pretty
Price for the pair in a
mantel ornaments.
strong box, 10c.; S pairs for 25c. by mail,
postpaid.
WOLJ,'J,' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26tb St., N. Y.

fore leaping high Jn the air,

So that wh e n se t, very innocent!Y along side of an unsuspe c ting person,
he 1s suddenly startled by the wonderful
activity ot \his trog. Price, 15c. each by mall
:;,ostpa.id,
H. F. L.L-XG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

•'
. '
,
•·"'-

\.

MANY TOOL KEY BING.
The wonder ot the aKe. The g"t"tatIn this
world.
thehave
tool inyou
est
tn comblnainstrument
littlesmall
tion seven useful tools embracing Key
Cutter
11
Ring, Pencil Sharpener, N
and Cleaner, Watch Opener, Cigar
Screw
and
Opener
Letter
Clipper,
Dr!ver. It 1e not a toy, but a useful

article, made of cutlery 11teel, tempered and highly nickeled. Therefore
will carry an edge the aame as any
piece ot cutlery. .As a useful tool, nothing
bas ever been ottered to the public to equal it.
l"rlce, llic., malled, x,oo(paid.
WOLFF' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

.

THE 'PEG JUl\lPER.
A v ery

LIGJl!T~"JNG TRICK BOX.
A startling and pleasing Illusion! "The ways of the world are
devious," says ~1atthew Arnold.
but the ways of the Lightning
Trick Box ,..hen properly handled
are admitted to be puzzling and
You t;ike ott the lid
uncertain.
and, show your friends that it ts
Rep l;J..ce the
full of nice candy.
lid, when you can solemnly assur&
your friends that you can instantly empty the
box in their presence without opening it; and
taking 09= th e lid again, Bltre enough the candy

Or you can change the
has disappeared.
candy into a piece of money by following the
'l.~his ts the
directions sent with each box.
11e4teet and best cheap trick ever invented.

Price, only 10c.; S for 25c., mailed, postpaid.
l\I. V. GALLIGAN, 4.19 W. 56th St., N. Y.

easily
pocket t1:lck,
to be performed by
any one. A miniature
paddle is •hown. Central holes are dr11led through it. A wooder.
:peg ta lniside of the upper hole. Showing now
both sides o! the paddle, the performer cause s ,
by simply breathing upon it, tho peg to leav e
the upper hole, and appear in the middle one.
Then It jumps to the lower hole, back to the
middle one, a.nd lastly to the upper hole.
J3oth •l•e ■ of the paddle a.re repeatedly shown.
Price by mall, 150C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

EGGS OF l'llARAOil'S SERPE
and
wonderful
A
"Pharaoh's
novelty I
are produced from a s
no larger than a pea.
of them on a plate, t
to it with a common n1
instantly a large serpe
or more in length, sl
coils itself from the bur
Each serpent assumes a
position. One wlll appl
g·11ding over the grou
head erect, as thoug
dan g er; ano t h e r will coll itself up,
paring for the fatal spring upon it
while another will stretch out lazll
ently enjoying its usual noonday 11
mediately a f t e r the egg stops bur
serpent hard e ns, and 1nay afterward
as an a1nuslng curiosity. They are
wood en boxes, twelve eggs in e. bo
8c .• 3 boxes for 20c.; 1 dozen boxes
sent by mail, postpaid.
WOLFJ,' NOVELTY CO .. 29 \V. 26th ,

:__

One of the most ~11a.r and my ■ tlfylns
pens on the market. It requires no ink. All
you have to do Is to dip it in water, and it
wtll write for an indefinite period. The secret
can only be learned by procuring one, and you
can make it :::.. source of both pleasure and
amusem ent by claiming to your friends what
1t can do and then d e monstrating the fact.
Moreover, it is a good pen, flt for practical use
and will never leak ink into your pocket, as 3,
detective founta Jn pen mtght do.
Price, 10c. each by ma.JI.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 2fith St., N. Y.

·Look!

B, F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'k
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A CRAND
PREM IUM

u{

DEAD SHOT SQUIRT PIST

NEW TE:of-CENT FOUNTAIN FEN.

effective

OO0b LUCK BA
Ornamental a.s we ll
ful. Made of highly
bra••· It hclde juat ,
Jar. When irned It 1
Remains Ioc~
11el f.
Ca.n be
retU led.
watchcharm. :Mone
ed J! not sa.tJafieC'
10c. by ma.II.

shoo
this "gu
th you
wlIt
be too mad
e
ancient
the

~

,

didn't

know

loaded." It lo
with a full
water, and taking aim, 1-ness the ru
at the butt of the Pistol, when a sm
Of. water is squirted into his face.
th1nig to do then iS; to pocke,.t ym.1r
run. There are "loads of fw.n" !n th
1it.t1e joker, Which looks like a real
trigger, cock, chambers, barrel a~d
4 for . 25c.; one dozen 60c
..

~~~{pJf~:

H. F, LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'ld

Look!

One of these fine watches FREE to anyone sending us
One- I year's subscription at .

Two-6 mo~ths' subscriptions at •
Four-3 months' sub11~nptions at •

$2.50
1.25 each
0.65 each

For either of the followmg: "Moving Picture Stories,''.
"Happy Days," ''Wild West Weekly," "Fame and Fortune Weekly,'' "The Liberty Boys of '76,'' "Secret
Service," ''Work and Win,'' or "Pluck and Luck."
There Is only one condition--se nd us the money ($2.50) ·
and we w111 send you the watch, and any one of the above
publica.tlons for the period subscribed for.

~h"

Premiuo;t

',,

',
Coupon ',

,,

Descr iption

Back

the Watch

It Is American-mad e, open !ace, stelll wind ancl set, and will run from 30 to 36 hour£
Date .. ,.,,, •••.•• , "
Thts coupon when ',, with one winding. The movement ls the same size as an expensive rnilrond timeplecf
Plat,
properly filled out ',, absolutely accurate, and each one Is guamuteed. The cases are made in Gold
Polished Nickel, Gun-metal with Gilt center and plain Gun-metal.
',
and forwarded with
',,
The design on the back case ls a fancy engraved scroll.
subscription price en',
title• the holder to Pre',, Send in Your Subscrip tions f'Jow to
mluw mentioned.

Name ~- •.•..•.••.•••• •..•...•• ._. ',,,,,
A.4dres3 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • "-,,,
C)ltT •• , •. , ••••.. State..•••••.••••.• •• , , ',,

FRANK TOUSE Y, Publish er
168 West 23d St., N. Y. Cit
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No. 46. HOW TO MA.KE AND USE ELEC-l
TRJCITY .-A d es c rtptlon of the wonderfu
te•
uaea of electricit y and electro magnetl■ m;Eleccether with full lnatructlon ■ for making
Trebel.
trtc Toya, Batterte ■ , etc. By George 1J1u
■traContainin g over fifty
A., M •• M. D.
Uona.
HOW TO BREAK. RIDE AND
No. ,47.
DRIVE A HORSE. -A complete treatise o n
the horae. Desc ribing the moat u ■ eful horaea
fv:.~u1:t.i~~ne::~ipt~: ~~~t dhi~r.-:::e:orpetchu~t~oradto; atlh•oe
herae.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 48.
g
CA.NOE S.-A handy book for boy■, containin
the
full direction s t or construct ing canoe ■ andFully
mo■ t popular mann e r of ■ ailing them.
lllu ■ trated.

No, 49 • HOW TO DEBATE .--Glvlng rule•
for conductin g debates, outltne■ tor d e bat e:,,
queatlono for dlocu nl on, and thethb eat source•
e que ■ ttona
for procuring informati on on
elven.
AND
BIRDS
STUFF
No. 50. HOW TO
ANil\lAL S.-A v aluab le b oo k , gi v in g lnstrucand
g
untin
mo
ng,
pari
pre
,
collecting
In
tlons
prese rving birds, animals and fnsec te.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 51.
th e ge nCARDS. -Contatn ln g explanati on s o fappli
cabl e
eral prin ciples of sle lg ht•of•han d
o r d in a ry
ith
w
icks
tr
card
ot
cks;
tri
card
to
; of
d
n
ha
t'•
-o
t
h
tg
e
car ds, and n o t requiring al
• tri ck ■ Involving alel g ht -o ! -han d , or the uoe of
■peclally prepared ca rds. ll luM r ated. Glvlng
No, 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.khuec h~i"cr1~ ~:g /u~a si'!i~.e ci1: ;t~-ifi;,
P e d r o Sanc ho, Draw Pok e r , Au ction Pitc h, All
F ours. and many other popular game■ ot

K~~;:~:,

cardo.
TO WRITE LETTER S.-A
No. 5S, HOW
ow to
wonderfu l little book , te lli ng you , hmother,
write to your sweethe art, y our fath e r
■lster, brother, empl oyer; and, In tact, everybody and anybody y ou wish to write to.
No. M . HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
h
t
ti
PETS Gt 1 g co plete In fo
mann~-;:-a nd nmetb~d or ra1sU:-:;:\ e"e';,1~~. ~a~~
pet■;
ot
kind■
all
tog, breeding, and managin g
:~~~ g~~l~ f~~l>t~r~~ dct~~n st~o:n~~e~ ~nb~
tratlons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLEC T STAIIIPS AND
COINS.- Contalnl ng valuable informati on regardlng the collecting a114 arranging d,of
■tamp• and colna. Handsom ~ly llluatrate
HOW TO BEC v ME AN ENNo. 56.
GINEER .-Conta1 ntng tull tnstruct)on■ 'how to
become a locomotiv e engineer ; allo direction ■
for building a model locomotiv e; together
For aale by all newsdeal era, or will be aent to

c~r:::
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BERS.-S howlng many curlou• trick•A. wltlt
A..,
wnn " Cull cteocrlptlo n of everythln & an enBy
fl&"Ure ■ &nd the magic ot nuro,berL
stneer ahould know.
Fully Illustrate d.
der■on.
IIA•
PHOTOO
Ne. 80, HOW TO BECOHE A
COaS
LETTER
WRITE
TO
HOW
No. 74,
refol"
PIIER.-C ent&lnln g u■eful Informati on alao
RECTI. Y.-Conta lnlng full tn ■tructlvn• &IN
It:
C"ardlng the Camera and hew to work Lantern
writing letter■ on almo■ t any aubJect:
wttb
lon,
how to make Photoera phlc· Magic
compoatt
and
on
punctuati
ruJea for
Slides and other Transpare nciea. Handaom ely
111
TO BECOME A CONJUR Ea.
•P~~~'75~
N~!.r6~~d .ROW TO BECOME A WEST POINT
ing trick ■ with Domlnoe• . DI°'
-Contain
gain
MILITAR Y CA.DET.-Explaln■ how to ion■,
Cupe and Balla, Hat ■. etc. Embracin c thlrt~
admittan ce. course of Study, Examinat
A. Anderaon .
■ Ix Illustratio ns. By
Guard, Polh •
ES Blr
Duties, Staff ot Officer■• Poat
No. 76. HO\V TO TELL FORTUN
all a b o,
Regulatio ns, Fire Departme nt, and
ng rule• for telll••
Contalnt
RAND.THE
Senarena.
Lu
By
cadet.
a
■ h o uld know to be
or
han~
the
of
■
line
of
aid
the
by
■
fortune
No, 63. HOW TO BECOl\lE A NAVAL
Al ■o the ■ecret ~
the ■ecret of palmlstr~ .
to
CADET .-C omplete inatructlo na of how
atd of mole. mar·
ty
events
future
telllng
Acad•
Naval
■
gain admission to the Annapoll
Illustrate d.
■car■. etc.
e m y. Also contatntn g t he course of lnatn.~-,
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIO
lion, des c ription of groun.<h and bulldtnga
.~ontaln lng deceptive C
CARDS
WITH
historical sketch, and everythin g a boy ahould
by leadtns conjurer■ ,
~r~~f:ta~ :,.perform
toB~ecf~e :;a~:~~ r tn the United State■
8
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE Bl.ACK AR'
No. 64 • HOW TO 1IIAKE ELECTR ICAL
deacrlptto n ef the n
complete
a
g
Containin
AlACHIN ES.- Contatnin g tull direction • for
tertea of Magic and Sleight•o f-Hand. to,ge
coll~.
Bil
making elect rical machine■, Inductionworked
experiment ■.
l
wonder!u
many
with
d y ila moo, and many novel toy ■ to be
Illu ■trated .
Anderoon .
b y elec tricity, By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully IIHOW TO BECOlllE AN ACTO
79.
No,
lus t rat ed.
Containin g complete tnatructlo n• how te i
No. 65. AIULDOO N'S JOKES. -The mo■t
up tor varlou• character s on the otag~
o ri g inal Joke book ever publlahed , and It■ 11
gether with the duties of the Stag-e Ma
a
It contain
b ri mful of wit and humor.
Prompte r. Scenic Artist and Property
m ■,
la r g e collection ot songs, Jokes, conundruhuNo. 80. GUS WILLIA! IIS' JOKE BO
wit,
great
the
,
e t c. , ot T e rren ce Muldoon
g the latest Jokes, anecdote
Containin
morlst, an d practi cal Joker of the day.
funny storleo of thla world-ren owned G
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLE S.--Conta ln0
~~~ed~~~er ~~~\YU:-1~ 11:i~ paag~!ir-~ !~ed•~h=~ fd'
~~~uonv: :u~:.eew~t hod::i l~te:::!~ g ~u~~~pre ~:
,
the author.
b oo k . Fully lllu•trate d.
No. 81. HOW TO MESME RJZE.--C o~ahlELECTR ICAL
HOW TO DO
No. 67.
th : 0 ~~ a~~;~v~~l rnktt:t.d• ~f di:!~a!■
~~!o
0
0
TRICKS. -Cont,:Jn lng a large collection of In·
animal magnetis m, or magnetic beating. ■r
■ tru ctive and highly amu ■ tng electrical trick ■.
et "Hew
author
0
..
A.C.S
11
Koch.
Hugo
Leo
Prof.
\vift~J ~~rti 'b"irnfli ctL AT::c~~:
toitJ_h
to Hypnotiz e," etc.
amu•-Contain ing over one hundred highly L
TRY.-Co D•
PALl\lJS
DO
TO
HOW
82.
No.
By
Ing and lnatructlv e trick• with chemlcal
talntng the most approved method• ot aread•
full
A. And e rson. Handsom ely llluatrate d.
Ing the line• on the hand. together with
D.
No. 69 . HOW TO DO SLEIGHT -OF-HAN
Also expl&ID•
on of their meaning.
explanati
be■t
-Contain ing over nrty or the lateat and
th
cbartelling
tor
e key
Ing phrenolog y, and
trick• uoed by magician ■. Aloo containin g tbe
acter by the bump ■ on lbe head . By LM
aecret or aecond 1lght. Fully lllu ■ trated.
Clb
~~c~O~
H~:.
TOYS.IIIAGIC
!llAKE
TO
No. 70. HOW
valuable and Instructiv e lnJorma't ton resanl•
Co n taining full direction s for making Magic
Al ■o explataIng the aclence of bypnotl ■m.
rr~: d~nd devtcea of many kinda. Fully tllu ■Ing the moat approved method■ which ar<I
HOW TO DO MECHAN ICAL
No. 71.
th
t• of
hypnotl•
leading
e
by
employed
TRlf'KS. --Contaln lng complete Instruction ■ for
A.UTiloa..
world. By L()WHT°3° 8
..,.,....
perf orming over ■lxty Mechanic al Tricks.
H
84.
No.
choice
Fully llluotrate d.
regardhlng
on
ln!ormatl
ing
--Contain
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
uoe of word• and t e manner o
the
•ubJect■,
late•t
the
of
&II
lng
-Embrac
1
WITH CARDS.
•~~lu~i~ :- \~fo~m~ :to:_•c~t .to
and m oat deceptive card trtcka. with Ulu■neatnee■. Jestblllty and ceneral compo■tttoa el
trattona.
■crtpt.
manu
No. 78. HOW TO DO TRICK8 WITH NUMeta .. In monet or ~•tace 1tampa, 111
auy addreaa on receipt otprlce, 10 ct.I. per copy, or a for 2:1
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